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Compositional routes to (non)intersectivity

Abstract

This dissertation is concerned with a particular instance of ambiguity in natural language,

between intersective and nonintersective interpretations of certain adjectives. Adjectives like

good display a consistent alternation across many languages between a noun-dependent read-

ing and a noun-independent reading, and this alternation is sensitive to various syntactic

factors concerning word order and locality. In this dissertation, I develop a compositional ac-

count of the (non)intersective ambiguity. Central to this account is the idea that ambiguity is

derived in the course of syntactic derivation, from uniform underlying adjective denotations,

where different interpretations result from modification occurring in different domains of the

nominal phrase. I argue that these interpretive domains are divided by the introduction of

grammatical number to the noun, in the form of number marking or a classifier, and corre-

spond to the ontological distinction between nouns-as-kinds and nouns-as-objects. Empirical

motivation for this analysis comes from word order alternations in Italian, the interaction of

plurality and kind-readings in Turkish, and focus-driven movement in Bangla, with a partic-

ular focus on the previously underemphasized behavior of privative adjectives. Maintaining

uniform adjective denotations is enabled by positing covert structure in intersective readings

of adjectives, motivated by visible morphophonological effects of that structure influencing

suppletion across languages. I also extend the account by offering experimental evidence in

favor of a fine-grained, semantically active lexical-conceptual structure for kinds, in order to

capture compositionally the nonintersective readings of privative adjectives.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The study of meaning in language

Unless you are rereading this dissertation, it is overwhelmingly likely that you have not en-

countered this particular sentence, with precisely these words in precisely this order, ever

before in your life. Equally likely, I hope, is that you nonetheless had no trouble under-

standing it. Despite never seeing those words arranged together in that sequence, your mind

will have processed them, understood their relation to each other, and extracted the overall

meaning that I intended to convey when writing it. If this did not occur, not only would it

be generally futile to read other people’s writing, but more broadly the entire enterprise of

language as a means of communicating novel ideas between members of a species would be

bankrupt. In order for language to be a useful system worth dedicating valuable brain space

to, we need to be able to use it to transmit new ideas to one another, not just things we both

already know, and the listener in any particular exchange needs to be able to decode the

meaning of the sentences they hear. This decoding process needs to happen for potentially

infinite new combinations of words, on the fly, when listening to different speakers and in

different contexts, and also sometimes needs to handle words that are themselves new, as

well. Luckily for us, in most cases, our brains seem to do just that.

Because this process is largely subconscious, however, we rarely stop to think about just

how astonishingly difficult it might be, and what is required for it to occur. Or, put another

way, just how bad the situation would be if certain aspects were different. Our ability to

interpret new sentences - and, therefore, to communicate - relies on at least two critical

pieces of language being consistent across contexts. First, words need to mean roughly the

same thing no matter which sentence they show up in. While there are subtle variations

and exceptions, broadly, the meaning of a given word is stable across the various sentence

structures that it can show up in. Imagine if this were not the case, and the meaning of

a word was fully determined by, for example, how far into a sentence it was placed. The
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dictionary entry for a simple noun like dog would be massively disjunctive, saying something

like ‘if it’s the first word in the sentence, it means... if it’s the second word in the sentence,

it means...’ and so on. Such a system would be atrociously painful to learn, though at least

it would be predictable! Communication would, strictly speaking, be possible, so long as the

mapping between words and meanings was not completely random. But it could get worse.

A system with massively variable word meaning would be at least stable because we

would still know how to put words together to make phrases. Counting up each word in a

sentence and looking through your mental dictionary to assign it the correct meaning for

that position would be an inefficient and tedious process, but once you had the meanings

selected, you could proceed by combining those meanings in the regular, predictable way.

Is there a verb followed by a noun? Then treat that noun as the object of the verb, and

the combination will mean something like ‘doing that verb to that noun’. Another noun

in front of the verb? Make that the subject, and then we have ‘the subject does that verb

to the object’, and so on. Even if meanings got very complex, the presence of stable rules

for composing individual parts into bigger chunks of meaning, culminating in a sentence,

would enable the successful communication of ideas across speakers. This is the second

piece of the linguistic system that needs to remain constant across contexts for effective

communication - the processes by which individual chunks of meaning are composed to make

larger ones. If this component were unconstrained, even with semi-consistent word meanings,

sentence meanings would be effectively impossible to derive; that is, it would be impossible to

predict which possible meaning of a sentence was intended by the one who produced it, upon

perceiving it. Considering a minimal example, if the two-part sequence of a verb followed by

a noun occasionally meant to put the pieces together as ‘the act of doing this verb to this

noun’, but also unpredictably could mean any conceptually possible relationship between

those things - some linguistically familiar ones like ‘that noun doing the verb to someone

else’, but also plenty of other logically definable possibilities like ‘doing that verb to everyone

except that noun’ or ‘doing all actions except that verb to this noun’, invoking extra content
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like ‘doing that verb to the noun’s best friend’, and so on - then comprehension would be

near impossible. Even with just these examples, we see that meanings of the same phrases

could alternate unpredictably, or meanings of a phrase might not even involve the meaning of

one of its parts. It’s difficult to even lay out in plain language the kind of outlandish options

for connecting meanings that we would have. Perhaps the discourse context could help

decipher a given meaning-meaning pair, but given that an average-length sentence would

contain dozens of these pairwise interactions, and we would have no reason to expect that

only words next to each other should have their meanings interact, etc., the project would

become nightmarish.

Given that communication with language does in general appear to actually function,

we must not be in this situation. It does seem like there are powerful constraints over and

above logical possibility on both what individual words may mean and the operations that

may combine those meanings. Learning what those constraints are and formalizing them has

been probably the primary function of the tradition of formal semantics, to which this disser-

tation is going to belong. The fact that neither component of the meaning system seems to

be random has often been codified in the notion of linguistic compositionality. The principle

of compositionality (Frege, 1914; Montague, 1970) is perhaps the fundamental driving force

behind the project of formal semantics, which might be described as the joint project of

determining the meanings of individual lexical items in natural language and determining

the nature of the mechanisms combining them, such that we can predict the truth conditions

and felicity conditions of all natural language expressions from the application of such com-

binatorial mechanisms to such lexical meanings. A rough statement of the principle, then,

might be given as in (1).

(1) The Principle of Compositionality:
The meaning of a complex expression is a function of the meanings of its constituents
and the way they are combined.

As Szabó (2012) identifies, however, such a formulation is underspecified on multiple

3



fronts. What aspects of the meanings of the constituents are relevant? Are we concerned

with the way that the constituents themselves are combined, or the way that their meanings

are combined? Does ‘is a function of’ mean that the meaning of the complex expression is

determined by that of its constituents, or simply that there is such a function? Some weaker

readings of ex:principle are trivially satisfied, while the stronger readings are, as Szabó says,

bold empirical hypotheses. The strongest such reading is (2).

(2) The Principle of Compositionality, revised:
The meaning of a complex expression is determined by the meanings its constituents
have individually and of the way those constituents are combined.

Such a formulation as (2) commits semanticists to significantly more than (1). One reason

this is advantageous is that it makes compositionality an interesting empirical question for

the semanticist to verify, rather than an a priori truth to define the boundaries of what

semantic research may be. Another advantage is that it prevents compositionality from being

vacuously true. Partee (1984) observes that ‘if the syntax is sufficiently unconstrained and

the meanings sufficiently rich, there seems no doubt that natural languages can be described

compositionally’, as clever maneuvers in an arbitrary theory of syntax or lexical meaning

can always rescue compositionality (see Janssen 1983; Zadrozny 1994). Thus it is necessary

that we evaluate the validity of (2) against a backdrop of ‘well-motivated constraints on

syntax and/or on the mapping from syntax to meaning’ (Partee, 1984). Doing so allows

compositionality to serve both as a meaningful benchmark for a semantic theory and a

meaningful guide for conducting semantic research.

The suggestion that compositionality is meaningful only in the context of constrained,

non-arbitrary theories of syntactic structure, lexical meaning, and the mapping between

them implies that ‘we need to study lexical semantics and principles of semantic composition

together; decisions about either may affect decisions about the other’ (Partee, 2009, 20), and

similarly for syntax. Attending closely to the interplay of these three domains, with specific

commitments to the nature of lexical semantic units which may enter into the compositional
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process, opens up the space for potential solutions to linguistic phenomena which have been

argued to pose a fatal threat to a strong compositional thesis like (2). In particular, (2)

requires that the meaning of a complex expression be determined by the meanings that its

constituent expressions have individually. The inputs to semantic composition, then, should

be predetermined: for the compositional process to determine what the meaning of one

of its constituents is, in this particular sentential context, would constitute a violation of

strong compositionality, a kind of feedback problem in which the meaning of a constituent is

simultaneously determined by the meaning of the complex expression of which it is a part.

Taking seriously the study of meaning in language therefore requires detailed attention to

the meanings of individual pieces of language (often, but not exclusively, words), the archi-

tectural rules for building syntactic structures out of those pieces, the compositional rules for

building complex meanings out of simpler ones, and the mapping principles that determine

how compositional rules are applied over syntactic structures. In doing so, the semanticist

is well-equipped to look at particular phenomena in natural language from a compositional

perspective and, in defining each of these modular but interactive components for that phe-

nomenon, attempt to build a formal model of how the relevant meanings are defined within

the bounds of our assumed guiding principle for compositional theory-building, whatever

that may end up being. But as described, that project of examining whether or not meaning

can always be described compositionally implies that there are problem cases, phenomena

that on the surface appear less than strictly compositional. This dissertation, like many

other works in this tradition, is an investigation of some of those problem cases.

1.2 Modification problems

In introducing the notion of compositionality, I suggested that were it not to hold, under-

standing language would be a nightmarish project verging on impossibility. Meanings need

to be stable, or else we are lost at sea! But as any seasoned user of a language knows, in fact,

variation is frequent, and while it sometimes impedes perfect communication, it certainly
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doesn’t grind the entire infrastructure to a halt. In particular, I suggested with the small

verb-noun pairing example that it would be disastrous if the meaning of even a two-word

pair were allowed to vary between multiple options, or if the meaning of a two-word pair

were allowed to exclude the meaning of one of its parts. The focus of this dissertation is on

instances of adjectival modification - equally simple pairs of one adjective and one noun -

where, in fact, both of these compositional nightmares are realized, quite regularly and pro-

ductively. These problems, labeled ambiguity and privativity respectively, have challenged

strictly compositional theories for decades and each motivated theorists to either rescue the

principle of compositionality with the introduction of significant covert complexity to our

syntactic or semantic representations, or to abandon the principle altogether.

1.2.1 The problem of ambiguity

Sometimes, the combination of a single noun and a single adjective can result in more than

one possible output meaning. A canonical example of modification-induced ambiguity is

given in (3).

(3) She is a beautiful dancer.

a. ‘She dances beautifully’
b. ‘She is a dancer and physically beautiful’

The most frequent and salient interpretation of (3) is the first one in (3a), where it appears

that the adjective is functioning actually more like an adverb, modifying the activity or event

that the noun performs. More generally, this reading involves the adjective modifying the

actual semantic content of the noun, whatever that may be; there is not always such an

obvious verbal component to the noun (e.g., in just king it is the act of being a king that

is just, but there’s certainly no activity of kinging). But there is also the interpretation in

(3b), a less obvious but certainly present reading, on which the subject is labeled as both

a dancer and a beautiful, physically attractive person. On this reading, how beautiful her

dancing is is entirely irrelevant to whether you would agree or disagree with the statement.
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As meanings in semantics are often modeled as sets of objects, it is easy to visualize the

meaning of (3b) as the result of intersecting two sets: the set of dancers and the set of

beautiful people, where the beautiful dancers are the people found in the Venn diagram

overlap. As a result, the reading in (3b) is often called the intersective reading (and will

be regularly abbreviated throughout as the I reading). In contrast, the reading in (3a) is

the nonintersective reading (NI reading). The contrast displayed in (3) will throughout be

referred to as the (non)intersective ambiguity, and adjectives which display this ambiguity

as (non)intersective adjectives.

It is important to appreciate how, already, we have the makings of a compositional

crisis. The meaning of the whole sentence appears to be determined by more than just the

meaning of its individual parts and the way they are combined, but also some third factor

that distinguishes the nonintersective from the intersective readings. If we want to accept

that the solution is truly not compositional, then we have any number of ways to resolve

this problem. If we want to retain a compositional system, however, we have effectively two

options: we can play with the meanings of the parts, or we can play with the way in which

they are combined.

The most immediate answer, and certainly the one pursued by the earliest formal theories

of the (non)intersective ambiguity, is to play with the meaning of the adjective. Doublet

theories like Siegel (1976), and many following, simply state that adjectives like beautiful in

fact represent two different words, with two distinct meanings, in a similar way to how a

classically polysemous word like bank does (‘financial institution’ vs. ‘side of a river’). One

of those words means something like ‘doing the activity in a beautiful way’ and the other

means ‘physically beautiful’, and that’s that for ambiguity. Nothing about compositionality

requires that there be a one-to-one mapping between the phonological form of a word and a

single meaning; in fact, we really can’t have such a principle, because of cases like bank.

But we need to do more than just defining two meanings, because the pattern is more

complex than just (3). For example, one individual might be a beautiful dancer in both
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senses. In that case we could describe them with:

(4) She is a beautiful beautiful dancer.

Of course, one reading of (4) is just emphasis, doubling down on one of the single mean-

ings. But in the right context - a casting agency finding a group of elegant dancers but then

furthermore needing one who is very attractive - each instance of the adjective provides one

of the distinct (non)intersective meanings. And if you are a native English speaker, I didn’t

even have to tell you which adjective was providing which meaning - we naturally get the

inference that the first beautiful is contributing the intersective meaning and the second the

nonintersective one, and swapping them around really isn’t possible. This is a problem for

doublet theories, which then need to define an additional principle explaining this ordering

effect. And it’s not just this order that matters:

(5) She is a dancer more beautiful than any other.

This kind of adjective can’t be put after the noun in English without some comparative

support like more than any other, but what’s important is that (5) only allows the intersective

interpretation: this is a dancer who is more physically beautiful than any other dancer,

dancing skill nonwithstanding. These kinds of ordering effects are found across the English

lexicon (Bolinger, 1967) and across languages with more generally flexible word order as

well, as we will see in more detail later on (Larson and Takahashi, 2004; Cinque, 2010).

A doublet theory not only needs to provide principles explaining both of these kinds of

word order effects, but needs to generalize them for any language’s version, and also needs

to accept that the consistent recurrence of these doubled lexical representations for many

of the same adjectives across so many languages is just an accidental coincidence, with no

specific motivation for why the nonintersective and intersective meanings should both end up

linked to the form beautiful, rather than one of them ending up with a different phonological

realization.

Other approaches, which will be reviewed in the next chapter, take the opposite compositionality-
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preserving solution, in trying to make more complex the syntactic structure combining the

adjective and the noun, perhaps adding covert structure, or adjusting some other aspect of

the principles of interpretation allowing for flexibility in a single adjective’s denotation. In

the end, this is the kind of strategy that this dissertation will pursue. However, it is impor-

tant to note why it is so hard to make such solutions genuinely ‘compositionality-preserving’.

The whole utility of having a compositional system, as suggested above, is that it enables

the people perceiving language to reliably understand what those sentences mean. If compo-

sitionality is preserved in a way that is impossible to see in the actual linguistic strings that

people need to understand, then that solution is perhaps not very satisfactory to the goals

behind the principle. This argument, and its applicability to theories of adjectival ambiguity,

is put forcefully by Bouchard (2002):

‘Compositionality has some methodological value only if it relies on fairly directly
accessible surface properties (Partee 1997, 61, Hausser 1984, Hintikka 1983). But
previous analyses of adjectival modification all have in common that they add
various covert elements and operations to the theory (new lexical categories of
adjectives or nouns, new syntactic categories, multiple lexical entries for some
adjectives, new movement operations triggered by new functional features, etc.).
The added elements are not accountable to either interfaces, so that composi-
tionality is only satisfied in a technical way. Compositionality that is merely
technical loses the motivation for the principle, i.e., to explain how a human
being understands a newly encountered sentence, since we are never sure what
elements are present, or what their individual meaning is.’ (Bouchard, 2002, 9)

This notion of interface-accountability is worth keeping in mind throughout the ensuing

discussion. Inevitably, we will have to introduce some complexity to both the syntax and

semantics of the theory in order to capture all of the patterns that together constitute

the (non)intersective ambiguity cross-linguistically. But I hope to do so in a way that is

motivated and interface-accountable. To do so, an investigation of the (non)intersective

ambiguity will be supplemented with a simultaneous investigation of another pernicious

compositional problem, with the idea that each will shed some light on the other in order to

illuminate a genuinely, not merely technically, compositional solution.
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1.2.2 The problem of privativity

That second problem is the problem of privativity. Generally, the composition of an adjective

and a noun - whether interpreted nonintersectively or intersectively - results in a composite

meaning that involves both of the meanings of its subparts. In the simplest case, a brown

dog is both brown and a dog, and in similar ways a beautiful dancer is both beautiful and

a dancer, just on one of two possible interpretations of the adjective. Classically, semantic

work has divided adjectives into a taxonomic organization depending on the kind of infer-

ences from the modified noun phrase to the individual adjective and noun that they license.

Intersective adjectives, like brown and one interpretation of beautiful, allow you conclude

from an individual being an ‘adjective noun’ that they are both an instance of the adjective

and an instance of the noun, separately.

(6) Intersective inferences

a. X is an AI N.
X is A.

b. X is an AI N.
X is an N’
X is an AI N’.

Subsective adjectives, like the nonintersective interpretation of beautiful, don’t necessarily

allow you to conclude that the individual has the independent property denoted by the

adjective outside of the context of the noun, but you can certainly conclude that they are

an example of the noun.

(7) Subsective inference

a. X is an AS N.
X is an N.

Some adjectives, however, do not allow either inference. This is the class of privatives,

including fake, counterfeit, mock, artificial, and perhaps many others (Nayak et al., 2014).

Privative adjectives, by definition, license the opposite of the subsective inference: for a given

privative adjective AP , if X is an APN , X is not an N . Contrasting with subsectives, the
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set denoted by a privatively modified noun phrase is disjoint from the set denoted by the

unmodified noun, and no set-theoretic operation over the unmodified noun set can derive

the noun phrase set.

(8) This is a fake gun. Ñ This is not a gun.

(9) Privative inference

a. X is an AP N.
X is not an N.

Hence, the problem of privativity. On a standard, strong interpretation of compositional-

ity, the meaning of a complex expression like a modified noun phrase is to be fully determined

by the meanings of its constituent parts, following (2). In the case of intersective adjectives,

this is satisfied straightforwardly: intersect the meanings. For other subsectives, the process

may be slightly more complex, but it is still easily computable, since we are selecting a

subset of the noun’s meaning according to a standard provided by the adjective’s meaning.

For privatives, however, it appears that we must pull from beyond the extensional denota-

tions of both the noun and the adjective to generate the denotation of the noun phrase. Of

course, this is not much of a problem for the cognitive system to accomplish. We all readily

compute the set of fake guns one way or another; its membership is no mystery to a com-

petent language user. But how such computation is achieved by the compositional semantic

system is significantly more opaque, given that no meaning contributed by gun seems to

be preserved in the end result, at least on a standard semantic conception of extensional,

referential meaning.

As a result, privative adjectives have received substantial attention in the frameworks

of cognitive or conceptual semantics (Franks, 1995; Coulson and Fauconnier, 1999), be-

cause these inference facts appear initially to be more easily captured through an account

of shifting senses or conceptual blending rather than a strictly compositional one. However,

compositional accounts have also been offered, beginning with Kamp and Partee (1995) and

continuing in Partee (2007, 2009, 2010), though I will argue later on that those accounts fall
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short of providing sufficient explanation. The compositional problem offered by privative

adjectives is easy to appreciate on an extensional conception of meaning, and their difficult

‘edge case’ logical behavior - which makes them seem to belong to a different class from most

adjectives - has caused them to be excluded from most paradigm-building for the analysis of

other properties of adjectives. In most cases, theories focused on the syntax-semantics inter-

face properties of adjectives in particular have footnoted or entirely excluded consideration of

privative adjectives, because of the apparent ‘extra’ complexity that their unique semantics

introduces. That includes theories of the (non)intersective ambiguity just described.

The core strategy of this dissertation is, rather than footnoting the peculiar behavior

of privative adjectives, to put the spotlight directly on them, and center their behavior

for building a syntactic-semantic theory of adjectives, precisely because their peculiarities

can be illuminating in quite helpful, previously unrecognized ways. In particular, the im-

portant starting observation is that some privative adjectives display precisely the same

(non)intersective ambiguity as their subsective cousins like beautiful. For example:

(10) This is a fake painting.

a. ‘This is not a painting at all (e.g., this image was printed, not painted, or this
object is actually the door to a secret safe)’

b. ‘This is a painting but some aspect of it is fake (e.g., it is a counterfeit painted
by someone other than the claimed painter)’

Immediately, examples like this show that the privative inference pattern described above

is not a universal property of these adjectives. Moreover, it aligns their behavior with

subsective adjectives in a way that allows us to ask whether or not this privative ambiguity

behaves the same with respect to syntactic configurations. And eventually, I will argue,

investigating the (non)intersective ambiguity by specifically focusing on how it is realized

in privative adjectives is not only fruitful, but entirely necessary for building an accurate

theory of the ambiguity.
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1.3 Theoretical assumptions

This dissertation will assume a trivalent intensional semantics with application and intersec-

tion as modes of composition for building meanings, a standard X-bar-theoretic syntax for

building phrase structures, and the basic principles of Distributed Morphology for building

words.

Semantics. Morphemes, including but not limited to words, denote terms in a logical

language that builds functions out of a set of basic types. The language used here is Ty2,

a higher-order intensional logic as defined by Gallin (1975) with a set of three basic types:

e, the type of individuals, t, the type of truth values (0 or 1), and s, the type of worlds.

Additional types may be constructed out of these using the binary type-constructor x , y,

which creates a function from the first type to the second. So, xe, ty is a type which is a

function from individuals to truth values, and xxe, ty, ty is a type which is a function from

those functions into truth values, and so on. Being a function is represented in a lambda

calculus, where the term λ denotes the application of a function to a term via variable

substitution. A lambda term takes a particular type as input on its left half, and then

returns a term of another type as output on its right have, divided by a . or rs. So a function

might look like:

(11) λxe.dogpxq

Which is equivalent to:

(12) λxerdogpxqs

And in both cases represents the xe, ty-type function that takes individuals and returns

true if they are dogs and false otherwise.

There are two ways in which terms in a lambda calculus can compose with each other.

The first is Function Application, where a functional type (one surrounded by xy) composes

with a term of the appropriate type to serve as its input argument (e.g., e, in the case of
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xe, ty), and returns its output (in this case, something of type t). This operation is defined

as follows:

(13) Function Application
If α is a branching node and tβ, γu is the set of α’s daughters, and JβK is a function
whose domain contains JγK, then JαK = JβK(JγK).

For example:

(14) JToby is a dogK = JdogK(JTobyK)
= λxerdogpxqspTobyq
= dog(Toby)

The other compositional operation available in the grammar is Predicate Modification,

which models the intersection of sets of the same type. This operation is defined as follows,

where σ is a variable over any type.

(15) Predicate Modification
If α is a branching node and tβ, γu is the set of α’s daughters, and JβK and JγK are
both in Dxσ,ty, then JαK = λxσ. JβK(x) = 1 ^ JγK(x) = 1.

This allows us to conjoin same-typed predicates to form complex ones, such as:

(16) JToby is a brown dogK = [JbrownKXJdogK](JTobyK)
= rpλxerbrownpxqsq X pλxerdogpxqsqspTobyq
= λxerbrownpxq ^ dogpxqspTobyq
= brown(Toby) ^ dog(Toby)

The role of an intensional semantics is to allow these functional statements to be in-

terpreted relative to particular worlds, so a more thorough denotation for such a predicate

might be given as:

(17) JdogK = λwsλxerdogwpxqs = λwsλxerx is a dog in ws

Both our definitions for Function Application and Predicate Modification make reference

to ‘branching nodes’ which implies that these rules operate over meanings that stand in

structural, syntactic relations to one another. So we also need a framework for representing

those structures.
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Syntax. Syntactic structures are created via the application of an operation Merge to two

terminal nodes (retrieved from the lexicon) or previously constructed substructures. The

result is that syntactic trees will always be at most binary branching. Most of the syntactic

claims made here should be compatible with a variety of theoretical implementations; so

the explicit assumptions made here will be minimal and basic. The basic type of phrase

structures assumed here are those of X-bar theory, where syntactic heads (X) may option-

ally combine with a complement before projecting to an intermediate level (X’) and then

optionally combine with a specifier before projecting to the phrasal level (XP). Phrases may

also adjoin to other phrases.

(18) XP

(adjunct) XP

(specifier) X’

X (complement)

It is also assumed that pieces of syntactic structure may undergo movement (formally a

variation on Merge) to other, higher locations in the structure. Every instance of Merge at

the syntactic level will correspond to an instance of one of our two composition rules at the

semantic level.

I will also be assuming some of the basic principles of Distributed Morphology (Halle

and Marantz, 1993), which argues that the processes for composing word-internal structures

are one and the same processes for composing words together into sentence-level structures.

Particularly relevant later on will be the hypothesis of Late Insertion, the idea that the

phonological forms of syntactic elements are introduced only at the interface with Phonolog-

ical Form, not present during the syntactic derivation. Pieces in the syntax are fully abstract

collections of syntactic features, and only gain utterable form via Vocabulary Insertion which

occurs after a syntactic structure is built, such that facts about the syntactic environment
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of a morpheme may influence its phonological realization but not the other way around.

Vocabulary Insertion rules define a relationship between a syntactic element, like a root, and

its phonological realization, by stating the syntactic context in which that phonological form

is inserted:

(19)
?
rootÑ form / [ X ]

The left side of the slash defines the insertion: a syntactic item (before the arrow) is

realized as a phonological form (after the arrow). The right side of the slash defines the

context for the application of the insertion rule: the underscore indicates the location of the

syntactic item pre-insertion, and relates it to other features of the context; in this example,

this rule would apply, inserting the form, whenever the root is in the local environment of

some other element X.

1.4 Roadmap for the dissertation

This dissertation develops a compositional theory of adjectival modification in the noun

phrase which (i) explains the distribution of intersective and nonintersective meanings by

appealing to minimal, motivated semantic and syntactic machinery, and (ii) traces the com-

positional process across the morphosyntactic, syntax-semantic and the conceptual-semantic

interfaces. The goal is to characterize what we might call the full compositional ‘pipeline’:

starting with prelinguistic concepts, how they are converted into linguistically relevant

chunks of meaning at the conceptual-semantic interface, how those chunks are put into

structures and determine the possible meanings of those structures at the syntax-semantics

interface, and how that affects surface realization at the morphosyntactic interface. In terms

of how the argument will proceed, the strategy will be to begin with the syntactic distribu-

tion and working ‘downwards’ to sublexical semantic structures, treating each interface in

its own chapter.

In less technical terms, the argument will proceed as follows. First, where do ambiguous
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meanings appear? Chapter 2 addresses this descriptive, surface-level location of ambiguity:

where in sentences can adjectives have ambiguous meanings, and where do they have to be

unambiguous (in one direction or another)? In this chapter, I propose that, semantically,

adjectives always take a local nominal argument, even when the overt noun they modify is

nonlocal. Chapter 3 contains empirical motivation for the assumption that this local ar-

gument is realized with its own syntactic projection, rather than being purely pragmatic.

After establishing the location of different meanings, the next question is, why do meanings

appear in those locations? Chapter 4 proposes an account of the syntax-semantics interface

to explain why certain locations in sentences are consistently associated with one mean-

ing or another, linking positions to underlying semantic properties. Finally, how are those

meanings derived? The previous chapters establish where we see intersective versus nonin-

tersective meanings, and why they appear in those locations, but Chapter 5 focuses in on

nonintersectivity in particular and asks what those adjectives and nouns actually mean, and

how those meanings combine to give nonintersective interpretations. Following this where-

why-how structure, then, the dissertation begins with a descriptive characterization of where

(non)intersective meanings occur, then develops an account of why they occur there, then

an account of how they are actually composed. Chapter 6 concludes.

As per (i) above, the goal is to appeal to a minimal set of independently motivated

semantic and syntactic tools to account for ambiguity. In particular, I am going to argue

that all we need to characterize the (non)intersective ambiguity is a mapping at the syntax-

semantics interface of the preexisting distinction between object (or token) meanings and

kind (or type) meanings, and the assumption that adjectives always take a syntactically rep-

resented kind argument. The crucial observation is going to be that nonintersective readings

that are identical on the surface are, in fact, not always the result of the same compositional

operations - by characterizing the path that meanings take from their introduction into the

derivation through their modification by adjectives, and identifying the places at which that

path can split, we can properly describe the compositional routes to nonintersectivity using
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only these minimal assumptions.

The next few sections give more extensive previews of what each chapter covers.

1.4.1 Overview of Chapter 2

The focus of Chapter 2, ‘The distribution of ambiguity’, is to provide a general characteriza-

tion of how intersective and nonintersective meanings are distributed across the syntax, and

develop an initial theory of the mapping between those syntactic positions and the composi-

tional semantic operations governing modification in each position. The formal semantics in

this chapter is minimal and the syntactic account centers on linking surface word orders to

underlying syntactic configurations, rather than on a precise characterization of the syntactic

process involved in building those configurations.

The chapter begins with a review of the four broad past varieties of approaches to an-

alyzing the (non)intersective ambiguity: theories that posit multiple denotations for the

adjective, theories that posit multiple subparts of the noun to be modified, theories that

locate the ambiguity in purely pragmatic, post-compositional processes, and theories that

distinguish multiple syntactic domains of modification. Criticisms of all of these approaches

are developed, but the final type - structure-sensitive syntax domain theories - is taken to

be the most viable starting point for an accurate theory; specifically, the one developed in

Cinque (2010).

The core empirical strategy of the chapter is privative disambiguation. I show that pri-

vative adjectives, which display the same (non)intersective ambiguity as the more commonly

considered subsective class but have been generally avoided in paradigm-building for syn-

tactic analysis, in fact are the key piece to illustrate the distribution of (non)intersective

meanings across syntactic positions. Because of their highly restrictive semantics, allowing

less pragmatic flexibility and fewer options for composition, they function as canaries in the

mine of derivations: highly sensitive to their compositional environment and more prone

to crashing the derivation when their strict semantics are not satisfied, which reveals the
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underlying structure at play. Applying this strategy to Italian, I show that Cinque’s as-

sumption of surface interpretive ambiguity corresponding to underlying syntactic ambiguity

is not supported, and instead propose a ‘one-to-one’ mapping between surface word order

and covert syntax in Italian, additionally a one-to-one mapping between syntactic configura-

tion and semantic composition, but a ‘one-to-many’ mapping between semantic composition

and interpretation.

The same privative disambiguation strategy is then applied to Bangla, a language which

allows focus-driven movement of the adjective, noun, or noun phrase to various higher posi-

tions in the extended nominal projection. I show that this movement - which has only been

investigated semantically with respect to definiteness, but not modification - has interpretive

consequences with respect to the (non)intersective ambiguity, and again that privative adjec-

tives show a less ambiguous version of the same pattern, revealing again the same underlying

syntax-semantics mapping principles in play in Italian.

Drawing on both the Italian and Bangla data, the chapter develops the first component

of the theory of the (non)intersective ambiguity: (non)intersective adjectives are not polyse-

mous, but rather always a higher-type, two-place predicate that requires an initial nominal

argument to determine the scale over which the adjective is interpreted. Intersective readings

are not the result of a lexically-listed first-order property predicate version of the adjective,

but rather the adjective first combining with a null argument to receive a noun-independent

semantics before intersecting with the overt modified noun. Syntactically, this intersective

composition process takes place when the adjective is non-local to the overt noun, and nonin-

tersective modification takes place when the adjective is local to the noun. The fact that both

non-local composition via intersection and local composition via application can, under the

correct pragmatic circumstances, lead to nonintersective readings on the surface establishes

that there are multiple compositional routes to nonintersectivity.
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1.4.2 Overview of Chapter 3

The focus of Chapter 3, ‘The morphosyntax of intersection’, is to establish that the null

argument involved in intersective readings of ambiguous adjectives is realized with a distinct

syntactic projection, and the intersective adjective is therefore created compositionally in the

course of the syntactic derivation, rather than being a merely pragmatic operation. Evidence

for the syntactic reality of this argument is found in cross-linguistic patterns of suppletion.

Adjectives like good across languages display both the interpretive ambiguity of inter-

est here - nonintersective ‘good at...’ vs. intersective ‘good person who...’ - and often

the morphophonological phenomenon of suppletion, where the phonological form of their

stem changes to an unpredictable alternate in certain morphological contexts. Specifically,

the comparative and superlative forms of good often display suppletion, like English better

and best. This chapter begins with an observation from Despić (2019) that this suppletion,

despite being generally regarded as a semantically irrelevant process, has interpretive con-

sequences in Serbian: adjectives which are ambiguous in their positive form actually lose

their intersective meaning when they are in the comparative or superlative, but only if those

forms are suppletive. I review Despić’s account of this pattern, which proposes two distinct

roots for these ambiguous adjectives, and argue that it is untenable.

Specifically, the diradical account is unable to capture the fact that this pattern in Ser-

bian in fact appears to be a substantial cross-linguistic generalization. Across a survey

of sixteen languages from multiple language families, I find that in almost all cases, if a

comparative/superlative form is suppletive, it loses the intersective reading, but if it is mor-

phologically regular, it retains it. This pattern, termed the Nonintersective Suppletion Gen-

eralization, motivates a monoradical account on which the intersective reading is blocked for

suppletive adjectives because it requires additional syntactic material intervening between

the adjectival root and its suppletion trigger, the comparative affix, given that suppletion

must be triggered in a local relationship. This accounts for the general unavailability of the

intersective reading across languages without positing stipulative and arbitrary Vocabulary
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Insertion rules, and provides independent phonological evidence that there is covert syntactic

structure involved in the intersective reading, supporting the conclusion from Chapter 2.

The one exception to the Nonintersective Suppletion Generalization is found to be Basque.

Basque, interestingly, is also the lone known exception to Bobaljik’s (2012) *ABA general-

ization, where the comparative form is suppletive but the superlative is regular. While this

chapter concludes without an explanation of either exceptional pattern, it does argue that

the coexistence of these exceptions may provide additional evidence that Basque’s compara-

tive construction is fundamentally unlike other languages’, and might be correctly treated as

not a syntactic comparative in such a way that its abnormal behavior with respect to both

generalizations is expected. Current accounts of the Basque morphological exceptionality,

however, fail to predict its semantic exceptionality.

1.4.3 Overview of Chapter 4

The focus of Chapter 4, ‘Number and kind modification’, is on making precise the syntax-

semantic interface properties that cause adjectives to display ambiguous meanings in dif-

ferent syntactic domains. Here, I develop the core semantic theory of the dissertation: the

ambiguity between nonintersective and intersective meanings of adjectives is reducible to

the distinction between kind-level and object-level denotations of the nouns that they are

modifying.

The chapter begins by introducing the semantic notion of kinds, some background on

how to maneuver with and between kinds and objects, and a particular approach relating

kinds to grammatical number. On this view, nouns uniformly enter the derivation denoting

kinds, and they are converted to object-level denotations, properties of individuals, when

they compose with number (either morphological number marking or a classifier), which

serves the semantic function of making them countable. This creates two distinct syntactic

domains with specific semantic ontological properties - one corresponding to kinds and one

to objects. I then pick up on an idea from Leffel (2014), who argued that adjectives may be
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sensitive to this distinction and compose with the noun either before or after this number-

driven object-conversion, which for Leffel marks the distinction between individual-level and

stage-level interpretations of adjectives like visible. I draw out some criticism of Leffel’s

account, namely its continued reliance on polysemy and lack of empirical support, before

pursuing a revision to resolve both problems.

The chapter then turns to Turkish, where bare singular (or unmarked for number) nouns

show a particular interaction with kind/object modification - while these nouns are some-

times ambiguous between singular and plural interpretations, adding object-level modifiers

forces singular interpretations while kind-level modifiers preserve the plural possibility. I

argue that we can use this pattern as a diagnostic for kind-sensitivity, and apply it to

both individual/stage contrasts and (non)intersective contrasts. I find that in both cases,

the diagnostic reveals that these forms of modification are in fact sensitive to kind struc-

tures: individual-level and nonintersective interpretations behave like kind modifiers, while

stage-level and intersective interpretations behave like object modifiers. This motivates as-

similating the contrasts, which also finds support in the earlier Bangla data, where it is the

classifier level that divides the relevant domains for nonintersective modification.

The analysis developed in this chapter, built off of Leffel’s initial proposal, holds that these

adjectives are uniformly functions over subkind predicates, taking one kind-level denotation

and directly modifying the kind to create a new subkind. While this kind of modification

is in effect always nonintersective, it can occur either with the overt modified noun prior to

enumeration - to create surface nonintersective readings - or with the null argument, a prag-

matically provided subkind predicate (whose syntactic existence was argued for in Chapter

3), which in combination with a linking operator both saturates the subkind argument of

the adjective and converts it into an object-level predicate appropriate for intersection with

the overt noun post-enumeration into an object-level property.
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1.4.4 Overview of Chapter 5

The focus of Chapter 5, ‘Inside nonintersective modification’, is to elaborate on the process of

modifying a kind that takes place inside Chapter 4’s proposed composition for nonintersective

modification. It does so via a focus on the possible interpretations of privative adjectives

and the variation they show across contexts and nouns.

The chapter begins with a reintroduction of the problem of privativity, and Partee’s

classic account of privative interpretations as the result of coerced expansion of noun meaning

triggered by violation of an interpretive principle that prohibits the otherwise contradictory

result of privative composition. I argue that, though this account is fundamentally correct in

assimilating privative adjectives to subsective adjectives in a basic sense, it fails to adequately

predict privative meanings, in particular the wide variation that so-called privatives show in

the actual intersectivity of their outputs.

The results of two experiments are then presented to illustrate the range of possible

meanings for privative adjectives.

• Experiment 1 focuses on the way in which the meanings of nouns can change across

contexts depending on the other nouns they compete with, via an image-selection

paradigm modeled after ‘captcha’ questions. The results suggest that there is signifi-

cant variation in how strictly people apply the categorization requirements of a noun,

sometimes requiring a strict interpretation and other times loosening it to require only

a single property of the noun’s kind, e.g., its perceptual form, but that such modulation

is not unlimited and cannot involve the creation of novel categorization requirements,

only weakening or strengthening of lexically encoded ones.

• Experiment 2 focuses on the variation in the meaning of different privative adjectives

across nouns, and specifically what kind of inferences they license. It finds that ad-

jectives like fake are not uniformly nonsubsective, but depending on the noun they

compose with in fact regularly license subsective inferences, and this depends on the
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particular interaction of the noun’s semantic content and the property modified by the

adjective.

The experimental results are used to motivate a theory of privative modification under

which nouns are imbued with a rich set of conceptual features as part of their semantic

representation, and individual adjectives can modify distinct components of those concep-

tual representations. This Dual Content Semantics theory of Del Pinal (2018) enriches the

lexicon with both conceptual structure and a modulation function that naturally captures

the behavior observed in both experiments, with some proposed revisions. On this view,

privative adjectives are not a uniform class at all, and labeling categories of adjectives based

on the inference that they license is always going to be inaccurate because inferences are not

lexical properties but emergent properties of composition based on the particular interaction

of a noun’s conceptual content and the adjective’s targeted features to modify.

Finally, I propose the assimilation of Del Pinal’s enriched conceptual structure for nouns

with the semantic notion of kinds, to treat kinds as sortal concepts composed of some

grammatically-structured subset of the information found in a given concept. The end

of the chapter sketches a loose proposal for how these compositional conceptual structures

might be imposed onto underspecified conceptual semantics for syntactic roots. On this view,

roots index concepts, identifying the locations in memory where the bundle of non-linguistic

conceptual information can be found; nominal categorizers impose the grammatical structure

of a kind onto those roots, retrieving a particular subset of that conceptual information and

rendering it in linguistically interpretable form; grammatical number converts that kind

structure into a set of objects.
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2 The distribution of ambiguity

The goal of this chapter is to sketch the initial structure of a proposal for how intersective and

nonintersective meanings of ambiguous adjectives are distributed across syntactic structures.

It will be focused on the broad strokes in both syntax and semantics: distinguishing classes

of approaches from each other, characterizing syntactic domains as ‘local’ vs. ‘non-local’,

and employing basic schematic denotations for noun and adjective semantics. In Chapter 4, I

will develop a specific account of what adjectives and nouns denote, and what constitutes the

relevant senses of locality; here, I am focused entirely on contrasting one type of structural

theory of ambiguity (surface-syntax) from another (semantic-interpretive). First, though, I

will introduce some non-structural theories and cover why we not to pursue those avenues.

2.1 Past theories

This section introduces some examples of preexisting approaches to the ambiguity problem

in the literature. This is only a very limited subset, but these examples have been selected

because they are generally representative of what I see as four predominant strategies, of

which many other theories are variations on a theme: adjectival polysemy, internal complex-

ity of the noun, pragmatic resolution, and distinct syntactic domains of modification. In

the end, I want to suggest that each of these approaches both fails to capture the empirical

pattern and offers a bit of useful insight that the present proposal will draw from.

2.1.1 Two types of adjectives (Siegel 1976)

Probably the simplest and most intuitive account of the (non)intersective ambiguity in ad-

jectives just holds that there are in fact two homophonous forms of the adjective, one for

each reading. This style of account takes the ambiguity at face value and encodes it in the

lexical representations of the adjective(s), and as a result has been called the ‘Blame the

Adjective’ approach in the ensuing literature.
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The best-known of these theories, and maybe the earliest to formalize this intuition

in Montagovian formal semantics, is that of Siegel (1976). Siegel argues that the lexicon

is fundamentally divided into two semantically and syntactically distinct categories, which

have been falsely treated together under the umbrella of ‘adjective’.

Some adjectives are entirely predicative, entirely extensional, and only allow intersective

readings. In Siegel’s early notation, these adjectives are t{{{e, taking an individual argument

of type e and returning a truth value t; in modern notation, xe, ty (I’ll be giving the examples

below in more contemporary lambda notation, not Siegel’s original Montague notation).

Whether syntactically serving as adnominal modifiers or predicates, they uniformly combine

with nouns via intersection and therefore only involve extensional composition. This class

includes adjectives like sick, infinite, portable, nude, tall, aged...

(20) JsickK = λx.sickpxq
Jsick friendK = λx.sickpxq ^ friendpxq

Other adjectives are fully attributive, semantically CN{CN : functions from ‘common

noun’ denotations to another common noun denotation, or xxe, ty, xe, tyy. These adjectives

are also intensional, creating a new property out of their input property rather than merely

manipulating extensions. This class includes alleged, former, veteran, rightful, chief...

(21) JallegedK = λP.λx.allegedpP qpxq

The ambiguity of adjectives like beautiful or good, on this account, is nothing more than

homophony. When an adjective is ambiguous, it has two forms in the lexicon: one predicative

and one attributive. For this reason, Siegel’s account has often been called a ‘doublet theory’.

(22) a. JbeautifulKt///e = λx.beautifulpxq
Jbeautiful dancerKi = λx.beautifulpxq ^ dancerpxq

b. JbeautifulKCN/CN = λP.λx.beautifulpP qpxq
Jbeautiful dancerKni = λx.beautifulpdancerqpxq

It is easy for a doublet theory like Siegel’s to capture variation in adjective meaning.

Introducing lexical alternations is a powerful mechanism, and allows for any differences or
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ambiguities to be encoded directly as another form of the adjective in the lexicon. However,

constraining this powerful of a system requires especially stipulative restrictions on adjec-

tive distribution. Siegel discusses alternations between adjective meaning in adnominal and

predicate position, but does not discuss the kind of adnominal word order variations that

this dissertation focuses on, and I think that her account would struggle significantly with

them. On her view, there are adjectives which are uniformly nonintersective (CN/CN), and

as a result only appear in adnominal position and cannot be predicative. There are also

adjectives which are uniformly intersective (t///e), and as a result only appear in predica-

tive position and cannot be adnominal. Identifying these lexical types is straightforward,

but accounting for their behavior with respect to different syntactic configurations requires

significantly more stipulated restrictions, and accounting for their regular and consistent

cross-linguistic ambiguity can only be accidental.

An updated version of Siegel’s account is offered more recently by Despić and Sharvit

(2011) and Despić (2019), which will be discussed at length in Section 3.1. As they basi-

cally preserve the same core idea of having two distinct meaning options for an ambiguous

adjective, however, many of the same objections apply.

2.1.2 Two parts of nouns (Larson 1998)

While Siegel’s undermining of the unified semantic category of ‘adjective’ does actually play

nicely with some more contemporary syntactic lines of thought similarly questioning the

utility of such a primitive category label (e.g., Mitrović and Panagiotidis 2020), the conse-

quent lexical duplication that her implementation requires has been often seen as too severe

of a downside for an adequately parsimonious theory. For every adjective like beautiful that

displays both nonintersective and intersective readings, we need to posit that an accidental

homophony exists with two distinct lexical entries corresponding to a single phonological

surface form. Not only that, but this accident needs to occur repeatedly across languages,

for a conveniently similar set of meanings in each language. Type-shifting rules could also
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capture the alternation, but their range of application would need to be captured in an

equally coincidental way, or would constitute abandoning Siegel’s account entirely. While

possible, accepting this kind of large-scale conspiracy would be an unfortunate result from a

theoretical perspective. And yet, upon rejecting it, we are still left with the reality that this

wide array of adjectives systematically displays two distinct meanings.

One approach to resolving this is to instead locate the ambiguity in the meaning of the

noun. Of course, done simply, this would duplicate the precise lexical redundancy problem

that Siegel runs into for adjective-based ambiguity. If every noun that participates in these

ambiguous constructions has two lexical entries, then what we have is likely an even more

severe case of widespread accidental homophony. To avoid this, Larson (1998) develops an

account on which the source of the ambiguity is the noun, but there is only one denotation

of a given noun; that denotation is just internally complex and contains within it the seeds

of both meanings.

The crucial move is to assume that nouns (at least deverbal nouns like dancer) have two

argument slots - one for the individual, and one for the event, such that the individual is

the agent of the event. The denotation of such a noun might be represented (in different

notation from Larson’s original, but I hope the same spirit) as:

(23) JdancerK = λe.λx.dancingpeq ^ agentpe, xq

An adjective like beautiful, then, is optionally interpreted as modifying either the in-

dividual variable x or the event variable e of the noun, resulting in the intersective and

nonintersective meanings, respectively. In either case, beautiful simply denotes that the

modified variable is beautiful relative to some comparison class C, given by context.

(24) a. Jbeautiful dancerKi = λe.λx.dancingpeq ^ agentpe, xq ^ beautifulpx,Cq
b. Jbeautiful dancerKni = λe.λx.dancingpeq ^ agentpe, xq ^ beautifulpe, Cq

On this story, then, all of the meanings are really intersective. The only distinction is

which aspect of the nominal semantics the adjective is intersecting with. This also preserves

a unified semantic category of adjectives as predicates. However, a fundamental concern with
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this type of account is a compositional problem: how does a single adjective compose with

distinct parts of the nominal semantics? Or, more precisely, how does the adjective have

compositional access to whatever the innermost variable of the noun is? In the examples

above, I’ve ordered the variables such that the noun takes its event argument first, which

matches up with standard syntactic accounts of such nominals (e.g., Alexiadou and Schäfer

2010), though in principle the compositional problem exists with either decision. Larson

allows the adjective to modify each variable of the noun simply by defining distinct rules for

each type of combination. But from a strictly compositional perspective, without recourse to

individual meaning postulates, this approach reinforces the fundamental ‘bracketing paradox’

of nonintersective meanings: given that the adjective composes with a fully-formed noun,

the internal event variable should be opaque and inaccessible for intersection.

The empirical coverage of Larson’s account has also been challenged, with difficulties

identified in extending it to a wider variety of nouns and adjectives; see Maienborn (2020)

for such arguments.

Despite these concerns, the attractiveness of this account, which avoids the complica-

tions of multiple adjective denotations, has led to a number of subsequent expansions and

reformulations (Winter and Zwarts, 2012; Egg, 2008). The denotations above, for example,

are more in line with the version developed by Winter and Zwarts (2012), which tries to

avoid the compositional problems by extrapolating the syntactic structure of the noun and

allowing multiple attachment heights for the adjective. This basic idea of multiple nominal

domains in which the adjective can reside will end up being quite valuable for the present

proposal, in fact, though in a less event-oriented way. However, others have taken a more

decisive stance against the noun-focused analysis.

2.1.3 Pragmatic variable resolution (Maienborn 2020)

Developing past ‘Blame the Adjective’ stories, Maienborn offers a contemporary account

which locates the source of ambiguity within the adjective without positing actual polysemy
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or multiple lexically listed denotations for the adjective. Maienborn tackles the compositional

problem of nonintersective meanings by simply assuming that such meanings are, in a real

sense, non-compositional. The adjective is still taken to be modifying the internal content

of the noun, conceptually, but this modification occurs in entirely pragmatic processes and

does not involve any actual interaction of the adjective and the nominal content in the course

of the semantic derivation: ‘the ambiguity is not derived in the course of composition but

only shows up at the semantics-pragmatics interface.’ (Maienborn 2020:71)

Mechanically, this is implemented through the use of tropes, a concept introduced to

the philosophical literature by Williams (1953) and imported to formal semantics largely by

Moltmann (2007, 2009, 2013), who describes them as follows:

Tropes are the particular manifestations of properties in individuals. Unlike prop-
erties conceived as universals, tropes depend on a particular individual and thus
are generally taken to involve a particular spatio-temporal location. Tropes differ
from properties also in that they are causally efficacious and can act as the ob-
jects of visual perception. Typical examples of tropes are ‘Genji’s handsomeness’
and ‘Socrates’ wisdom’. (Moltmann 2013:10)

In contrast to a state, which as an object is entirely abstract, a trope always involves a

particular realization and is therefore fully dependent on the particular individual in which

they are realized. A trope, therefore, intrinsically has a bearer. Maienborn’s account of

the (non)intersective ambiguity hinges on this fact, and argues that it is always a trope

to which the adjective attributes its description, which results indirectly in modifying the

trope’s bearer. Exactly what trope (and therefore, what property), of the presumably many

that any given bearer has, which is being modified is underspecified, and it is at this under-

specification that the ambiguity is located. But this trope is not compositionally active, and

underspecification is resolved entirely via pragmatics.

The denotation for an evaluative adjective like beautiful would then be:

(25) JbeautifulK = λyentity[bearer(rtrope, y) & beautiful(r)]

Per Maienborn, ‘beautiful qualifies its compositional target argument y as being the bearer
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of some trope r that is judged as beautiful. Providing a contextually plausible specification

for r is the task of pragmatics.’ (Maienborn 2020:72) Thus it is always the individual entity

which is the compositional semantic argument of the adjective, but it is a particular property

of that entity which is actually ascribed beauty, and so the notions of syntactic argument

and semantic modification are both dissociated from a notion of conceptual modification.

This is the maximally underspecified version of a denotation for beautiful, but the range of

possible subtypes of tropes that might exist is wide. This fully underspecified, maximal type

of trope maybe more appropriate for an adjective like good, but we might want to narrow

the possibilities for beautiful to only Sensory-Trope (though that might be too narrow,

depending on whether we want to capture more abstract uses directly or via metaphor),

while more specific adjectives target even more specific tropes: ‘expensive evaluates the

price of its target (rprice), elegant its style (rstyle), fragrant addresses olfactory properties

(rolfactory-trope) and garish visual properties (rvisual-trope), etc.’ (Maienborn 2020:72) The

formal system relating these conceptual types to each other is to some extent independent

of the proposal, and to an even greater extent not relevant to our current consideration of

it, but for completeness of exposition it is intended to be couched in the Type Composition

Logic of Asher (2011). It might be considered this type system’s responsibility to effectively

constrain the possible trope subtypes that a given adjective can be realized with; Maienborn’s

proposal does so in only a limited way but it is unclear empirically to what extent we would

like stronger constraints, a question to which we will return at length in Chapter 5.

Composition in this account is straightforward and uniformly intersective, with the trade-

off of introducing additional complexity to the nominal semantics in the form of social roles

(Zobel, 2017). The kind of (frequently but not exclusively deverbal) nominals that generate

nonintersective meanings with evaluative adjectives are argued to associate their individual

entity arguments with particular social roles, culturally ascribed abstract entities that are

manifested as characteristic activities that the individual performs. These role nouns in

Maienborn’s framework take an individual argument and hold that it is the bearer of a cer-
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tain social role, with social roles modeled as subtypes of tropes. A simple example is a noun

like king, which denotes an entity that bears the ‘king’ social role (which, implicitly, it has a

result of coronation and thus participates in characteristic activities like ruling a kingdom,

but such properties are neither spelled out in the denotation nor compositionally active).

(26) JkingK = λxhuman Dr
1
social-role [bearer(r1, x) & king(r1)]

The deverbal event nouns that Larson’s framework centralizes are represented similarly

as role nouns, but with an eventive component: ‘They assign an individual a social role

that manifests itself in those activities that are referred to by the verbal root.’ (Maienborn

2020:73)

(27) JdancerK = λxhuman Dr
1
social-role GENeevent [bearer(r1, x) & manifest(r1, e) & dance(e)

& agent(e, x)]

Denotations like (27) contain three variables: the individual referent x, their social role

r1, and the verbal event e. However, only the first is compositionally active; both r1 and e are

bound internal to the nominal and inaccessible for any form of modification (in the syntactic

or semantic sense). The fact that only the individual entity is active as an argument in both

(25) and (27) allows them to combine via simple intersection to yield (28).

(28) Jbeautiful dancerK = λxhuman Dr
1
social-role GENeevent [bearer(r1, x) & manifest(r1, e)

& dance(e) & agent(e, x) & bearer(rtrope, x) & beautiful(r)]

The social role r1 of being a dancer, defined as a trope that manifests in being the agent

of dancing events, is bound by the existential operator, and so compositionally inactive.

The unspecified trope r, which is being labeled as beautiful in some sense and of which the

individual argument is the bearer, is not bound in any way, and so also compositionally

inactive but still requiring further specification. The maximal trope, trope, or perhaps the

slightly more constrained sensory-trope (if that is what we end up wanting for beauti-

ful), are insufficiently precise for interpretation and thus ‘calls for pragmatic specification’

(Maienborn 2020:74). Exactly why something like sensory-trope forces further pragmatic

specification but something like social-role or visual-trope doesn’t is unclear - what
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level of taxonomic specificity in the type hierarchy is enough to leave a trope be? This is

likely to simply be a question of invoking appropriate world knowledge to come up with a

valid reading, but it is worth noting that it is not spelled out in Maienborn’s account.

How does the pragmatic specification process for the trope r proceed? Certain constraints

are placed on it in the course of composition. The adjective provides type restrictions,

though in this case beautiful offers not much in the way of such restriction, given that the

trope need only be a subtype of trope, allowing therefore any trope. The noun may also

provide type restrictions, as less of a lexical specification, but more as a result of specifying

the referential argument that is the bearer of r: the eventual value of r must naturally

be the kind of property that can be instantiated in the kind of referent that x is. The

two readings that we are interested in deriving - the intersective ‘physically beautiful &

dancer’ and the nonintersective ‘dances beautifully’ - are on this account both the result

of intersective modification, but arise from different trope specifications. The intersective

reading results from specifying the trope r as the physical appearance of its individual bearer

x (through a function ‘phys-appearance’ which maps objects to that trope), as in (29a). The

nonintersective reading, in contrast, results from the even simpler specification that sets

r “ r1, possible because social-role Ď trope, as in (29b).

(29) a. Jbeautiful dancerKi = λxhuman Dr
1
social-role GENeevent [bearer(r1, x) &

manifest(r1, e) & dance(e) & agent(e, x) & bearer(rtrope, x)
& beautiful(r) & r=phys-appearance(x)]

b. Jbeautiful dancerKni = λxhuman Dr
1
social-role GENeevent [bearer(r1, x) &

manifest(r1, e) & dance(e) & agent(e, x) & bearer(rtrope, x)
& beautiful(r) & r “ r1]

The interpretation of (29a) should be straightforward: the individual x bears a social

role of being a dancer, and also instantiate the property of their own physical appearance,

which is described as beautiful. Interpreting (29b) requires somewhat more thought. The

individual x bears the social role of being a dancer, and that role is also beautiful. What does

it mean for the trope describing their social role to be beautiful? The social role manifests

in being the agent of dancing events, and our intuitive description of the nonintersective
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reading would be that those events are beautiful, but (29b) instead gives us that the role

itself is beautiful. How does the latter end up being interpreted as the former? Maienborn

elaborates:

‘What is then the link between being beautiful or elegant as a dancer and dancing
beautifully/elegantly? On the present view, this link corresponds to an additional
inference based on default knowledge. We know that qualities and judgments ap-
plying to social roles typically carry over to the activities by which they manifest
themselves – always provided that the selectional restrictions of the pertinent
predicate are met.’ (Maienborn 2020:75)

This intuition is implemented in Type Composition Logic with defeasible, weak condi-

tional rules relating predicates of social roles to events manifesting those social roles:

(30) bearer(r, x) & type(r) Ď social-role & manifest(r, e) & agent(e, x) & type(e)
Ď activity & Q(r) ą Q(e)

This rule ‘accounts for inheriting predicates over social roles to their characteristic ac-

tivities’, and ‘will eventually lead to the manner interpretation of an adnominal modifier’.

(76) The term Qprq ą Qpeq in particular ensures that ‘predicates Q that apply to r typically

carry over to e’ (75). The rule in (30) is the most generic, but specific rules mapping specific

social roles to their characterizing activities are also necessary, and together they will result

in the mapping of predicates of social roles to predicates of specific characterizing activities

for those roles. In this way, the term ‘beautiful(r1)’ in (29b) transfers its meaning of ‘the

social role of being a dancer is beautiful’ to ‘the characteristic activities of a dancer are

performed beautifully’.

But the choice of r “ r1 is only one of innumerable possible choices to specify the

meaning of the trope variable. Not only do we have potential access to any subtype of

the maximal type Trope, but we also have the ability to set r equal to any other trope

which is, like r1, defined in terms of other lexical items and available functions like ‘phys-

appearance’. So why do these other options never seem to obtain in language use as natural

interpretations of beautiful dancer? Interpretations like ‘dancer who smells beautiful’, which

are readily definable given the existence of Olfactory-Trope needed in this system for
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words like fragrant and that Olfactory-Trope Ď Trope, do not occur even with attempts

at strong contextual support. Even the much more intuitively plausible interpretation which

Maienborn labels the ‘actual nonintersective reading’, wherein an individual is currently

engaged in an act of beautiful dancing (independently of generally having the dancer role or

not), is strongly dispreferred compared to either the intersective reading or the ‘dispositional

nonintersective reading’, which we have been considering as the standard nonintersective

reading where someone is disposed to dance beautifully. This latter ‘actual NIR’ can occur,

and can technically be achieved by defining r as the agent role for a salient event e1, but

the former type (beautiful in some wholly other sense) does not1. How do we constrain the

pragmatic specification system to degrade and rule out these possibilities, respectively?

Maienborn appeals to a generally plausible principle of pragmatic interpretation:

(31) Preference principle for the pragmatic specification of free variables:
Free variables are instantiated preferentially by linguistically introduced material,
always provided that all the given requirements are met. (Maienborn 2020:78)

Per (31), the interpretation in (29b) is maximally parsimonious, since it references only

the lexical content of the noun. The intersective reading in (29a) is less parsimonious because

it also requires the invocation of a linguistically available but not linguistically introduced

function, ‘phys-appearance’, from general world knowledge. Even less preferred are the

‘actual NIR’ and the ‘beautiful-smelling’-type readings, which require the contextual support

of a particularly salient event which has not been linguistically introduced.

The upshot of this analysis is that a purely pragmatic disambiguation process, where all

readings are compositionally identical throughout the derivation, avoids the compositional

obstacles inherent in trying to let the adjective modify some internal component of the noun,

and preserves a single lexical entry for the adjective without the need for type-shifting opera-

tions to achieve different meanings. All that is required is an intuitively plausible pragmatic

1Whether such an interpretation exists or not is actually not clear - it certainly does for some ambiguous
adjectives like good ; see (71). For beautiful specifically, it’s not clear that the same flexibility is enabled,
which may be due to its more limited range of application due to lexical constraints on the kind of scale it
produces.
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principle of interpretation to appropriately rank the empirically likely interpretations over

the empirically unlikely ones. From a semantic perspective, intersection is the only required

operation. In the face of the compositional difficulties that past semantic and syntactic

analyses have encountered, this approach is undeniably elegant.

However, the source of its elegance - minimal compositional interaction of the adjective

with its nominal argument - is also what makes it fundamentally untenable as a way to cap-

ture the empirically observed distribution of ambiguous meanings. There are any number of

possible representations of intersective and nonintersective meanings. The core challenge, in

my view, is to select the representation which correctly predicts not merely which interpre-

tations are possible but where those interpretations will occur. As covered elsewhere in this

chapter, the syntactic position of the adjective relative to the noun consistently has effects

on the interpretations allowed in that position, across various languages. The intuition of

Larson which causes the ‘bracketing paradox’ that this account attempts to resolve - namely,

that the more noun-relative, nonintersective meanings occur when the adjective is in a more

syntactically local relationship to the noun - is wholly opaque on this fully pragmatic view.

How does a non-compositional account offer any insight into the effects of word order in Ro-

mance languages on the availability of different readings? This analysis specifically divorces

the readings from any process of composing the adjective with the noun, which prevents

that compositional interaction from determining where a given reading will be available.

In terms of explaining why prenominal and postnominal adjectives behave differently with

respect to (non)intersective readings, a fully post-compositional pragmatic account appears

to be simply a non-starter.

For the sake of argument, let’s see what we would need to do to make the relevant syn-

tactic predictions with this account. It is immediately clear that the current version of (31)

is not going to be sufficient, with a preference for ‘linguistically introduced material’ as the

only requirement. Whether an adjective is prenominal or postnominal, or syntactically more

local or more distant from the noun, has no effect on the noun’s status as ‘linguistically
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introduced’. In all possible syntactic configurations, the noun is going to qualify as linguis-

tically introduced material, and so the pragmatic specification that makes reference to the

lexical contribution of the noun - the dispositional NIR - is going to be the preferred option

for trope variable resolution. This accurately predicts the general preference for the disposi-

tional NIR, but nothing about the varying prominence of the intersective reading in different

positions. For example, English postnominal adjectives are restricted to their intersective

reading:

(32) Olga is a dancer more beautiful than her instructor.

a. ‘Olga is more physically attractive than her instructor.’
b. #‘Olga dances more beautifully than her instructor.’

This restriction is unexplained by the pragmatic preference principle, as is the strict

preference for the nonintersective reading of prenominal adjectives in Italian:

(33) Un
a

buon
good

attaccante
forward

non
not

farebbe
would-do

mai
never

una
a

cosa
thing

del
of-the

genere
kind

(Cinque 2010:10)

‘A good forward would never do such a thing’

a. ‘A forward good at playing forward would never do such a thing’ (nonintersec-
tive)

b. #‘A good-hearted forward would never do such a thing’ (intersective)

In both cases, (31) should identify the noun as linguistically introduced material and pref-

erentially choose its lexically encoded trope as the reference of the adjective’s underspecified

trope variable. The fact that all of the pieces of semantic machinery involved in determining

the eventual reading are compositionally inactive makes it impossible to force one reading

or another as a result of the way the adjective combines with the noun, including such facts

as word order.

Of course, (31) does include an out that prevents the NIR from being preferred in all

situations: ‘provided that all the given requirements are met’. If we want to preserve the

pragmatic strategy, we would then need to define - presumably in semantic terms - the

requirements for the variable resolution options that lead to each reading, and link those

requirements to specific syntactic relations such that they are only met in the appropriate
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positions in a given language. For this to be explanatory, then, we would need the require-

ments to stem from facts about the syntactic relationship between the adjective and the

noun in a given position. So, to make use of this provision, we need a fully developed theory

of how syntactic position determines the interpretation - but, unless we want to abandon the

whole purpose of having a post-compositional pragmatic mechanism, this theory needs to

not involve the way in which the adjective and the noun combine with each other differently

in different positions. If the theory of ‘given requirements’ appeals to anything about the

noun’s semantic content being more available as a target for reference resolution in a given

position, then we no longer access any of the parsimony benefits motivating the pragmatic

strategy in the first place.

Rather than appeal to this provision, we could instead make an adjustment to the no-

tion of ‘linguistically introduced material’. Perhaps, when resolving the reference of an

underspecified variable, we first have a preference for material that is in a specific syntactic

relationship - maybe a kind of locality, maybe a kind of argument relation, whatever the em-

pirical syntactic investigation ends up determining - with the adjective. After that, the next

most preferred option for determining reference would be linguistically overt material that

is not in such a syntactic relationship, and then the worst option is contextually-supported

but not linguistically present material. What this option would result in is a pragmatic

theory that makes explicit reference to particular syntactic configurations, but in a sense

leaps over semantics (because, again, involving a syntax-semantics interface property would

make it compositional) - our pragmatic principle of interpretation looks directly at syntactic

structures and effectively duplicates that information by reencoding the different positions

in interpretive preferences. At this point, if we are defining a pragmatic principle in terms of

precise syntactic factors, what is the point of including the pragmatic level at all? It seems

to be a massive redundancy.

Beyond its struggle with syntactic effects, I want to also argue that the pragmatic account

fails to distinguish adequately between the ‘actual NIR’ and the other contextual-support-
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requiring interpretations, on its own terms. The goal of (31) is to establish a preference

for readings that refer to only linguistically introduced material. But on what grounds

does the dispositional NIR refer more to linguistically introduced material than the actual

NIR? Both invoke different senses of the noun, e.g., dancer. For the dispositional reading,

someone who dances generally or has the role of dancing; for the actual reading, someone

who is currently dancing. Intuitively or technically, why is the former reading of dancer

‘linguistically introduced’ by the word, and the latter not? Given that the entire motivation

for Maienborn’s account is to avoid compositional interaction with the particular semantic

content of the noun, it seems difficult to distinguish these two on the basis of a principle like

(31) without making some claim about what exactly the ‘material’ of the noun introduces.

Even more difficult to see is how (31) should rank the default intersective reading over

the actual NIR. Surely the inference that someone is currently dancing is more supported by

the linguistic material dancer than the default intersective inference that they are physically

beautiful is, since physical beauty isn’t any particular part of the meaning of the adjective

beautiful on this account, any more than any other kind of beauty is. The strong empirical

preference for the default intersective reading over the actual NIR seems to run starkly

contrary to the predictions of (31), unless we add some dimension of meaning to beautiful

such that it constitutes linguistically introduced support for this intersective meaning over

others.

And similarly, why should the default intersective reading be preferred over others that

require contextual support on this pragmatic story? In both cases, no linguistically intro-

duced material supports any particular option for variable resolution for the trope in beautiful

- it’s not picking up on the noun dancer, but rather resolving to some other value not in the

sentence. A distinct principle would be needed to explain why the selection of the physical

appearance trope value is so strongly preferred over any other one, or in the case of good why

the moral goodness resolution option is preferred over any other particular skill besides the

one denoted by the noun. In general, it seems to me that (31) is substantially underspeci-
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fied for the purpose of adequately ranking and distinguishing the possible readings, with its

imprecise notion of ‘linguistically introduced’ and how to link linguistic material to variable

resolution options that refer to that material.

In sum, a purely pragmatic approach struggles to capture the interaction of ambiguity

with syntactic structure absent recourse to compositional explanations, and without any

mechanism for syntax to determine meaning it also struggles to give substance to any princi-

ple of interpretation that tries to define a ‘material’ link between the adjective and the noun.

While it may avoid both the lexical duplication of a Siegel-style analysis and the particular

compositional puzzles raised by a Larson-style analysis by abandoning compositional ma-

chinery entirely, losing the explanatory power of compositional operations as a result ends

up being an unwelcome tradeoff. What we need is a system that appeals to structure in a

meaningful way.

2.1.4 Syntactic ambiguity (Cinque 2010)

One such account is developed by Cinque (2010, 2014) and centers around the idea of dif-

ferent structural positions for adjectives corresponding to different modes of interpretation,

with an empirical focus on contrasts between Germanic (particularly English) and Romance

(particularly Italian) word order options in the noun phrase. In both language families,

adjectives sometimes have the option of appearing either prenominally or postnominally.

(34) a. Olga is a more beautiful dancer than her instructor.
b. Olga is a dancer more beautiful than her instructor.

(35) a. Olga
Olga

è
is

una
a

bellissima
beautiful

ballerina.
dancer

‘Olga is a beautiful dancer’
b. Olga

Olga
è
is

una
a

ballerina
dancer

bellissima.
beautiful

‘Olga is a beautiful dancer’

English postnominal adjectives tend to require an explicit complement or other overt

comparative element (as beautiful as any, for another example), a restriction not present
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in Italian. What Cinque claims is that these positions correspond in a regular manner

to specific interpretive properties of the adjectives, in that the position to some extent

determines which of the ambiguous meanings will surface. This claim goes well beyond the

intersective vs. nonintersective contrast that is the focus of the present work, arguing that

these positions are systematically associated with a wide variety of interpretive properties

that cluster together in a uniform manner.

I will walk through each proposed property shortly, but the overarching claim is consis-

tent: in both languages, there is a fully ambiguous position and an unambiguous position.

The languages are the inverse of each other, however, in both which position is ambigu-

ous and what meaning is present in the unambiguous position. In English, the prenominal

position is ambiguous and the postnominal position unambiguous; in Italian, the prenomi-

nal position is unambiguous and the postnominal position ambiguous. All of the meanings

that show up in the English postnominal position are impossible in the Italian prenominal

position, and vice versa. We can illustrate with the (non)intersective contrast:

(36) Olga is a more beautiful dancer than her instructor.

a. ‘Olga dances more beautifully than her instructor.’ (nonintersective)
b. ‘Olga is more physically beautiful than her instructor.’ (intersective)

(37) Olga is a dancer more beautiful than her instructor.

a. #‘Olga dances more beautifully than her instructor.’ (nonintersective)
b. ‘Olga is more physically beautiful than her instructor.’ (intersective)

In English, prenominal beautiful allows both the nonintersective and intersective inter-

pretations, while postnominally only the intersective is allowed.

(38) Un
a

buon
good

attaccante
forward

non
not

farebbe
would-do

mai
never

una
a

cosa
thing

del
of-the

genere
kind

(Cinque 2010:10)

‘A good forward would never do such a thing’

a. ‘A forward good at playing forward would never do such a thing’ (nonintersec-
tive)

b. #‘A good-hearted forward would never do such a thing’ (intersective)
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(39) Un
a

attaccante
forward

buono
good

non
not

farebbe
would-do

mai
never

una
a

cosa
thing

del
of-the

genere
kind

‘A good forward would never do such a thing’

a. ‘A forward good at playing forward would never do such a thing’ (nonintersec-
tive)

b. ‘A good-hearted forward would never do such a thing’ (intersective)

In Italian, the situation is inverted. The postnominal position allows both meanings,

while the prenominal position is unambiguous but allows only the nonintersective. This same

pattern of asymmetrical ambiguities purportedly holds for other contrasts. For example, the

contrast between individual- and stage-level meanings (as noted by Ferris 1993; Sadler and

Arnold 1994; Svenonius 1994):

(40) The visible stars include Aldebaran and Sirius.

a. ‘The stars that are generally visible include Aldebaran and Sirius’ (individual-
level)

b. ‘The stars that happen to be visible now include Aldebaran and Sirius’ (stage-
level)

(41) The stars visible are Aldebaran and Sirius.2

a. #‘The stars that are generally visible include Aldebaran and Sirius’ (individual-
level)

b. ‘The stars that happen to be visible now include Aldebaran and Sirius’ (stage-
level)

(42) Le
the

invisibili
invisible

stelle
stars

di
of

Andromeda
Andromeda

esercitano
have

un
a

grande
great

fascino
fascination

‘The invisible stars of Andromeda have a great fascination’

a. ‘Andromeda’s stars, which are generally invisible, have a great fascination’
(individual-level)

b. #‘Andromeda’s generally visible stars, which happen to be invisible now, have a
great fascination’ (stage-level)

(43) Le
the

stelle
stars

invisibili
invisible

di
of

Andromeda
Andromeda

sono
are

moltissime
very many

‘The invisible stars of Andromeda are very many’

2This is the judgment from Cinque (2010); some English speakers including myself share the judgment
that unmodified postnominal visible is somewhat degraded, compared to something like The stars visible
from Earth..., or at least that the unmodified version needs to be embedded in substantial linguistic context
to support this reading.
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a. ‘Andromeda’s stars, which are generally invisible, are very many’ (individual-
level)

b. ‘Andromeda’s generally visible stars, which happen to be invisible now, are very
many’ (stage-level)

Again, English prenominal visible is ambiguous while postnominally it allows only the

stage-level meaning; Italian is the inverse in both which position is ambiguous and what the

unambiguous meaning is. Intuitively, the stage-level meaning (which is the unambiguous

option for English) does seem to correspond conceptually to the the intersective meaning

(available in the same position): they are both describing less essential, noun-centered prop-

erties, and so it may be unsurprising that they pattern together.

Another example that is stated to follow the same pattern is the restrictive versus non-

restrictive contrast (Larson and Marušič, 2004). An adjective may be interpreted restric-

tively, to constrain the domain to a specific subset of the noun set, or nonrestrictively, to

indicate descriptively that all of the members of the noun set share that adjectival property.

For example:

(44) Every blessed person was healed.

a. ‘All the people were healed’ (nonrestrictive)
b. ‘All the people that were blessed were healed’ (restrictive)

(45) Every person blessed was healed.

a. #‘All the people were healed’ (nonrestrictive)
b. ‘All the people that were blessed were healed’ (restrictive)

(46) Le
the

noiose
boring

lezioni
classes

di
of

Ferri
Ferri

se
remember

le
all

ricordano tutti

‘Everybody remembers Ferri’s boring classes’

a. ‘Everybody remembers Ferri’s classes, all of which were boring’ (nonrestrictive)
b. #‘Everybody remembers just those classes by Ferri that were boring (restrictive)

(47) Le
the

lezioni
classes

noiose
boring

di
of

Ferri
Ferri

se
remember

le
all

ricordano tutti

‘Everybody remembers Ferri’s boring classes’

a. ‘Everybody remembers Ferri’s classes, all of which were boring’ (nonrestrictive)
b. ‘Everybody remembers just those classes by Ferri that were boring (restrictive)
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Again, the English prenominal position is fully ambiguous while the postnominal position

is unambiguous, here allowing only the restrictive meaning. The same inversion occurs in

Italian as before, with the unambiguous prenominal allowing only the nonrestrictive meaning.

Besides these, Cinque lists a wide range of interpretive properties which he purports to be

shared uniformly across these positions, all showing the same ambiguity asymmetry. Some

additional properties are summarized in the table below.

(48)

Italian postnominal, English both Italian both, English prenominal
intersective nonintersective
stage-level individual-level
restrictive nonrestrictive
relative absolute
epistemic ‘unknown’ evaluative ‘unknown’
discourse anaphoric ‘different’ NP-dependent ‘different’
literal idiomatic
relative ‘possible’ modal ‘possible’
specific or nonspecific specific

Cinque’s analysis of this pattern is that the interpretively ambiguous positions are syn-

tactically ambiguous. There are two options for adjectival modification, which following

Sproat & Shih (1994) are called direct and indirect modification. In a direct modification

configuration, the adjective is phrasal and merges as a specifier of a functional head in the

extended projection of the NP. In an indirect modification configuration, the adjective is

in the predicate position within a reduced relative clause, and that clause merges also as a

specifier of a functional projection (above NP and below DP), but one that is higher than

the direct modification projections. So direct modification is distinguished from indirect by

(i) the absence of a reduced relative clause containing the adjective and (ii) a closer merge

position to the noun.

These syntactic options are associated uniformly with the interpretive properties listed

above. Namely, those properties which appear unambiguously in the Italian prenominal

position are properties of direct modification: adjectives in a direct modification configu-

ration are always interpreted as nonintersective, individual-level, nonrestrictive, and so on.
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By contrast, properties which appear unambiguously in the English postnominal position

are of indirect modification: adjectives in an indirect modification configuration are always

interpreted as intersective, stage-level, restrictive, and so on. This correspondence is strict,

with few exceptions that have dedicated explanations (discussed below).

As a consequence of this one-to-one correspondence between syntactic configurations and

interpretations, any time that more than one interpretation for an adjective is available in

a particular (linear, surface) position, we are forced to conclude that that (linear, surface)

position corresponds to more than one potential syntactic structure. As a result, the English

prenominal position can allow both direct modification and indirect modification adjectives,

as can the Italian postnominal position. But English postnominal adjectives are always only

indirect (clausal), and Italian prenominal adjectives are always only direct (phrasal).

Cinque develops in detail a series of syntactic arguments for how the surface word orders

are derived from these underlying positions; for example, since both indirect and direct

modification adjectives merge above the noun initially, postnominal word orders must be

derived through movement of the NP attracted to a null complementizer merged above the

adjective-hosting functional projections. These arguments, and the debate between phrasal

movement of the NP and head movement of the N, for example, are orthogonal to the debate

here, and so I will not cover them. As far as I understand, this choice won’t impact the basic

claims that I want to make about different merge domains for adjectives; one way or another

the correct word order must be derived after the adjectives are introduced to the derivation.

I’m also going to remain agnostic with respect to the need for dedicated functional pro-

jections for each type of adjective, as is advocated in the cartographic tradition of which

Cinque’s work is a part. What is important for present purposes is the distinction between

the more highly-merged indirect modifiers and the closer-the-noun direct modifiers; whether

you think that there are distinct functional projections hosting each class of adjective (Color,

Nationality, Size, Shape, etc.) is not going to be a decision that features in the present dis-

cussion. That is largely a question of distinguishing certain direct modifiers from other direct
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modifiers, and indirect from indirect.

What does matter here is the syntactic distinctions between direct and indirect modi-

fiers. As just stated, there are two: the phrasal/clausal distinction, and the low/high merge

distinction. A number of objections have been raised to Cinque’s strong claim that indirect

modifiers are always embedded in reduced relative clauses, which he attempts to extend to

a wide range of languages, and in many cases the arguments for clausal structure in those

languages have not appeared to hold up (e.g., Talić 2017). As far as the syntax-semantics

mapping is concerned, however, this aspect is actually not so critical to Cinque’s account:

it appears that the merge height distinction is where he actually wants to draw the crucial

dividing line for why direct and indirect modification result in different semantic outcomes,

though admittedly the explication of this process is underspecified in what is intended to be

a primarily syntactic work: ‘The question of why direct and indirect modification adjectives

have the cluster of interpretive properties that they have, rather than the opposite, is a

deeper question, and one to which I cannot offer a definite answer.’ (Cinque 2010:33). What

is offered is the proposal that direct modifiers are merged below a ‘small indefinite dP’ which

assigns ‘some referential import (though not the uniquely individuating referential import of

the higher D’ (Cinque 2010:34):
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(49) DP

D ...

FP

CP

...

APim

F’

F° dP

d FP

APdm F’

F° NP

As (49) illustrates, again, indirect modification adjectives (APim) are (i) contained within

a reduced relative CP and (ii) separated from the noun by this ‘small’ dP, while direct

modification adjectives (APdm) are (i) independently phrasal and not contained in a CP and

(ii) below dP with NP. There may be any number of FPs, each hosting a distinct class of

adjective, with I suppose the implication that each adjectival functional projection in the

cartographic view occurs twice, above and below dP.

At this point, I want to start developing some objections to this system. The most signifi-

cant and novel motivation for overhauling Cinque’s account of (non)intersectivity specifically

will be introduced in the remaining sections of this chapter, but prior to that we can sharpen

some of the other problems it faces. It’s worth first noting the significant advantage that

this proposal has over the others discussed so far this chapter: by attending precisely to

syntactic structure, it allows at least the possibility of compositionally deriving the observed

word order effects. There is good reason why I will be basing the present proposal on a

reconfiguration of Cinque’s, rather than the others.

However, what we gain in syntactic precision - if the account is genuinely precise - we
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lose out in semantic specification. What exactly is the semantic contribution of this dP

layer? The explanation given is minimal, and so this is less an objection to the particular

way it is spelled out and any potential consequences of that theory, and more an objection

via omission - it’s largely unspecified what the semantics of this layer is meant to be. We

are told that it is indefinite, but given the need for it to be compatible with definite full Ds,

what sense of ‘indefinite’ can it really be contributing? Presumably not anything like the

semantics of a genuine indefinite article. Beyond that, all that we have is that d assigns some

referential import which is less than that assigned by D. I think that, fundamentally, this

direction is correct - we will end up wanting some syntactic layer that converts the lower-level

predicative NP into something that is more suitable for reference. But this particular imple-

mentation lacks either sufficient development to really evaluate from a semantic perspective,

or independent motivation for its existence beyond the need to distinguish indirect from

direct modification. It also appears to somewhat duplicate the role of the reduced relative

clause in distinguishing those types of modification.

While the intuition behind d, shared by plenty of prior semantic theories, is likely to

turn out correct, an aspect of Cinque’s theory that is less likely, in my view, to stand up

to scrutiny is the strict association between the long list of interpretive properties that are

purported to surface in direct and indirect modification positions. On this strict one-to-one

syntax-semantics mapping, it is argued that all properties in the same columns of (48) should

be necessarily coextensive in distribution - it should be impossible to find a sentence where a

single adjective displays properties from both lists. However, they can in fact be dissociated.

(50) Everyone respects this district’s good lawyers.

a. ‘...this district’s lawyers, all of whom are skilled at law’
b. ‘...this district’s lawyers, all of whom are moral people’
c. ‘...just those lawyers in this district who are skilled at law’
d. ‘...just those lawyers in this district who are moral people’

The sentence (50) displays four distinct interpretations, a two by two cross of the inter-

sective/nonintersective contrast and the restrictive/nonrestrictive contrast. In the reading
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(50a), good is interpreted both as nonintersective - good at being a lawyer - and nonrestric-

tive - all the district’s lawyers are good, the adjective is merely a description. In (50b),

good is read intersectively - a good person - but still nonrestrictive. The latter two (50c)

and (50d) are both restrictive - it is only those specific district lawyers who are also good

that receive respect - but good is interpreted nonintersectively in (50c), and intersectively

in (50d). If the strict association given by Cinque’s account were true, where one syntactic

structure can only produce nonintersective and nonrestrictive semantics, and the other can

only produce intersective and restrictive semantics, readings like (50b) and (50c) should be

impossible. Supporting this conclusion, Leffel (2014) has also argued at length that the

restrictivity contrast should be treated as distinct from the other ambiguities.

Not all of the properties in (48) are amenable to this kind of test. Since several of them

are particular to one adjective - ‘unknown’, ‘different’, and ‘possible’ - and these adjectives do

not display multiple ambiguities, it’s not obviously possible to test whether those contrasts

necessarily coincide with e.g., (non)intersectivity.

There is one instance where Cinque explicitly acknowledges that this strict correlation

fails, as you can see in (48): while in general, direct modification adjectives are supposed

to be interpreted as specificity-inducing and indirect modification adjectives as non-specific,

there are some instances where indirect modification can be specific. The normal behavior is

observable in the English prenominal position where both types of modification are possible:

(51) John will burn a nearby house.

a. ‘John will burn some specific house that is near his’ (specific)
b. ‘John will burn some house or other among those that are near his’ (nonspecific)

The abnormal behavior is that the same two interpretations are found in postnominal

position, which should be exclusively indirect and therefore nonspecific.

(52) John will burn a house nearby.3

a. ‘John will burn some specific house that is near his’ (specific)

3nearby in this configuration also has a potential adverbial reading, but we can control for that by
embedding, e.g., John thinks that a house nearby will burn, and the same ambiguity remains.
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b. ‘John will burn some house or other among those that are near his’ (nonspecific)

Cinque argues that this special case - the availability of reading (52a) - is due to the

availability of that reading when nearby is in the predicate position of an overt relative

clause, which again allows both.

(53) John will burn a house that is nearby.

a. ‘John will burn some specific house that is near his’ (specific)
b. ‘John will burn some house or other among those that are near his’ (nonspecific)

Since the indirect modification structure has the adjective in the predicate position of a

reduced relative clause, it would follow that it should have the readings of the same position

of an overt relative clause. However, this line of reasoning runs into two issues. First, more

generally, it implies that adjectives in the predicate position of an overt relative clause should

always display the same readings as those in a reduced relative clause. It is not at all clear

that this is true. For example:

(54) We need a surgeon who is good.

The indirect modification, reduced relative clause interpretation of good surgeon is in-

tersective (‘morally good’), and so the overt relative clause in (54) should only allow that

reading. But in fact, it seems like it even prefers the nonintersective reading (which is, of

course, the more salient reading in general).

One source of confusion regarding Cinque’s predictions in this area stems again from the

semantic role of dP in demarcating the zone of indirect modification. If it is really dP that

matters for determining interpretation and not the relative clausal structure surrounding

indirect modifying adjectives, then we shouldn’t expect any kind of meaningful correlation

between reduced and overt relative clauses to be attributable to their being relative clauses.

Of course, if overt relative clauses and reduced ones are always in the same position relative to

dP, then we would - but then the availability of a specific reading in (53) isn’t an explanation

for (52a). It’s just the same anomaly that requires an explanation: why does nearby allow a

specific reading when it’s past dP? The reduction of the relative clause shouldn’t affect that
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interpretive conundrum one way or another.

The second, more targeted objection to this explanation of the specificity contrast in

particular is that the ambiguity doesn’t seem to be located in the adjective itself anyway.

The specific/nonspecific alternation for both (51) and (52) can be reduced straightforwardly

to a standard scope ambiguity for the indefinite DP. The specific reading results from a wide

scope interpretation of the indefinite; the nonspecific reading from narrow scope. It’s not

surprising that changing the position of the adjective within the DP would have no effect on

the interpretation if it’s the position of the whole DP that matters.

The goal of raising these particular criticisms regarding the correlation of interpretive

properties is to narrow the desired empirical coverage of our theory. By drawing clear em-

pirical lines distinguishing the restrictivity and specificity contrasts from (non)intersectivity,

we can establish that a revision of Cinque’s structural theory should actually not have as

part of its mandate to account for those patterns. Additionally eliminating the patterns

that are specific to a single adjective, we are left with the following contrasts: intersective

vs. nonintersective, stage- vs. individual-level, absolute vs. relative, and literal vs. id-

iomatic. A single theory of the syntax-semantics mapping for modification may reasonably

endeavor to capture these as manifestations of a single underlying alternation. While the

remainder of the chapter will still focus on (non)intersectivity, and develop the more major

objection motivating a reanalysis of this mapping, the theory developed later on in Chapters

4 and 5 may be applicable to these other contrasts as well.

2.2 Privative disambiguation in Italian

This section introduces what you might consider the core empirical strategy of the disserta-

tion: taking advantage of the particular properties of privative nonsubsective adjectives in

order to reveal the underlying semantic environment of different adjective positions. While

these adjectives have generally been disregarded in the syntactic literature on these word

order phenomena (often called Bolinger contrasts, after Bolinger 1967), they have the poten-
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tial to be extremely illuminating. In particular, in this section I will argue that the behavior

of privative adjectives in Italian constitutes strong evidence against Cinque’s theory of syn-

tactic ambiguity described in the previous section, and motivates a reanalysis in terms of

underlying semantic ambiguity.

Before getting into the weeds of privative adjective behavior, though, it is worth a quick

note on what is meant by ‘privative’, which will be relevant at a number of points in the rest

of the dissertation. As discussed in Section 1.2, historically, privative is one of the lexical

classes of adjectives, a subtype of the nonsubsective adjectives where the denotation of the

AN combination is nonoverlapping with the initial N denotation. This includes adjectives

like fake, counterfeit, mock, artificial, and others. The question of whether our theory should

actually include such a category will be a major focus of Chapter 5, and so I do not want

to suggest by using the phrase ‘privative adjectives’ that I am committing to a taxonomy of

modifiers that encodes such a class, lexically or otherwise. For terminological convenience,

in this chapter and until otherwise changed, I will be using ‘privative adjectives’ uncritically

to refer to those adjectives that have been canonically grouped together as such and, in their

most common behavior with most nouns, have the property of nonoverlapping composition.

In fact, the original context in which Cinque (2014) discusses the behavior of privative

adjectives in Italian - the data with which this chapter will be most concerned - is evaluating

whether or not it is correct to say that there is a class of genuine privative adjectives, and the

fact that their behavior is not uniformly privative is going to feature heavily in the present

discussion. But I will hold off on drawing any conclusions for adjectival taxonomy until

Chapter 5. For now, we will only be interested in the conclusions for the syntactic theory

that we can draw from the unique behavior of this so-called privative class.

2.2.1 Canaries in the mine

Recall from the previous section the general pattern of ambiguity in Italian adjectives:

prenominally they are uniformly interpreted nonintersectively, and postnominally they are
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ambiguous between nonintersective and intersective interpretations. This asymmetry mo-

tivates Cinque’s theory that the prenominal position is syntactically unambiguous (solely

NP-local, direct modification) and the postnominal position ambiguous (between direct mod-

ification and indirect modification from within a reduced relative clause). This pattern is

schematically represented again below in (55).

(55)

linear position: ADJ N ADJ
Ó Ö Œ

syntax: DM DM IM
Ó Ó Ó

interpretation: NI NI I

Privative adjectives behave differently. To illustrate, we first need to observe that ambi-

guity is possible with privatives.

(56) This painting is fake.

a. Nonsubsective: ‘This is not a painting (e.g., a piece of plastic hiding a safe)’
b. Subsective: ‘This is a painting but in some respect faked (e.g., a forgery)’

This ambiguity is quite like the nonintersective/intersective ambiguity that is found in

subsective adjectives like beautiful. For the (a) reading, the adjective modifies some core

part of the nominal semantics, which here results in the painting itself being what’s fake,

analogous to the ‘dances beautifully’ reading of beautiful dancer. With a privative adjective,

this results in a nonsubsective reading, though we might also call it - correctly but less

precisely - the nonintersective reading to group it with the other adjectives. For the (b)

reading, the adjective modifies some other property, which here results in a painting which

has had its painter faked, analogous to the ‘beautiful appearance’ reading of beautiful dancer.

Similarly, this reading ends up being both subsective and intersective; the former is a more

useful label to contrast with the specifically nonsubsective reading of the privative, but

the latter is more useful to group it with other adjectives behaviorally. I will proceed by

calling the (a) reading nonintersective and the (b) reading intersective, for more effective

comparison.
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The interesting behavior is that, in the case of privatives, the (non)intersective ambiguity

is distributed differently from that of subsective adjectives. Where subsectives are asymmet-

rical, ambiguous in one position and unambiguous in the other, privatives are symmetrically

unambiguous. The prenominal position allows only the nonintersective reading, and the

postnominal position allows only the intersective reading.

(57) Un
A

falso
fake

quadro
painting

ornava
adorns

la
the

parete
wall

‘A fake painting was adorning the wall’

a. Nonintersective: ‘not a real painting; something painted on the wall to resemble
a real painting’

b. #Intersective: ‘a forged painting; a copy of the original’

(58) Un
A

quadro
painting

falso
fake

ornava
adorns

la
the

parete
wall

‘A fake painting was adorning the wall’

a. #Nonintersective: ‘not a real painting; something painted on the wall to resemble
a real painting’

b. Intersective: ‘a forged painting; a copy of the original’

And where normally adjectives in predicate position allow both interpretations, predicate

position privatives allow only their intersective meaning:

(59) Quel quadro è falso ‘That painting is fake’

a. #Nonintersective: ‘That painting is not a real painting’
b. Intersective: ‘That painting is forged’

If no plausible intersective meaning is available, they are simply infelicitous both post-

nominally and in predicate position:

(60) a. Quello è un falso problema
‘That is a false problem’

b. *Quello è un problema falso
c. *Quel problema è falso

Cinque identifies this distinction between privatives and subsectives but offers no discus-

sion of how it should be accounted for. How could it be explained in his system, the one

represented in (55)? Given that there is a one-to-one correspondence between underlying
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syntactic structure and semantic interpretation, the inability of a particular interpretation

to hold in a given surface linear position necessarily suggests the impossibility of the corre-

sponding covert structure in that position. Because privative adjectives lack the postnomi-

nal nonintersective interpretation that subsective adjectives have, our immediate conclusion

should be that privative adjectives cannot occur in direct modification configurations post-

nominally. Absent introducing additional stipulations, this is the only way to exclude a

particular interpretation on the (55) schema.

We also know, however, that privative adjectives can be in direct modification configu-

rations in prenominal position, since they can receive nonintersective interpretations in that

position and there is again a supposed one-to-one correspondence between nonintersectivity

and direct modification. The difference in surface order is a difference of noun movement:

recall that direct modification adjectives are argued to always Merge into the same functional

projection, which is base-generated above the noun and can optionally end up realized post-

nominally as a result of noun raising. Therefore, in order to exclude postnominal direct

modification privative adjectives, what we actually need is a restriction on noun raising

across direct modification privative adjectives. I am not aware of any natural way to moti-

vate such a restriction. Further, that restriction would not be sufficient on its own to exclude

nonintersectively-interpreted privative adjectives entirely in predicate position.

What I want to argue instead is that the unavailability of nonintersective readings for

privatives in postnominal position is not a consequence of a syntactic structure being un-

available, but instead falls out from the particular compositional semantics inherent to the

postnominal position and its interaction with privative lexical semantics. In short: standard

subsective adjectives display ambiguity in the postnominal position not because of an under-

lying syntactic ambiguity, but instead because their lexical semantics is extremely flexible

and - in a sense - that flexibility makes it resistant to constraints that the syntax may at-

tempt to place on composition in a particular position. Privative adjectives, on the other

hand, have a particularly inflexible meaning because of their non-overlapping semantics, and
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this means that their interpretations transparently reflect the compositional constraints that

the syntax places on them in any given position. Attempting to flexibly interpret a privative

adjective in a way other than is furnished by the compositional mechanism in its place will

lead to the derivation crashing in a way that subsective adjectives can avoid. This is what I

mean by the section title: privative adjectives function for us as canaries in the mine, highly

sensitive to their environment, and the loss of their interpretation in a given position can

tell us useful information about what is going on there, in a way that subsective adjectives

are too interpretively resilient to detect.

2.2.2 One-to-one syntax, one-to-many semantics

The data from privatives suggests that the ambiguity schema in (55) is not accurate. I want

to argue that this is because an underlying syntactic ambiguity in postnominal position is not

motivated. Importantly, in Cinque’s original formulation, the primary motivation for this

syntactic ambiguity was the existence of an interpretive ambiguity in postnominal position.

There are not, as far as I can tell, independent syntactic arguments for this structural am-

biguity which then map conveniently onto the interpretive ambiguity and motivate treating

the latter as due to syntax. The interpretive ambiguity is the sole argument for the struc-

tural one. Given that, in the face of the privative disambiguation, we might find ourselves

skeptical of positing a postnominal structural ambiguity if we can formulate a theory that

captures the privative vs. subsective alternation with fewer structural assumptions. In this

section, I will describe such a theory.

For comparison, I will reproduce (55) here as (61).

(61)

linear position: ADJ N ADJ
Ó Ö Œ

syntactic structure: DM DM IM
Ó Ó Ó

interpretation: NI NI I

The critical features of this schema are (i) a one-to-many mapping between surface, linear
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position and syntactic structure and (ii) a one-to-one mapping between syntactic structure

and semantic interpretation. These assumptions run into clear problems with the privative

pattern. Instead, I propose that we can get a clearer picture of the pattern by splitting

apart compositional semantics from interpretation, two levels which the Cinque account

implicitly collapses and treats together. Here, I will use ‘composition’ to specifically refer

to the compositional semantic operation that takes place - namely, Function Application or

Predicate Modification - and ‘interpretation’ to refer to the particular reading that obtains

of the sentence or phrase - here, nonintersectivity or intersectivity. For this discussion, then,

it would be incoherent to refer to ‘nonintersective semantics’, since that would conflate the

compositional semantic level, which describes the logical properties of a position, with the

surface interpretation, which describes the reading that speakers of the language have access

to and provide in a judgment.

Against this backdrop, I want to argue that the privative adjectives data gives us good

motivation for assuming that the actual ambiguity is in the mapping between composition

and interpretation, which we can call one-to-many, while the mapping between linear position

and syntactic structure is in fact one-to-one, as is the mapping between syntactic structure

and compositional semantics.

(62)

linear position: ADJ N ADJ
Ó Ó

syntactic structure: DM IM
Ó Ó

compositional semantics: FA PM
Ó Ö Œ

interpretation: NI NI I

On this schema, prenominal adjectives are always in a direct modification configuration,

and postnominal adjectives are always in an indirect modification configuration. I am de-

liberately leaving this in terms of these direct vs. indirect descriptors since the particular

implementation of ‘directness’ in syntactic terms is going to remain up in the air - Cinque

instantiates indirect modification as an adjective phrase which is both in a reduced relative
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clause structure and, independently, that relative clause is further away from the noun than

the direct modification adjective phrase is. Here, I am at least for the present discussion not

taking a stance on whether or not a relative clause is present sometimes or always, a question

that is discussed briefly above in Section 2.1.4. What is important is that the postnominal

position is uniformly associated with that indirect syntax, whatever it ends up precisely be-

ing. There is thus a one-to-one mapping between surface linear position and covert syntactic

structure.

Similarly, adjectives in a direct modification configuration always compose with the noun

via Function Application, and adjectives in an indirect modification configuration always

compose with the noun via Predicate Modification. There is thus also a one-to-one mapping

between covert syntactic structure and the compositional semantic operation that corre-

sponds to that structure.

The ambiguity arises in the mapping between compositional semantics and interpretation,

and even then only in half of the cases. Function Application is simple and restrictive:

any time the adjective composes with the noun via Function Application, the result is a

nonintersective interpretation (the ‘true privative’ reading for privatives, or the subsective

reading for subsectives). The complexity is introduced by Predicate Modification: while

indirect modification adjectives always compose with the noun via Predicate Modification,

that operation is sufficiently flexible as to potentially result in both nonintersective and

intersective interpretations, depending on the context.

How does this flexibility arise? To answer this, we need to come back to the question of

adjectival polysemy. Recall that so-called ‘Blame the Adjective’ accounts have historically

argued that there are two differently-typed forms of a given ambiguous adjective: one of

a sufficiently high type, like xxe, ty, xe, tyy (abstracting away from intensionality), to take

the noun as its argument in Function Application, and one of a lower type parallel to a

common noun, like xe, ty, appropriate to combine via Predicate Modification. Depending

on the account, one of these may be basic and the other achieved through type-shifting,
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or they may both be basic alternates listed alongside one another in the lexicon. One of

the attractive components of a ‘Blame Structure’ account like Cinque’s and the one argued

for in this dissertation, however, is the hypothetical ability to dispense with such polysemy

either in lexical or type-shifting terms, and attribute all variation in meaning to (ideally

independently motivated) variation in structure.

However, achieving this parsimonious goal is not as simple as just identifying differences

in the structural relationship between the adjective and the noun corresponding to different

interpretations. This alone does not allow us to dispense with type alternations, because if

the adjective is intended to combine in a different way with its nominal argument according

to its structural position, as in (62), then naturally it needs to have the appropriate type

for those ways of composition when it is in different positions. And so we end up needing to

posit a higher-type adjective for direct modification configurations, to allow Function Appli-

cation, and a lower-type adjective for indirect modification configurations, to allow Predicate

Modification, and in effect we have complicated the syntax without reducing complication

in the semantics whatsoever. Not an ideal outcome. Nor does it achieve the asymmetrical

flexibility of indirect modification that we set out to capture with (62) in the first place!

Instead, I propose that adjectives (of the relevant kind here) are uniformly of the higher

type xxe, ty, xe, tyy - again, abstracting away from intensionality for present purposes - and

therefore always take a nominal argument first. In the case of Function Application compo-

sition in the direct modification position, this is straightforward - the noun is the adjective’s

first semantic argument, outputting a noun phrase of type xe, ty. In the case of indirect

modification positions, which I have claimed are uniformly Predicate Modification, then,

the situation is only slightly more complicated. What I mean is that the adjective always

combines with the noun that is its surface argument via Predicate Modification. However,

to do so, it must first combine with a covert nominal argument via Function Application,

in order to output the correct xe, ty type to compose via Predicate Modification with the

xe, ty noun. This covert nominal performs the exact same function, semantically, as the overt
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noun in direct modification positions: it supplies the content or scale relative to which the

adjective is interpreted. In the cases where there is then also a second noun, the overt one,

the resulting adjective meaning with its implicit scale combines via Predicate Modification

and therefore set intersection, giving the intersective interpretation.

Let’s call the actual overt noun NO, and the optionally present covert one NC . For direct

modification, the semantic composition is extremely straightforward:

(63) JAdj NounKdirect = JAdjK(JNOK)

This results in the subsective interpretation for a phrase like beautiful dancer, where the

semantic content of dancer is what is taken as the initial argument of beautiful and thus the

relevant scale of beauty applied. Obviously, this begs the question of how that composition

works and I am not at all giving a lexical entry for either the adjective or the noun here;

the actual nature of the semantic composition is the topic of Chapters 4 and 5, and for

now I am just focused on distinguishing the readings in broad strokes and establishing their

relationship to the syntax. So for present purposes, I won’t complicate the picture by saying

any more than the intuitive description that the noun itself is taken to the be modificand of

beautiful, in contrast to the intersective interpretation.

For indirect modification, the adjective first composes with the covert nominal via Func-

tion Application and then with the overt noun via Predicate Modification:

(64) JAdj NounKindirect = JAdjK(JNCK) X JNOK

As a result, the direct semantic modificand of the adjective is some other nominal element,

which will provide a different scale of evaluation to form the xe, ty function that then intersects

with the overt noun. In the case of the default intersective interpretation of beautiful dancer,

that covert NC is probably something like person, something quite semantically bleached and
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minimally informative, which gives us beautiful person X dancer.4 This nominal element5

is taken from the context, some pragmatically salient set, and I assume here that some

extremely minimally-contentful set like person might just always be available, or at least

available in many more contexts than anything more specific. By appealing to a contextually-

provided argument to saturate an always-present initial argument for the adjective, this

approach allows us to preserve a single underlying semantics for adjectives while deriving

both readings.

Now we are finally in a position to explain the ambiguity. Consider first just the case of

subsective adjectives like beautiful, as we have been. Deriving the nonintersective/subsective

reading through (63) is clear, and since on the schema in (62) this Function Application

composition is the only method available in direct modification configurations like Italian

prenominal position, it follows that only the nonintersective reading obtains in these po-

sitions. On the other side, deriving the intersective reading, which is available in indirect

modification configurations like Italian prenominal position, via (64) is also simple. The

wrinkle is the fact that the postnominal position is ambiguous between intersective and

nonintersective readings. As discussed before, this ambiguity led Cinque to posit an under-

lying syntactic ambiguity in this position, to maintain a one-to-one mapping between syntax

and interpretation. Here, I have argued for a simpler surface-to-syntax mapping and placed

the ambiguity at the mapping between semantic composition and interpretation, with the

claim that Predicate Modification - as in (64) - allows both intersective and nonintersective

interpretations. How?

4In reality, the covert nominal likely can’t correspond to the meaning of the actual word person, because
beautiful person has additional meanings which aren’t possible options for intersecting with beautiful dancer.
A sentence like Olga is a beautiful dancer never means a dancer who has a beautiful soul, for example. I’ll
return to this issue, and more generally the compositional derivation of specific meanings, in Chapter 5, so
for now we can put up with the imprecision of some person-like category.

5Whether we want to call it a ‘noun’ is also controversial at this point, assuming that ‘noun’ is a syntactic
concept that picks out particular selectional features, perhaps provided by some nominalizing, category-
determining head. For now, I’ll use the term much more loosely, since whatever this element is certainly
has basic noun-like semantics in denoting a set of individuals unified by some properties, but we’ll return to
the question of how syntactically realized this ‘noun’ is both in Chapter 3 and later on in Chapter 5, from
different angles.
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The solution is simple enough that it will probably come as no surprise: given that the

initial covert nominal argument NC in (64) is just some set provided by the context, simply

set NC “ NO. No principle of composition prohibits this kind of duplication, even if it is

arguably sub-optimal from an economy perspective (which I will discuss shortly). Certainly,

the overt noun is going to be sufficiently salient in the discourse to be an easy pull from the

context, from a pragmatic point of view. In the default case, this is going to result in an

output denotation that is identical to the direct modification, Function Application option,

which is exactly what we want:

(65) ApNOq XNO “ ApNOq

Let’s work through the process of deriving the ambiguity using the beautiful dancer ex-

ample. In postnominal position, as established, beautiful can be read intersectively or non-

intersectively. By the one-to-one syntax-semantics mapping hypothesis illustrated in (62),

the only composition available in that position is indirect, as in (64), which always involves

eventually combining the adjective beautiful with the overt noun dancer via set intersection

(Predicate Modification), after giving it another noun from the context as an argument to

Function Application. The intersective reading comes from selecting a generic, default option

like person for that contextual argument:

(66) Jbeautiful dancerKI = JbeautifulK(JpersonK) X JdancerK
= rλP.λx.beautiful P pxqspλx.personpxqq X λx.dancerpxq
= λx.beautiful personpxq X λx.dancerpxq
= λx.beautiful personpxq ^ dancerpxq

Of course, the denotations here are radically simplified - again, at the moment, the point

is to illustrate the differences between the readings in broad strokes. Doing so, the result

is an xe, ty function that takes an individual and evaluates true if that individual is both a

beautiful person and a dancer, with no interaction between the beauty and the dancing.

As stated above, the other half of the postnominal ambiguity, the nonintersective reading,

can be derived from the same Predicate Modification compositional structure by simply
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selecting the same noun as the contextual argument:

(67) Jbeautiful dancerKNI = JbeautifulK(JdancerK) X JdancerK
= rλP.λx.beautiful P pxqspλx.dancerpxqq X λx.dancerpxq
= λx.beautiful dancerpxq X λx.dancerpxq
= λx.beautiful dancerpxq ^ dancerpxq
= λx.beautiful dancerpxq

Because all beautiful dancers are, generally, going to be dancers, the actual step of set

intersection via Predicate Modification ends up vacuous, and the second conjunct of the

denotation can be harmlessly eliminated. By setting NC “ NO, then, the Predicate Modi-

fication composition reduces to exactly the Function Application composition, deriving the

ambiguity in postnominal position from a single underlying semantics.

Crucially, this flexibility is not available in the opposite direction. Because the Function

Application step does not involve any open variable slot to be filled by pragmatics, the direct

modification configuration will always result in the same nonintersective reading:

(68) Jbeautiful dancerKDM/NI = JbeautifulK(JdancerK)
= rλP.λx.beautiful P pxqspλx.dancerpxqq
= λx.beautiful dancerpxq

So the prenominal position, which is (on both proposals) uniformly direct modification,

will remain unambiguously nonintersective.

If both proposals (55) and (62) derive the unambiguous prenominal position and the

ambiguous postnominal position, what is the advantage of the semantically-based ambiguity

of (62)? One point might simply be that it requires less covert syntactic complexity. But

the much more forceful empirical argument is the privative pattern: recall that privative

adjectives, unlike subsective adjectives, are unambiguous in the postnominal position as well

as the prenominal, only intersective in the former. On the present proposal, this pattern

actually falls out naturally from the compositional semantics without any additional stipu-

lations on syntactic configuration or movement. The critical observation is that the last step

of the composition in (67) - the reduction of the conjuncts that allows the indirect option

to look exactly the same as the direct option - was only possible because beautiful dancers
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are a proper subset of dancers. If this were not the case, this conjunction reduction would

not be valid, since there may be some individuals who meet the beautiful dancer half but

not the dancer half.6 So, in order for this NC “ NO trick to function and allow us to derive

nonintersective meanings from intersection, a subset condition must be met.

(69) ApNOq Ď NO Ñ ApNOq XNO “ ApNOq

Privative adjectives, by definition, do not satisfy the antecedent condition of (69). What

happens if we try the same backdoor method to force nonintersectivity from intersection,

with a privative adjective?

(70) Jfake gunKim/ni = JfakeK(JgunK) X JgunK
= rλP.λx.fake P pxqspλx.gunpxqq X λx.gunpxq
= λx.fake gunpxq X λx.gunpxq
= λx.fake gunpxq ^ gunpxq
= ∅

When dealing with privative adjectives, as defined in this section, attempting to intersect

ApNOq X NO will always result in an empty function with no range. Any number of basic

principles of interpretation, like Partee’s (2009) Non-Vacuity Principle, will object to this

outcome and, one way or another, cause the derivation to crash. So nonintersective readings

are not available for privative adjectives in indirect modification configurations, like the

Italian postnominal position.

Recall that privative adjectives also only allow an intersective reading in predicate posi-

tion, as in (59), and are simply ungrammatical in predicate position when that adjective-noun

combination does not furnish an intersective reading at all, as in (60). By contrast, Ital-

ian subsective adjectives allow both readings in predicate position, making the predicate

position fully parallel with postnominal position with respect to (non)intersective readings.

This same pattern falls out from the above analysis: a predicate position adjective is, effec-

tively, in an indirect modification configuration and so only has access to the set intersection

6Of course, this only works at all if we are keeping our interpretation of dancer constant - someone might
be a beautiful dancer in the current activity sense but not a dancer in the generic habitual sense.
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method of composition. In a sense, then, on this approach all of these predicative adjectives

are covertly adnominal.

2.2.3 Contextually possible arguments

An additional piece of evidence for this proposed structure - where intersective readings

always involve an additional, contextually-provided initial argument for the adjective, and

this is only possible in postnominal position in Italian - comes from the availability of non-

standard intersective interpretations. While an example like beautiful is highly restricted in

the possible readings that it can have, something like good offers quite a few more possibilities

depending on the context. Consider:

(71) Steven is a good violinist.

The most prominent reading is the nonintersective one, on which Steven plays the violin

well. What we might call the ‘default’ intersective reading, analogous to the physical attrac-

tiveness reading of beautiful, is the ‘morally good person and also a violinist’ reading. The

more flexible meaning of good, though, supports other intersective readings given sufficient

contextual support. For example, imagine that we are discussing the chess club at a music

school, and the relative skill (at chess) of different instrumentalists. Then (71) could natu-

rally mean ‘good at chess, as far as violinists go’. Deriving this reading is straightforward

under the current picture of intersectivity.

Crucially, this alternate contextually-supported intersective reading is only available in

postnominal position in Italian, just like the more default intersective readings:

(72) a. Abbiamo dei violinisti bravi e dei violinisti meno bravi (can be good or no good
also as chess players)
We get some good violinists and some bad violinists

b. #Qui abbiamo solo dei bravi violinisti (cannot be good as chess players, but only
as violinists)
Here we get only good violinists (Cinque 2014:25)

Cinque suggests from this example ‘that these adjectives have an implicit “as a N” adjunct
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which in their direct modification usage cannot be anaphoric to the context but only to

the N which they modify’ (Cinque 2014:25), which descriptively is much like the analysis

proposed here, except that it would be inaccurate to describe the direct modification usage

as ‘anaphoric’ to the noun - it simply takes the noun as its initial argument.

Importantly, data like this motivates unifying the ‘default’ intersective reading with these

other contextually-supported intersective readings, both requiring this implicit ‘as a N’ rela-

tivizing component, rather than treating the ‘default’ intersective reading as some lexically-

listed absolute alternate meaning for the adjective.

2.2.4 Economical asymmetries

All of the above argumentation has been couched entirely in context of the Italian data.

Attempting to copy it over as is to English, however, runs into a few problems.

The first of these is that the basic observation of privative disambiguation does not

hold in the same way: in English, privatives are still fully ambiguous in the prenominal

position. Given the schema proposed in (62), and the unavailability of the nonintersection-

via-intersection mechanism for privatives, the only way to allow ambiguity for privatives is

to genuinely have both direct and indirect modification in that position. On this proposed

account, therefore, we are forced to conclude that there is a genuine covert syntactic ambi-

guity in the English prenominal position, breaking the mirror-image symmetry with Italian.

This is the position that I will adopt in light of the privatives data: English and Italian do

fundamentally differ in the nature of the syntactic options for adnominal modification, in

that only English displays a surface ambiguity that actually corresponds to an ambiguity

in underlying syntactic structure. Luckily, this move will end up having some independent

motivation and be derivable from more basic typological differences between the languages,

though I will not get into that discussion until later on, in Chapter 4. In this section, I want

to focus on another problem for the present analysis that is more direct and not resolvable

by positing this kind of syntactic difference: indirect modification, and therefore Predicate
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Modification, does not appear to universally allow nonintersection in English for subsectives

in the same way as I have just argued it does in Italian.

In Italian, the unambiguous position is restricted to nonintersective interpretations, which

is unsurprising on the proposed account because Function Application cannot reproduce

Predicate Modification, but Predicate Modification can reproduce Function Application.

However, in English, the unambiguous (postnominal) position is supposedly restricted to

intersective interpretations. Given the argument that set intersection (and thus PM) can

freely invoke NC “ NC , it is unexpected that any position should only allow intersective

interpretations. PM is, on this view, the more powerful operation, since it involves both

subsection and intersection. So even without considering the behavior of privatives in En-

glish, why would postnominal subsectives not have access to nonintersective interpretations?

At least for some cases, this judgment does appear to be accurate:

(73) She is a dancer more beautiful than her instructor.

a. ‘She is more physically beautiful than her instructor’ (intersective)
b. *‘She dances more beautifully than her instructor does’ (nonintersective)

In theory, nothing should block the use of dancer as the contextually-provided set for

intersection and thus the reading in (73b), even if only PM is available postnominally. While

it is not out of the question to assume that English and Italian differ on whether there is

covert syntactic ambiguity for a given position, it is extremely difficult to propose that the

conditions on how Predicate Modification and the saturation of contextual variables work

differs between the languages.

One possible line of reasoning to address this problem concerns economy. It is not at all

unreasonable to assume that a language would disprefer this roundabout method of nonin-

tersection via intersection, and defining some pragmatic principle to penalize the use of a null

argument when there is an overt semantic equivalent in the same sentence seems feasible.

Alternately, we could imagine an economy condition on semantic operations that penalizes

a derivation when another derivation with the same output truth conditions with fewer
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compositional ‘moves’ exists, and this would block the proposed artificial nonintersection

process.

However, if we introduce these kinds of economy considerations, the question then be-

comes why the process is ever available at all in Italian. Let’s say that we do not want

to posit them as language-specific considerations (or at least, that doing so would require

substantial evidence that the economy principles are also active in other domains for one

but not the other language, which we presently lack). How do we get the contrast between

English and Italian with language-agnostic economy principles?

One option appeals to some notion of ‘canonicity’.7 In Italian, it is the postnominal

position which is the standard, default, canonical adjectival position, and also the postnom-

inal position which has the basic semantics of intersection. If we do the ‘backdoor’ trick

in this position, it may violate our economy condition, which would prefer that we derive

nonintersectivity by putting the adjective prenominally. But other conditions in Italian –

either syntactic economy, if prenominal adjectives are derived via movement, or something

about preferred linear orders – mitigate against this, and appear to win.

In English, however, the basically intersective postnominal position is noncanonical. Per-

haps when we try to ‘backdoor’ nonintersectivity in English postnominals, the economy

conditions still push for a prenominal strategy instead, but here the syntactic/word order

conditions are aligned with the semantic economy and also would prefer prenominal nonin-

tersectivity. So the difference between the languages is that in Italian, semantic economy

competes with syntactic/order principles and the stalemate (or victory of the latter) al-

lows for semantically uneconomical operations to proceed in postnominal position; while in

English, semantic economy aligns with syntactic/order principles and both penalize (and

therefore, together, exclude) the option to derive nonintersective meaning in the intersective

position. The consequence of this would be that Italian postnominals allow the ambiguity

7Ideally, of course, this strategy would not require a basic notion of ‘canonical’ as an actual primitive
of linguistic structure. I assume here that calling a position canonical is a convenient abbreviation for
something about its syntax being more basic in that language - requiring fewer movement steps, being the
base generated position, etc.
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(at least for the standard subsective case) but English postnominals do not, as we appear to

see in the data.

One piece of data that points in favor of this kind of account comes from modified

postnominal adjectives. Recall that English postnominal adjectives are supposed to show

exclusively stage-level readings:

(74) The stars visible are Aldebaran and Sirius.

a. #‘The stars that are generally visible include Aldebaran and Sirius’ (individual-
level)

b. ‘The stars that happen to be visible now include Aldebaran and Sirius’ (stage-
level)

But it appears that if you modify the adjective, specifying it with something like a

prepositional phrase, the ambiguity reappears:

(75) The stars visible from Earth are Aldebaran and Sirius.

a. ‘The stars that are generally visible from Earth include Aldebaran and Sirius’
(individual-level)

b. ‘The stars that happen to be visible from Earth now include Aldebaran and
Sirius’ (stage-level)

On this economy story, the reason why the individual-level (which I’m saying is analo-

gous to nonintersective, as will be argued more extensively later in Chapter 4) reading is

unavailable postnominally, even though in theory it could be produced via Predicate Modifi-

cation with our backdoor nonintersectivity maneuver, is that an economy principle punishes

using a more complex compositional operation to get the same reading that could be derived

through simple Function Application in prenominal position. However, this ‘heavy’ modified

version of the adjective is not available at all prenominally:

(76) *The visible from Earth stars are Aldebaran and Sirius.

Potentially, then, this ungrammaticality of the prenominal position blocks the economy

principle from ruling out the individual-level reading: because the compositionally simpler

prenominal position is unavailable, the English grammar tolerates the nonintersective use of

Predicate Modification for the postnominal position in the same way that it does for Italian.
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Again, we may not need to resort to any of these economy-level considerations to derive

the correct readings here, if our theory of the semantic differences between the languages

that will be developed in Chapter 4 accomplishes its goals. Since I want to maintain that

this chapter’s arguments for the revisions to Cinque’s picture of syntactic ambiguity stand

on their own, independent of the particular semantic theory proposed later, the thoughts in

this section just serve to demonstrate that we might not need anything but these syntactic

considerations to do so.

2.3 Movement and ambiguity in Bangla

Privative disambiguation as an empirical strategy should have reach beyond Italian if it is

going to be the focus of the dissertation, and if we want to explain the resulting patterns

by appeal to fundamental logical properties of composition with privative adjectives which

should not be language-specific. Luckily, it appears to. In this section, I will introduce

the phenomenon of adjectival movement in Bangla and the basic facts of how it affects the

realization of the nonintersective ambiguity, and apply the same privative disambiguation

strategy to reveal that the pattern is strikingly like that in Italian.

As with the Italian data, I will refrain from giving an actual semantic characterization of

the pattern until Chapter 4; the goal here will again be to describe the syntactic distribution

of possible ambiguous meanings. Additional data motivating a particular semantic theory

of Bangla will be introduced in Section 4.5.

2.3.1 Focus movement in Bangla

The canonical order of the nominal phrase in Bangla is given in (77), exemplified in (78):

(77) Demonstrative ą Numeral ą Classifier ą Adjective ą Noun (Bhattacharya, 1999)

(78) ei
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

lal
red

boi
book

(Syed, 2015)

‘these two red books’
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However, this order is somewhat flexible. In particular, the adjective and noun may occur

before the Numeral + Classifier sequence8, as in (79).

(79) ei
Dem

lal
red

boi
book

du
two

úo
Cl

(Syed, 2015)

‘these two red books’

Absent the demonstrative, these movements effect whether the noun phrase is read as def-

inite or indefinite, with the canonical position (80) being indefinite and the moved position

(81) definite (Bhattacharya, 1999; Dayal, 2012). However, this contrast will be orthogo-

nal to the present discussion, and we will be more interested in examples with an explicit

demonstrative anyway, so I will leave this fact to the side.

(80) du
two

úo
Cl

lal
red

boi
book

(Syed 2015)

‘two red books’

(81) lal
red

boi
book

du
two

úo
Cl

(Syed 2015)

‘the two red books’

What is of present interest is the fact that the adjective and noun are not required to

move together. In particular, the adjective can precede the Numeral + Classifier sequence

or the demonstrative on its own with the noun staying in its phrase-final base position.

(82) ei
Dem

lal
red

du
two

úo
Cl

boi
book

(Syed 2015)

‘these two red books’

(83) LAL
red

ei
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

boi
book

(Syed 2015)

‘these two red books’

Syed (2014, 2015) reports that the pre-demonstrative position is not possible for the adjec-

tive without phonetic stress. I have found this judgment to be less consistent among Bangla

8In general, I will be using the numeral du ‘two’ or other larger numerals, since ek ‘one’ has been effectively
grammaticalized as an indefinite determiner and therefore does not allow the occurrence of both an overt
determiner and a distinct numeral within the same phrase, which is necessary to delineate the precise location
of the adjective for the present arguments.
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speakers: while the moved adjective in a sentence like (83) always bears the information-

structural properties of focus, emphasizing the redness of the books as opposed to alterna-

tive colors, the phonetically unstressed equivalent is not always judged ungrammatical as

Syed predicts. Regardless, this should be unimportant for Syed’s conclusion that the pre-

demonstrative position is the specifier of a focus projection FocP: whether being in such a

position (and bearing the focus feature that motivates the movement) strictly requires pho-

netic stress, or simply marks the adjective to be interpreted as focused, is a question of the

PF-mapping algorithm more than a question for this narrow analysis. More importantly, we

will see shortly that even the focus semantics is not relevant for the present argument.

What is important here is that, as a result, Bangla allows four distinct positions for

the adjective and noun, relative to each other, in the full DP. They can both remain in

base-generated position below the Numeral + Classifier complex; can both move past the

Numeral + Classifier complex but not past the demonstrative; the adjective alone can move

to that intermediate position; or the adjective alone may move all the way out past the

demonstrative.

(84) Bangla DP order options:

a. Dem Num-Cl [Adj Noun]
b. Dem [Adj Noun] Num-Cl
c. Dem [Adj] Num-Cl [Noun]
d. [Adj] Dem Num-Cl [Noun]

I have been referring to the higher positions as the result of movement; Syed (2015) argues

for such an account rather than different base-generation positions by pointing out that other

intervening material in the specifier position of the Numeral phrase blocks the adjective

and/or noun from appearing higher. Specifically, following the suggestion from Danon (2012)

that numerals can alternate between being heads or specifiers of their projection even within

a single language, Syed argues that Bangla numerals are split this way: four and below as

heads, five and higher as specifiers of NumP, and shows that neither adjective nor noun can

appear above the Numeral + Classifier complex when the numeral is in the larger category.
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(85) a. ami
I

lal
red

boi
book

char
four

Te
Cl

kinechi
buy-pr perf-1p

‘I have bought the four red books’
b. ?ami

I
lal
red

boi
book

panc
five

Ta
Cl

kinechi
buy-pr perf-1p

‘I have bought the five red books’
c. *ami

I
lal
red

boi
book

choy
six

Ta
Cl

kinechi
buy-pr perf-1p

Intended: ‘I have bought the six red books’

If the adjective or noun could be simply base-generated in the higher position, there is

no reason it would be sensitive to the type of numeral lower down. But even being in the

pre-demonstrative position is blocked by numeral six or higher, suggesting that it cannot be

competition for the specifier of NumP position, and favoring a movement analysis.

Actually, nothing in the present argument hinges on the decision between movement and

multiple base-generated positions. I will continue referring to this phenomenon as movement,

but what matters here is simply that the adjective ends up in these distinct positions, because

we can then investigate their effect on possible interpretations. I will move to that shortly,

but first, a brief note on why Bangla in particular is an illuminating test case.

2.3.2 A note on phase structure

As discussed previously in this chapter, Cinque offers a structural account of the noninter-

sective ambiguity that ties intersective meanings to adjectives that are in reduced relative

clauses and a certain distance from the noun. However, no syntax-semantics mapping is

offered to explain why that position causes intersective meanings, and why the direct mod-

ification, non-clausal, local position causes nonintersective meanings. One attempt at such

an explanation is offered by Reichard (2013) who ties the clausal nature of indirect modifiers

to intersectivity by means of phases.

The grammatical notion of phases was introduced to linguistic thought in Chomsky

(2001)), who identified that a computationally efficient language system, subject to external

constraints such as memory limitations, would require some kind of ‘chunking’ algorithm: a
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mechanism for packaging together certain complex structures and treating them as a single,

simplified object so that the internal structure need no longer be remembered. A phase, then,

is a particular structural boundary in the course of syntactic derivation at which, upon its

completion, seals off its internal content from further manipulation or access by the syntax,

in a sense flattening the structure of its complement. Various different syntactic structures

may qualify as phases: Chomsky originally takes CP and vP to be phases, and so upon the

Merge of the phase head (either C or v), the complement of that head becomes ‘impenetrable’

and invisible to further derivational operations. In Minimalist terms, the complement of a

completed phase is packaged and transferred to both the conceptual-intentional and sensori-

motor interfaces, where it is interpreted and spelled out phonetically, respectively, and so no

further manipulation of its syntactic content can affect either the meaning or pronunciation

of the phrase (and therefore, we can say, no further manipulation of its syntactic content

can occur).

What Reichard argued is that, since indirect modifiers are CPs and CPs are phases,

we may be able to attribute the intersective reading of indirect modifiers to the fact that

they are contained in phases. By the time that the adjective modifies the noun, the CP

containing it has already been completed and so that phase would be closed off and sent to

the conceptual interface to be interpreted. Since intersective readings are, intuitively, the

result of not interpreting the adjective relative to the noun, arguably that could be due to the

phasal nature of the CP preventing any further adjustments to the adjective’s interpretation

that would be required for the relativized nonintersective interpretation: ‘phases are, inter

alia, taken to be units of semantic valuation. If indirect modifiers are clausal and thus CPs,

they will, thus, be such units of valuation. In this case, the semantic value of an indirect

modifier is already fixed when it modifies its host. The host can, thus, not relativize the

modifier in any way. And if the modifier is not interpreted relative to its modifee then

intersectivity is the only possible interpretation left.’ (Reichard 2013:13)

The appeal of this kind of explanation is obvious. Reducing the nonintersective ambiguity
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to a preexisting notion that is independently motivated by third factors like computational

efficiency, while precisely characterizing its syntactic distribution, would be an elegant Min-

imalist analysis. However, the immediate concern with jumping to the phase conclusion is

that there are multiple potential boundaries between an indirect modifier adjective and its

modified noun. On Cinque’s account, there is always a CP between the adjective and noun,

but there are also a number of other projections, like NP and the posited dP, potentially

also vP if the clause-internal adjective is in a predicative position. Any one of these barriers

could be the critical one, since they are always all present, at least in Italian. Furthermore,

even if we had evidence to zero in on CP specifically as the causal factor, that would not

constitute evidence that it is the phasal nature of CP that matters. That explanation would

be attractive, but parsimony is only one potential consideration. Some other feature of CP

specifically might be in play. What we need is a diagnostic to distinguish the effect of a

phase boundary from other potential boundaries, like clauses or definites.

Bangla potentially provides one. After Chomsky (2001) identified CP and vP as phases

- with vP as the internal counterpart of CP, splitting the clausal spine into two phases -

a body of subsequent work has argued that nominal phrases might show a similar phasal

structure. A popular argument has been that DP also constitutes a phase (Svenonius, 2004;

Želko Bošković, 2012), and Simpson and Syed (2016); Syed and Simpson (2017) have further

argued that, just like how clauses have the biphasal structure of CP and vP, nominal phrases

might also be biphasal with the external DP phase and an internal QP phase, which in Bangla

hosts the numeral-classifier complex. I won’t review Syed & Simpson’s arguments for the

phasal status of QP in Bangla, but will assume their conclusion here.

As a consequence, Bangla offers an ideal empirical testing ground for determining which

specific kind of barrier might be the critical locality condition separating the intersective

from nonintersective readings. As far as I know, there is no evidence that Bangla adjectives

are clausal or need to be clauses to undergo focus movement as discussed in this section,

so if it is specifically clausal structure that triggers indirect modification, we should not
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see syntactically determined intersective interpretations. If it is definiteness in particular

that matters, as Cinque posits, then we might expect the DP boundary to be the relevant

locality factor, such that adjectives outside of DP are the indirect modifiers. DP would also

be a phase, of course, but given the phasal status of QP inside DP, movement past QP but

not past DP should be sufficient for indirect modification if the relevant notion of indirect

is ‘separated by a phase’. The fact that Bangla offers a nominal phrase with two distinct

phases, one independent of definiteness, is what allows it to be a potentially useful test for

what notion of locality we should care about.

There are two caveats to this approach. First, it’s not clear what Reichard predicts

when a phase boundary separates the adjective from the noun but the adjective itself is not

contained within the phase. His (limited) exposition of the account describes the problem

as the inability to adjust the meaning of the adjective after it has already been sealed off

within a phase, and so taking that narrowly it might not matter if the noun is within a

phase even if the phase boundary separates them. Interpreting his argument a little more

widely, however, we could also predict that the process by which the adjective’s meaning

becomes relativized to the noun requires some access to the semantic content of the noun

in a way that would be blocked by the ‘impenetrable’ nature of the phase boundary. It’s

entirely possible that mirrored constraints are at work in Italian and Bangla - in the former,

the adjective is rendered semantically immutable before it encounters the noun, and in the

latter, the noun semantically immutable before it encounters the adjective.

It’s also possible, however, that even if QP is a relevant barrier distinguishing direct from

indirect modification in Bangla, it is not because of its phasal status. It’s possible that the

act of movement away from the base-generated position at all blocks the process of direct

modification somehow, and it’s also possible that - much like some inherent property of CP

besides its phase status could determine nonlocality in Italian - some inherent property of

QP specifically besides its phase status could be active in Bangla. Of course, if it’s shown

reliably that Italian CPs and Bangla QPs are performing the same interpretive function,
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then it would be reasonable to conclude that the property they share of being a phase is

the relevant one, but that is not necessarily implied just by the QP boundary affecting

interpretations.

This is all to say that Reichard’s proposal deserves serious consideration, and one motiva-

tion for investigating the nonintersective ambiguity in Bangla in particular is the perspective

it might give us on the impact of phase boundaries on the ambiguity. That does not, how-

ever, allow us to necessarily conclude that the phase-based explanation would be the most

cross-linguistically attractive analysis just from this particular test in Bangla, even if it scores

quite highly on a Minimalist conception of parsimony. Reichard’s phasal proposal, as well,

is seriously underspecified, and we would need to develop a much richer account of what

kind of ‘relativizing’ occurs to give an adjective a nonintersective meaning, and how that is

blocked by phase completion, so even though appeal to phases is attractive from a Minimalist

perspective, the work required to account for the ambiguity in terms of phases would not be

itself minimal. The pattern - as we will see - has a number of potential explanations.

2.3.3 Effects of movement on ambiguity

For Bangla adjectives which display the nonintersective ambiguity, this kind of movement has

consequences for which interpretation surfaces in different positions. As we have established,

there are basically four relevant possible positions for the adjective to appear in: below

Num+Cl with N, above Num+Cl with N, above Num+Cl alone, and above Dem alone.

In the first, base-generated position, ambiguous adjectives display a weak preference for their

nonintersective, subsective interpretation, also allowing the intersective interpretation with

the right contextual support.

(86) oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

bhalo
good

ukil
lawyer

‘these two good lawyers’

a. ‘these two legally skilled lawyers’
b. ?‘these two morally good lawyers’
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(87) oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

sundor
beautiful

dancer
dancer

‘these two beautiful dancers’

a. ‘these two dancers who dance beautifully’
b. ?‘these two physically beautiful dancers’

(88) oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

choto
small

hati
elephant

‘these two small elephants’

a. ‘these two elephants who are small for their species’
b. ?‘these two elephants who are small for any animal’

As in every language, individual adjectives show subtleties in lexical meaning that con-

strain their range of application. For example, while sundor ‘beautiful’ does display the

classical nonintersective ambiguity with nouns like dancer ‘dancer’ (an English loan) as in

(87), describing as beautiful either the dancers themselves or their dancing, it appears to

be restricted to describing beauty that can be visually perceived. Modifying a noun that

describes a non-visual event, like gayok ‘singer’, allows only the intersective reading:

(89) oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

sundor
beautiful

gayok
singer

‘these two beautiful singers’

a. *‘these two singers who sing beautifully’
b. ‘these two physically beautiful singers’

This pattern in (89) persists regardless of how the adjective is moved. We might consider

Bangla sundor, then, to fall somewhere on a scale of lexical flexibility between English

beautiful, which robustly displays both meanings with a wide variety of nouns, and Russian

krasivyj ‘beautiful’, which allows only the intersective, physical beauty meaning (Martin and

Bikina, 2022). This isn’t a problem with deriving ambiguity from the noun gayok, to be clear

- it’s perfectly able to receive both meanings of bhalo ‘good’, for example, as in (90) below -

but only with the particular interaction in sundor gayok.

(90) oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

bhalo
good

gayok
singer

‘these two good singers’
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a. ‘these two skilled singers’
b. ?‘these two morally good singers’

For those adjectives that do show an ambiguity, movement of the adjective and noun

together does not affect the possible interpretations.

(91) oi
Dem

[bhalo
good

ukil]
lawyer

du
two

úo
Cl

‘these two good lawyers’

a. ‘these two legally skilled lawyers’
b. ?‘these two morally good lawyers’

(92) oi
Dem

[sundor
beautiful

dancer]
dancer

du
two

úo
Cl

‘these two beautiful dancers’

a. ‘these two dancers who dance beautifully’
b. ?‘these two physically beautiful dancers’

(93) oi
Dem

[choto
small

hati]
elephant

du
two

úo
Cl

‘these two small elephants’

a. ‘these two elephants who are small for their species’
b. ?‘these two elephants who are small for any animal’

Both readings are still available, with a weak preference for the subsective reading. This

indicates that there is no intrinsic effect of movement on the adjective’s interpretation: so

long as it is moved alongside the noun as a constituent, interpretation is unaffected. As

that implies, however, moving the adjective alone and leaving the noun in base-generated

position does have an effect:

(94) oi
Dem

[bhalo]
good

du
two

úo
Cl

ukil
lawyer

‘these two good lawyers’

a. ?‘these two legally skilled lawyers’
b. ‘these two morally good lawyers’

(95) oi
Dem

[sundor]
beautiful

du
two

úo
Cl

dancer
dancer

‘these two beautiful dancers’
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a. ?‘these two dancers who dance beautifully’
b. ‘these two physically beautiful dancers’

(96) oi
Dem

[choto]
small

du
two

úo
Cl

hati
elephant

‘these two small elephants’

a. ?‘these two elephants who are small for their species’
b. ‘these two elephants who are small for any animal’

Moving the adjective across the Num+Cl boundary has a few effects, which our gram-

maticality judgment notation system is a little too coarse to capture. First, it does result in

a word order that is somewhat degraded on its own, and requires more specific context to

support. All of the sentences with the adjective moved separately from the noun are slightly

dispreferred relative to the orders where the adjective and noun remain a constituent, but

they are also all sufficiently acceptable to speak coherently of their available interpretations

and differences between them. The second effect of movement across Num+Cl is that it

inverts the preferences for the interpretations that is present in the base position. In (94)-

(96), the intersective interpretation is preferred, and the subsective interpretation is possible

though less salient. Third, the gap between the availability of the interpretations widens.

The preference for the nonintersective over intersective meaning in the [adjective noun] or-

ders is smaller than the preference for the intersective over nonintersective meaning in this

order. None of these preferences are anything like absolute, however, and contextual support

reliably enables each meaning in each word order; there is just a distinct difference in how

strong the default preference is, or how salient the default interpretation is.

Finally, further movement of the adjective out past the demonstrative has no further

effect on interpretation.

(97) [bhalo]
good

oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

ukil
lawyer

‘these two good lawyers’

a. ?‘these two legally skilled lawyers’
b. ‘these two morally good lawyers’
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(98) [sundor]
beautiful

oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

dancer
dancer

‘these two beautiful dancers’

a. ?‘these two dancers who dance beautifully’
b. ‘these two physically beautiful dancers’

(99) [choto]
small

oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

hati
elephant

‘these two small elephants’

a. ?‘these two elephants who are small for their species’
b. ‘these two elephants who are small for any animal’

In this order, the preference for the intersective over nonintersective meaning is retained.

To summarize, for those adjectives that display a nonintersective ambiguity, that ambi-

guity persists across different word order options, whether the adjective is moved alone or

together with the noun. However, that movement can change the default ranking of pref-

erence for which of the ambiguous interpretations is more salient. Whenever the adjective

is local to the noun, regardless of the position of the AN constituent, the nonintersective

interpretation is slightly preferred over the intersective one. When the adjective moves past

QP, the location of Num+Cl, without the noun, the intersective interpretation becomes

preferred over the nonintersective one, and further movement past DP does not change

this preference further. This pattern appears to be consistent across ambiguous subsective

adjectives, and so we can outline the generalization so far like this:

(100)

Adjective Type: Subsective
Interpretation: Nonintersective Intersective

Dem Num-Cl [Adj Noun] ✓ ?
Dem [Adj Noun] Num-Cl ✓ ?
Dem [Adj] Num-Cl [Noun] ? ✓
[Adj] Dem Num-Cl [Noun] ? ✓

2.3.4 The irrelevance of focus

Before moving to other adjective types, a quick note on focus. I have left any indication of

phonetic stress off of the examples in this section, reflecting what I said above about the
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potential irrelevance of stress to grammaticality, contra Syed (2015). What matters for the

current argument is that it is not specifically focus causing this difference in interpretation,

and we can establish that by identifying that the focus pattern is the same regardless of

whether the noun is moved alongside the adjective or not.

(101) a.
Dem

oi
good

BhALO
lawyer

ukil
two

du
Cl

úo

‘those two good lawyers’ Ñ NI ą I
b.

Dem
oi
good

bhalo
lawyer

ukil
two

du
Cl

úo

‘those two good lawyers’ Ñ NI ą I
c.

Dem
oi
good

BhALO
two

du
Cl

úo
lawyer

ukil

‘those two good lawyers’ Ñ I ą NI
d.

Dem
oi
good

bhalo
two

du
Cl

úo
lawyer

ukil

‘those two good lawyers’ Ñ I ą NI

In (101) we have a two-by-two matrix of examples, crossing whether the noun is moved

along with the adjective and whether the adjective bears focal stress. In both movement

options, it is reported that phonetic stress on the adjective is more natural, though not

necessarily required (phonetic stress on the moved noun is also an option, though again, less

preferred relative to stressing the adjective). Critically, however, the presence or absence of

overt focus has no effect on the ranking of preferred interpretation, but the movement of the

noun does. In both of the configurations (101c) and (101d), with the adjective separated from

the noun, the intersective interpretation is preferred regardless of the focus. By contrast, in

both (101a) and (101b), with the adjective and the noun moved together, the nonintersective

interpretation is preferred regardless of the focus. And recall that this is the same interpretive

preference found when the adjective and noun are together unmoved, with neither overt

phonetic stress nor any focus-motivated movement. Thus, it is clear that the adjective-noun

locality relationship is what determines the interpretation, not the focus.
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2.3.5 Privative disambiguation again

In Italian, we found that where subsective adjectives were ambiguous in certain syntactic

positions, privative adjectives were in fact unambiguous, and this was revealing of the un-

derlying form of composition available in those positions. So far, the behavior of subsective

adjectives in Bangla is not unlike those in Italian: they prefer nonintersective meanings in

the more noun-local syntactic position (which we can call direct modification in both cases),

and intersective meanings in the non-local position (indirect modification), but with some

ambiguous flexibility. Therefore, if the same kind of compositional account is to be given

to Bangla as Italian, we would predict to see the same kind of disambiguating behavior for

privative adjectives here as well.

First, we need to define the space of privative adjectives Bangla offers for this diagnostic.

The most natural counterpart of English fake in Bangla is actually the loan word, fake, which

is the default option chosen by Bangla speakers that I have worked with. There is also nokol

‘fake’, with slightly different meanings; I’ll cover both and illustrate the differences here, but

let’s begin with the loan word as it is the primary option chosen by consultants.

In the base-generated position, Bangla fake only allows the nonintersective (truly priva-

tive) interpretation: for something like fake bonduk ‘fake gun’, the reading on which it is

not a gun at all but some device made to look like one. The intersective reading, where it

is truly a gun but faked in some other aspect (i.e., not really a valuable WWII antique) is

possible but significantly degraded.

(102) oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

fake
fake

bonduk
gun

‘these two fake guns’

a. ‘these two objects which are pretending to be guns’
b. ??‘these two guns which are faked in some other aspect’

This pattern holds if both the adjective and noun are moved past QP together.

(103) oi
Dem

fake
fake

bonduk
gun

du
two

úo
Cl
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‘these two fake guns’

a. ‘these two objects which are pretending to be guns’
b. ??‘these two guns which are faked in some other aspect’

If the adjective is moved on its own, either past QP or past DP, the readings flip and be-

come stricter: now only the intersective reading is available, and the nonintersective reading

is entirely gone.

(104) oi
Dem

fake
fake

du
two

úo
Cl

bonduk
gun

‘these two fake guns’

a. *‘these two objects which are pretending to be guns’
b. ‘these two guns which are faked in some other aspect’

(105) fake
fake

oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

bonduk
gun

‘these two fake guns’

a. *‘these two objects which are pretending to be guns’
b. ‘these two guns which are faked in some other aspect’

Bangla fake, then, shows an asymmetrical and stricter version of the subsective pattern.

In the direct modification position, where subsective adjectives show a slight preference for

the nonintersective reading, fake shows a preference in the same direction but stronger. More

interestingly, in the non-local indirect modification position, where subsective adjectives are

ambiguous but have a slight preference for the intersective reading, fake is unambiguous and

only allows the intersective reading.

(106)

Adjective: fake
Interpretation: Nonintersective Intersective

Dem Num-Cl [Adj Noun] ✓ ??
Dem [Adj Noun] Num-Cl ✓ ??
Dem [Adj] Num-Cl [Noun] * ✓
[Adj] Dem Num-Cl [Noun] * ✓

This mirrors almost precisely the privative disambiguation effect in Italian. The pri-

vative adjective can be said to only allow readings that directly reflect the compositional

operation(s) available in that position, and the same argument explaining why the non-local
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indirect modification position does not allow the nonintersective meaning in Italian can be

applied exactly to Bangla fake. Conversely, the same explanation can be given for why the

non-local position is flexible for subsectives in both Italian and Bangla: while the composi-

tion in that location is only ever intersection via Predicate Modification, different choices of

the pragmatically determined scale as the adjective’s first argument can either create surface-

level intersective readings or recreate the nonintersective reading via intersection. Bangla

adds to the picture not only a second example of the privative disambiguation process indi-

cating this underlying syntax-semantics mapping, but also a kind of non-locality that does

not involve clausal structure for its equivalent to indirect modification, suggesting that the

critical sense of locality must be something else. The fact that, just like the subsectives, it

is the QP layer across which the meanings are divided, offers potential initial support for

Reichard’s phasal explanation, though as we covered earlier and will return to in Chapter 4,

not conclusive evidence.

So the non-local position appears to function the same in both languages: only intersec-

tion for composition, which allows both readings with subsectives but only the intersective

reading with privatives. The key distinction between Italian and Bangla - besides the nature

of the syntactic structures - is the ambiguity in the local position. Recall that in Italian,

the local direct modification position allowed only the nonintersective reading for both sub-

sective and privative adjectives. In Bangla, we see that the local position does prefer the

nonintersective reading, but does also allow the intersective reading (for both subsective and

privative adjectives). How can we explain this flexibility, given the argument that privative

adjectives are supposedly disambiguating and revealing the mode of composition possible

in a given position? Following that logic, we simply have to conclude that both Function

Application and Predicate Modification are possible compositional operations when the ad-

jective is in base position in Bangla. In this sense, Bangla behaves more like English than

Italian, since the English prenominal position is ambiguous for both subsective and privative

adjectives. The important observation is that even in Bangla, the privative fake allows only
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intersective readings when the adjective is non-local and therefore does not have access to

the overt noun as its initial argument, forcing Predicate Modification. In principle, nothing

should prevent the use of Predicate Modification and the choice of a distinct scale to which

the adjective is relativized, even in local position. The behavior of the privative adjective is

not what’s at issue here: it is entirely unsurprising, if genuine nonintersective and intersec-

tive compositional processes are available in a position and that is reflected in the subsective

ambiguity, that the privative adjective would also be ambiguous in that position.

The Bangla privative pattern is slightly complicated, though not in a way that undermines

these conclusions, when we consider the alternate translation for ‘fake’, nokol. Where the

loan word fake does allow both interpretations in distinct positions, nokol only allows the

truly privative, nonintersective meaning. We see this in the base-generated position and

when the adjective and noun are moved together:

(107) oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

nokol
fake

bonduk
gun

‘these two fake guns’

a. ‘these two objects which are pretending to be guns’
b. *‘these two guns which are faked in some other aspect’

(108) oi
Dem

nokol
fake

bonduk
gun

du
two

úo
Cl

‘these two fake guns’

a. ‘these two objects which are pretending to be guns’
b. *‘these two guns which are faked in some other aspect’

However, in the other positions where the adjective and noun are non-local and fake only

allows the intersective meaning, nokol is simply ungrammatical:

(109) *oi
Dem

nokol
fake

du
two

úo
Cl

bonduk
gun

Intended: ‘these two fake guns’

(110) *nokol
fake

oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

bonduk
gun

Intended: ‘these two fake guns’
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The unavailability of the intersective meaning with nokol leading to its ungrammaticality

in these positions reinforces the conclusion that only intersective composition is available

when the adjective is non-local. There are two possible explanations for why nokol cannot

occur with this meaning: it may be a lexical alternation, much like Bangla sundor ‘beautiful’

is more limited than its English counterpart, or it may be due to a competition effect.

The Bangla adjective lexicon also contains jali ‘counterfeit’, which uniformly displays the

intersective reading of a forgery or counterfeit that is still an exemplar of the head noun,

and it retains this meaning regardless of the position of the adjective.

(111) a. oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

jali
counterfeit

bonduk
gun

‘these two counterfeit guns (= really guns, something else about them is faked)’
b. oi

Dem
jali
counterfeit

bonduk
gun

du
two

úo
Cl

‘these two counterfeit guns (= really guns...)’
c. oi

Dem
jali
counterfeit

du
two

úo
Cl

bonduk
gun

‘these two counterfeit guns (= really guns...)’
d. jali

counterfeit
oi
Dem

du
two

úo
Cl

bonduk
gun

‘these two counterfeit guns (= really guns...)’

One possibility9 is that the availability of jali blocks the use of movement to signal the

intersective meaning with nokol : since the movement is already always somewhat dispre-

ferred, the fact that there is jali to unambiguously communicate the intersective meaning10

could be a strong enough secondary force that the movement option is no longer viable. This

would also explain the even weaker availability of the intersective meaning of nokol in base

position, relative to fake. The key observation would be that the native Bangla word nokol

is in competition with jali, while the loaned fake is not.

9This line of argument was suggested by Ankana Saha (p.c.), who also provided some of the judgments
for this section.

10While I am referring to the meaning of jali bonduk as ‘intersective’, this is not to say anything about the
compositional nature of jali itself - solely that the resulting meaning is equivalent to the one that is achieved
via intersection with fake. This example highlights the importance of distinguishing from intersectivity as a
descriptor of interpretations and intersection as a descriptor of composition we can’t conclude anything here
from just this data about what kind of compositional operation is occurring with jali in local position.
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(112)

Adjective: nokol jali
Interpretation: Nonintersective Intersective Intersective

Dem Num-Cl [Adj Noun] ✓ ?? ✓
Dem [Adj Noun] Num-Cl ✓ ?? ✓
Dem [Adj] Num-Cl [Noun] * * ✓
[Adj] Dem Num-Cl [Noun] * * ✓

Both Bangla fake and nokol suggest the same conclusion regarding the interaction of

privativity and (non)intersectivity - nonintersective interpretations of privative adjectives are

fully unavailable in syntactic positions that primarily support intersective interpretations,

in contrast to subsective adjectives, which allow nonintersective interpretations in default-

intersective positions with contextual support.

2.4 Interim summary

In this chapter, I have laid out the basic shape of a proposal for how nonintersective and

intersective interpretations of ambiguous adjectives are distributed across different adnominal

positions in syntactic structure. Adopting the notions of direct and indirect modification

from Cinque (2010), I propose that the source of ambiguity in Italian is not covert syntactic

alternations, nor lexical polysemy of the adjective, but rather arises in the course of semantic

composition. These adjectives are uniformly two-place predicates of a type like xxe, ty, xe, tyy,

and individual syntactic positions are uniformly associated with individual compositional

operations in a one-to-one manner: adjectives in noun-local, direct modification positions

always combine with the modified noun via Function Application (taking the noun as its

first argument), while adjectives in non-local, indirect modification positions always combine

with the modified noun via Predicate Modification. The syntactic and semantic complexity

required of the proposal so far, therefore, is minimal.

The ambiguity arises entirely from the selection of the adjective’s first argument when

that argument is not the overt modified noun (call it NO). In order for Predicate Modifi-

cation with an xe, ty-type noun to be possible, the higher-type adjective must first have its
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initial xe, ty-type argument saturated. This can happen pragmatically, with the selection

of some contextually salient but phonologically unrepresented noun (call it NC). This NC

combines with the adjective via Function Application, and in doing so serves as a kind of

scale relative to which the adjective is interpreted, like the nonintersective reading. This

is how the standard intersective reading of a phrase like beautiful dancer or good thief is

derived - something like person, which due to its minimal semantic restriction is almost al-

ways sufficiently supported by the context, is chosen as NC , and the resulting predicate of

beautiful person or good person is intersected with dancer or thief, respectively.

But this process leaves open the possibility for ambiguity in the choice of NC . Other

contextually-salient options can be chosen to create more infrequent meanings, like the vi-

olinist who is good at playing chess, but one option for NC that is always going to be con-

textually supported is NO itself. The choice of NO as NC will create a redundant Predicate

Modification step, and so duplicates the nonintersective meaning via intersection. However,

this is only possible when the output of nonintersective modification is subsective; otherwise

the second compositional step of PM would not be redundant but in fact return the empty

set, an option ruled out by general principles of interpretation. This explains the ambigu-

ity of subsective adjectives in indirect modification positions but the lack of ambiguity for

privative adjectives, which is found in both Italian and Bangla.

This proposal has the advantages of (i) limiting redundancy in the lexicon, compared

to ‘Blame the Adjective’ accounts, (ii) avoiding positing syntactic ambiguity where it would

only be motivated by the surface interpretive ambiguity, compared to Cinque (2010), and (iii)

deriving the ambiguity in the course of composition, and therefore allowing features of syntac-

tic structure to affect the ambiguity, compared to the purely pragmatic, post-compositional

Maienborn (2020) account, while preserving a role for pragmatic variable resolution that

seems necessary given the context-sensitivity of certain intersective readings. But obviously,

significant questions about the present account remain unanswered. In particular:

• What is the syntactic status of NC? I have argued here that, even in cases of intersective
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modification, adjectives always enter the derivation as two-place predicates and always

have their first argument supplied by the context. Unlike in a post-compositional

pragmatic story like Maienborn (2020), where this is an unbound internal variable that

is simply specified, I claimed that this is a compositional process: the adjective has an

unsaturated lambda term that requires saturation by composing with this argument.

But does this necessarily mean that there is a syntactic object denoting NC which is

actually projected in the structure? If so, what kind of evidence could support the

syntactic reality of the always-null argument?

• What is the locality condition that distinguishes direct and indirect modification? I

have characterized the compositional properties of adjectives in direct modification

positions and indirect modification positions, and distinguished the two by reference

to some generalized notion of locality: direct modification requires the adjective to

be ‘local to the noun’. But how local? Having criticized both of Cinque’s proposals

(that indirect modifiers are always clausal, and that indirect modifiers are past some

underspecified semi-definite dP), it is now necessary to precisely characterize both what

kind of syntactic boundary determines the relevant kind of locality for modification, and

why that syntactic boundary has the semantic effect of separated Function Application

from Predicate Modification.

• What is the semantics of nonintersective composition? So far, I have given the actual

semantics of these adjectives a deliberately simplified treatment, in order to focus on

their syntactic environments and characterize in broad strokes their different modes

of composition. It is only in abstract terms that we have discussed the process of an

adjective being interpreted ‘relative’ to a noun, how it comes to modify along a specific

noun-determined scale. But assuming that the conditions are met for nonintersective

modification, how does this actually occur? How does the same adjective end up with

different meanings in nonintersective composition with different nouns? And how does
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the context affect these differences in meaning? And in particular, how does privative

composition work? For this chapter I have been treating them as simple, but the

problems posed to compositionality by privative adjectives raised in the introduction

still need answers.

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 are dedicated to answering these questions, respectively.
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3 The morphosyntax of intersection

In Chapter 2, I argued that we should have a uniform two-place predicate analysis of am-

biguous adjectives, where such adjectives always take a nominal argument that determines

the scale or dimension of their evaluation prior to their individual argument. On this ac-

count, intersective readings always result from intersection of the modified noun with the

xe, ty output of that two-place predicate after it composes with a phonologically null initial

noun argument, supplied pragmatically by the context, defining the scale. But this account

is, on its own, agnostic as to whether this contextual argument is realized in the syntax or

if that saturation process takes place somehow pre-syntax.

The goal of this chapter is to argue for the syntactic reality of the contextually-supplied

argument. The evidence comes from suppletive adjectives, where I argue that the unavail-

ability of suppletive forms for certain adjectives with intersective meanings - across a wide

variety of languages - suggests that some piece of syntactic structure is intervening between

the adjectival root and the suppletion trigger, and that that piece of structure is this nom-

inal argument. Having independent evidence for the syntactically-determined nature of the

intersective reading bolsters the overall argument against lexical polysemy and in favor of a

fully derivational, compositional analysis of the (non)intersective ambiguity. While no spe-

cific components of the analyses offered in other chapters depend on the conclusions argued

for in this chapter, absent this syntactic evidence, the remainder of the account would lose

a significant portion of its strength in parsimony.

3.1 Suppletion in Serbian

Suppletion is generally defined as the phenomenon where a single root is realized with differ-

ent, unrelated phonological forms in different syntactic or morphological contexts, crucially

without a corresponding change in semantic interpretation (Mel’čuk, 1994). In other words,

suppletion occurs when the root that surfaces in a morphologically complex form is ‘ety-
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mologically unrelated’ (Bobaljik 2012:72) to the root that surfaces in the base (simplex)

form. Here, we will be concerned with the suppletion that can occur in the comparative and

superlative forms of adjectives:

(113) Positive: good
Comparative: better
Superlative: best

So in (113), the underlining represents the phonological realization of the adjective root

in each case, and the root which appears in the comparative and superlative form, be(t),

is wholly unrelated to the positive form good. This kind of adjectival suppletion occurs

widely cross-linguistically, but within languages has a very limited distribution, appearing

with only a small and cross-linguistically consistent set of adjectives of which good and

bad are the most frequent (Bobaljik 2012). Conveniently, those particular adjectives are

paramount examples of the nonintersective ambiguity, and the interaction of suppletion

and this ambiguity will turn out to constitute useful evidence for the syntactic structure of

(non)intersective meanings.

The secondary claim of this section will be that accounting for this ambiguity does

not require positing that Vocabulary Insertion rules in Distributed Morphology (Halle and

Marantz, 1993) be sensitive to semantic diacritics on roots or category-assigning heads.

The information that determines the (non)intersective reading, I will argue, is present in

the syntax (in line with Despić (2019)), but not as a feature on roots (against Despić,

and by extension, against this particular aspect of the ontology of roots in Harley (2005)).

This doesn’t constitute an argument that they are not, or can never be, but just that this

particular set of data does not independently justify such a move. Along the way, we will

also see that this data bears on some fundamental questions in the typology of suppletion

(Bobaljik, 2012).
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3.1.1 The ban on intersective suppletives in Serbian

Recall that the nonintersective ambiguity is illustrated by sentences like (114), where the

adjective good can be alternately interpreted nonintersectively - ‘good at being the noun’ -

or intersectively - ‘good as a person, good in general’.

(114) Robin Hood is a good thief.

a. Nonintersective: ‘Robin Hood is good as a thief’, ‘Robin Hood is a skilled
thief’

b. Intersective: ‘Robin Hood is a thief and a good person’, ‘Robin Hood is a good
person for a thief’

Despić and Sharvit (2011) and Despić (2019) observed that the (non)intersective am-

biguity interacts in an unexpected way with suppletive morphology in Serbian (and other

closely related languages). As stated above, suppletion is generally assumed to correspond

to semantic consistency; that is, the meaning of the root which gets realized alternately as

good or be(t) in (113) does not change, only its form. But in Serbian, this correspondence

appears to be violated when it comes to (non)intersectivity.

(115) On
He

je
is

dobar
good

lopov
thief

‘He is a good thief.’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)

(Despić, 2019, 511)

The same ambiguity from the English (114) is found in (115). It has both the noninter-

sective (NInt) reading, where the person being described is a skilled thief with any amount

of moral character, and the intersective (Int) reading, where they are a morally good per-

son and also a thief of irrelevant skill. But the picture becomes more complicated for the

suppletive comparative and superlative forms.

(116) a. On
He

je
is

bolji
better

lopov
thief

‘He is a better thief.’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)

(Despić, 2019, 511)

b. On
He

je
is

najbolji
best

lopov
thief

‘He is the best thief.’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)

Here, in both of the suppletive forms in (116), the intersective reading disappears. These
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can only mean that the person is a more skilled, or the most skilled, thief; the interpretation

where they are a thief and it is their moral character being compared to others is unavailable.

This effect is due to the suppletion, not simply the addition of the comparative or su-

perlative morphology. For Serbian adjectives that show this ambiguity in the positive form

and remain regular throughout the comparative and superlative, the ambiguity remains.

(117) a. Petar
Peter

je
is

inteligentan
intelligent

teniser
tennis-player

‘Peter is an intelligent tennis player.’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)

(Despić, 2019, 511)

b. Petar
Peter

je
is

inteligentniji
more-intelligent

teniser
tennis-player

‘Peter is a more intelligent tennis player.’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)
c. Petar

Peter
je
is

najinteligentniji
most-intelligent

teniser
tennis-player

‘Peter is the most intelligent tennis player.’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)

A noun phrase like intelligent tennis player in (117) has a nonintersective reading, where

their tennis playing is particularly intelligent (a high ‘tennis IQ’) but their overall intelligence

might not be high, and an intersective reading, where they are a generally intelligent person

who also happens to play tennis, with no particular degree of insight or strategy. Both of

these readings are available for the positive, comparative, and superlative forms. This means

that our analysis of why the intersective reading disappears in (116) cannot appeal to some

incompatibility between intersectivity and the semantics of the comparative or superlative

morphemes, unless we find some particular friction between the semantics of dobar itself

(and we will see later on that this is also not a viable path).

Given the canonical description of suppletion as requiring semantic regularity across

morphological irregularity, there is of course an immediate question about whether data like

this should cause us to expand our definition of suppletion to include semantic irregularity,

or consider cases like (116) as something other than suppletion. Luckily, Despić (2019)

provides an analysis on which we have to resort to neither of these options, by arguing

that single roots always have a uniform semantics. The present paper’s analysis will do

something similar, in the sense that it also sidesteps these large questions about the theory
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of suppletion. Hopefully, from either perspective, we can demonstrate that this data can be

considered genuinely suppletive without requiring any such radical rethinking. I now turn

to reviewing the Despić (2019) analysis of this data. It is worth noting that it is informed by

more than we have covered so far, including other contrasts with change-of-state verbs and

definiteness, but for now we will focus on the comparative suppletion and return to those

data wherever they might become a problem for the proposed counter-analysis down the

line.

3.1.2 The diradical analysis

Most theories of the (non)intersective ambiguity make no prediction that it should interact

with suppletion in the adjective. Despić and Sharvit (2011) rightly argue that Larson-style

analyses, where the ambiguity arises from the existence of two distinct arguments in the noun

for the adjective to choose from to modify, have difficulty accounting for this effect. We could

conceive of a story for the Larson account where the presence of the comparative morphology

disrupts a locality relationship between the adjective root and the noun which would be

required in order to take the noun-internal event variable as the adjective’s argument. But

such a story not only requires providing a plausible mechanistic explanation for such a

locality condition, but also seems prima facie implausible because it predicts the opposite

of the facts. This kind of locality story would rule out the nonintersective reading in the

comparative, which is the opposite of the observed pattern, and it has no way to distinguish

suppletive from regular comparative forms, being only interested in the presence or absence

of the comparative affix. In general, any account which takes the adjective to be structurally

and semantically identical across its ambiguous uses and locates the ambiguity entirely within

the noun, as Larson does, will struggle even at the conceptual level to make itself sensitive

to suppletion.

Instead, the analysis of this nonintersective suppletion restriction offered by Despić and

Sharvit (2011) and Despić (2019) is a diradical variety of ‘Blame the Adjective’. They posit
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two separate denotations for the intersective and nonintersective uses of good. I present

a slightly simplified version of the semantics for these roots, hopefully without losing any

relevant information:

(118) a. The intersective root, good* : (adapted from (Despić, 2019, 513))
Jgood*-diK

w,C = [λx P D : context C supplies an assignment, gC , and a scale,
GOODC,w, that ranks people according to their ‘goodness’ in w . the ranking
of x on GOODC,w is at least gCpiq]

b. The nonintersective root, good** :
Jgood**-diK

w,C = [λP P Dăs,ăe,tąą.λx P D : context C supplies an assign-
ment, gC , and a scale, SP,w, that ranks individuals by their P -skills in w . the
ranking of x in w on SP,w is at least gCpiq]

So, the surface form dobar corresponds to two roots, one of which is always intersective

and has the semantics in (118a), and the other of which is always nonintersective and has

the semantics in (118b)

(119) a.
?
DOBRI = Jgood*-diK

w,C

b.
?
DOBRNI = Jgood**-diK

w,C

These diacritic markers I and NI on the roots are taken as ‘markers of the two relevant

semantic sub-types (xe, ty and xxs, xe, tyx, xe, tyy, respectively). They are visible to morpho-

phonology and may be referred to by morpho-phonological rules.’ (Despić, 2019, 517) Here,

then, the semantic subtypes I and NI are properties that roots can have, following the root

ontology of Harley (2005). Despić also offers an alternate account, where the diacritics are

located on the adjectival category-determining head, though tentatively concludes against

this option. What is relevant is that Vocabulary Insertion rules which determine suppletion

can see and make reference to these diacritics. Thus, a Vocabulary Insertion rule realizes the

nonintersective root (119b) as the a suppletive form bol- in the comparative environment.

On the other hand, the intersective root (119a) lacks a specific rule, and so will only ever be

realized as dobar as a result of the general rule targeting the semantically-unspecified root.

(120) a.
?
DOBRNI Ñ bol- / ] CMPR

b.
?
DOBR Ñ dobar
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The use of both a diacritic-specific rule (120a), applying to only the NI form, and a

root-general rule (120b), applying to both the I and NI form, reinforces that this analysis

requires not just positing two root forms for dobar, but also encodes a relationship between

those forms as instances of one more general root. Thus, the I/NI distinction is not reducible

to simple homophony, but requires additional theoretical machinery.

So, on this account, the fact that the suppletive forms only ever allow the nonintersective

reading is simply because only the nonintersective root is allowed to be realized as the

suppletive form. The positive dobar is homophonous, but the suppletive bol- is not. The

comparative rule (120a) also covers the superlative case, given the Containment Hypothesis:

(121) The Containment Hypothesis (Bobaljik, 2012, 31)
The representation of the superlative properly contains that of the comparative.

(122) Structure of a superlative on the Containment Hypothesis
[[[ ROOT ] -CMPR ] -SPRL ]

We’ll return to discussing the motivation behind the Containment Hypothesis, and the

relevance of the current data, below. For now, just note that the rule (120a) will apply any

time the comparative affix is present, regardless of whether the superlative morpheme is also

present, and so the correct suppletive form with the nonintersective interpretation will be

derived for both bolji ‘better’ and najbolji ‘best’.

This analysis captures the suppletion pattern in a way that a Larson-style ‘Blame the

Noun’ analysis cannot. However, it faces some issues of its own.

3.1.3 Issues with the diradical analysis

To be clear, not all of the problems identified here are avoided by the analysis proposed later

on in Section 3.2.3. However, they are all concerns for a proponent of the diradical option.

First, general parsimony conditions should penalize homophony in a theory, and in par-

ticular accidental homophony. Given that neither root semantics in (118) is derived from

the other, we have no explanation for why the single word dobar receives both of those
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interpretations; or, stated in the inverse, no explanation for why those two interpretations

which are intuitively but not derivationally related both happen to get realized as dobar. Of

course, this isn’t just a problem for dobar. When we consider nonsuppletive but ambiguous

words like inteligentan ‘intelligent’, it raises the question of whether we also need to posit

two roots here to get the intersective and nonintersective readings - I would assume that,

extending the present analysis, we would - and in doing so, why the Vocabulary Insertion

rules for this root family never make reference to the I/NI diacritics. This leads us to one

of two problematic conclusions: either we have widespread homophony across all adjectives

that show this ambiguity and for nonsuppletive adjectives that homophony is never broken

(the two roots are always realized with the same phonological form), or the ambiguity for

dobar is due to split roots and the ambiguity for nonsuppletive words like inteligentan is due

to some other, unknown factor. Neither conclusion is too theoretically satisfying.

Second, nothing in this analysis explains why it is the NI root that suppletes and not

the I root; this is true both for dobar and for zao ‘bad’, that shows the same pattern with

respect to suppletion. Nothing seems to logically prevent the opposite situation, where the

I root has a special Vocabulary Insertion rule. Despić tentatively hypothesizes:

‘In the case of NI-comparison, however, the adjective and the noun both mat-
ter; i.e. the [AP+NP] combination establishes the relevant scale/degrees (the
scale/degree of “successfulness” in stealing, playing a cello etc.) Thus, it might
not be unexpected that the NI-reading would prevail in suppletive comparatives,
given that on many semantic analyses of comparatives (e.g. Heim (2000)), the
comparative morpheme (or DegP containing it) scopes over the adjective and the
noun modified by the adjective.’ (Despić, 2019, 519)

However, I don’t see how this proposal functions. Following this line of logic, it makes

sense that the NI reading might prevail in comparatives in general, if the relevant factor is

that the comparative morpheme scopes over both the adjective and the noun in combina-

tion, and thus the meaning to which the comparative applies is one where the adjective is

interpreted relative to the noun. But this makes no predictions regarding suppletion. As we

have seen with (117), the intersective reading is perfectly compatible with the comparative
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when it is not suppletive, which should not be the case if it’s just about the comparative

containing the noun as well. This argument would require a structural difference in terms of

the DegP scope between suppletive and regular comparatives, at which point we could ex-

ploit that difference to explain the intersectivity contrast, rather than posit it in Vocabulary

Insertion rules.

Third, why doesn’t the intersective root have a comparative or superlative form at all?

The rules in (120) should block the nonintersective root from getting realized as dobar in

the comparative environment, but they shouldn’t block the intersective root from the same

thing. Absent any separate constraint,
?
DOBRI + cmpr should be realized as dobriji,

with the intersective interpretation. But this doesn’t occur. Despić attributes this to a

language-specific constraint: ‘Serbian resists comparative/superlative doublets; i.e. dobar

(or any other adjective) in Serbian cannot have more than one morphological compara-

tive/superlative form.’ (Despić, 2019, 518) Setting aside that a theory would ideally predict

this parameter from something independent about the language, it is at least reasonable to

say that’s not the job of a theory of intersectivity.

3.2 Suppletion across languages

None of the objections just developed are fatal. They are simply deficits in parsimony or

aspects of the pattern which are left unexplained, not direct empirical challenges. As such, if

this nonintersective suppletion pattern - and therefore its analysis - were limited to Serbian

and its close relatives, it would be tolerable to attribute these deficits to language-specific

accidents or constraints. But this is not the case.

3.2.1 The Nonintersective Suppletion Generalization

The pattern observed in Serbian - that suppletive morphological comparative and superlative

forms disallow the intersective reading - holds up across a significantly wider sample of
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languages. Across a sample survey of sixteen languages from multiple languages families11,

only one language violates this:

Do the cmpr/sprl
forms have:
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...suppletion? ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

...Int reading? ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: Availability of the intersective reading across comparative and superlative forms

Not every language in the sample allows the nonintersective reading even in the positive

form - the Romanian, Korean, and Mandarin good words are uniformly intersective across all

uses, and so perhaps they make less of an impact in this sample. However, leaving Basque

aside for a moment, we can see the emergence of a potential generalization:

(123) The Nonintersective Suppletion Generalization (NSG): If the compar-
ative or superlative form of an adjective is suppletive, then it lacks the intersective
reading.

We have already seen that Serbian obeys this generalization, but the NSG also holds in

English:

(124) a. Robin Hood is a good thief. (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)
b. Robin Hood is a better thief. (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)
c. Robin Hood is the best thief. (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)

The majority of the languages in the sample show this same behavior: Russian, Pol-

ish, Swedish, Dutch, Italian, German, and Persian all have suppletive comparatives and

superlatives, and similarly disallow the intersective reading for those suppletive forms.

(125) Russian

a. On
he

xoroshiy
good

vor
thief

‘He is a good thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)

11This is an obviously preliminary sample for making broad claims about typological universals, and the
data collection itself reflects that. For most languages, data was gathered from one to three speakers (except
for Persian, where the pattern was verified for twenty speakers).
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b. On
he

luchshiy
better

vor
thief

‘He is a better thief’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)
c. On

he
luchshiy
best

vor
thief

‘He is the best thief’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)

(126) Polish

a. On
he

jest
is

dobrym
good

z lodziejem
thief

‘He is a good thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)
b. On

he
jest
is

lepszym
better

z lodziejem
thief

‘He is a better thief’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)
c. On

he
jest
is

najlepszym
best

z lodziejem
thief

‘He is the best thief’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)

(127) Swedish

a. Han
he

är
is

en
a

bra
good

tjuv
thief

‘He is a good thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ?12)
b. Han

he
är
is

en
a

bättre
better

tjuv
thief

‘He is a better thief’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)
c. Han

he
är
is

den
the

bästa
best

tjuven
thief

‘He is the best thief’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)

(128) Dutch

a. Hij
he

is
is

een
a

goede
good

dief
thief

‘He is a good thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)
b. Hij

he
is
is

een
a

betere
better

dief
thief

‘He is a better thief’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)
c. Hij

he
is
is

de
the

beste
best

dief
thief

12Swedish consultants reported some degradation for the nonintersective meaning of bra ‘good’ in the
positive form, attributed to competition with the unambiguously nonintersective duktig ‘skilled’. This doesn’t
constitute an issue for the NSG, given that the intersective meaning preferred in the positive form still
disappears in the suppletive forms - arguably, it is an even more striking piece of support for the pattern
that it overrides the preference.
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‘He is the best thief’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)

(129) Italian

a. É
he

un
a

ladro
thief

buono
good

‘He is a good thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)
b. É

he
un
a

ladro
thief

migliore
better

‘He is a better thief’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)
c. É

he
il
the

miglior
best

ladro
thief

‘He is the best thief’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)

German is particularly illustrative, as gut ‘good’ is suppletive but schlecht ‘bad’ is regular:

(130) a. Er
He

ist
is

ein
a

guter
good

Dieb
thief

‘He is a good thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)
b. Er

He
ist
is

ein
a

besserer
better

Dieb
thief

‘He is a better thief’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)

(131) a. Er
He

ist
is

ein
a

schlechter
bad

Dieb
thief

‘He is a bad thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)
b. Er

He
ist
is

ein
a

schlechterer
worse

Dieb
thief

‘He is a worse thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)

The regular comparative schlechterer allows the intersective reading, while the suppletive

besserer does not. Thus, even within a single language, the alternation between suppletive

and nonsuppletive forms appears to affect the possible interpretations. An even more striking

example comes from Persian, which has two comparative series for khub ‘good’: one regular,

and one suppletive.

(132) Dozd-e
thief-Ez

khub
good

‘He is a good thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)

(133) a. Dozd-e
thief-Ez

beh-tar
good-cmpr
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‘He is a better thief’ (Int: ✗, NInt: ✓)
b. Dozd-e

thief-Ez
khub-tar
good-cmpr

‘He is a better thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✗)

Here, not only is the suppletive form behtar strictly nonintersective, the regular form

khubtar is strictly intersective and disallows the nonintersective reading. Without going into

too much detail on Persian specifically, we can likely attribute this to a pragmatic blocking

effect: the availability of unambiguously nonintersective behtar blocks that use of potentially

ambiguous khubtar. Justifying this kind of approach is Persian bad ‘bad’, which has only a

regular comparative and both readings.

(134) Dozd-e
thief-Ez

bad-tar
bad-cmpr

(regular)

‘He is a worse thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)

The unavailability of the nonintersective reading is not typical of regular comparatives:

Lithuanian, for example, which has fully regular morphological comparatives, allows both

readings in the comparative and superlative to the extent that they are available in the

positive form.

(135) a. Jis
He

yra
is

geras
good

vagis
thief

‘He is a good thief’ (Int: ?, NInt: ✓)
b. Jonas

Jonas
yra
is

geresnis
better

vagis
thief

negu
than

Marija
Marija

‘Jonas is a better thief than Marija’ (Int: ?, NInt: ✓)

(136) a. Jis
He

yra
is

geras
good

burtininkas.
wizard

‘He is a good wizard’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)
b. Jonas

Jonas
yra
is

geresnis
better

burtininkas
wizard

negu
than

Marija
Marija

‘Jonas is a better wizard than Marija’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)

The contrast between (135) and (136) illustrates that the availability of these readings

is also dependent on context and the particular noun being used; the Lithuanian speaker

consulted found it somewhat degraded to get the intersective reading at all with vagis ‘thief’,
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but the crucial point is that it was no less available in the comparative. Changing the noun to

one that was less inherently negatively valued, like burtininkas ‘wizard’, made the intersective

reading available, and again in both the positive and comparative forms.

Turkish also lacks suppletion, but as a result of lacking morphological comparatives and

superlatives altogether. Instead, these are formed analytically, by modifying the positive

form with distinct comparative and superlative adjectives (like the English pattern for more

beautiful, most beautiful, as opposed to *beautifuler, *beautifulest).

(137) Turkish

a. Ali
Ali

iyi
good

hırsız.
thief

‘Ali is a good thief.’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)
b. Ali

Ali
daha
more

iyi
good

hırsız.
thief

‘Ali is a better thief.’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)
c. Ali

Ali
en
most

iyi
good

hırsız.
thief

‘Ali is the best thief.’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)

Hebrew falls into this class as well. Some other languages in the sample putatively satisfy

the NSG by not allowing the nonintersective reading at all, having no suppletive form and

only intersective meanings for good anyway. For example, Romanian is like Turkish in having

only analytic comparison, but is unlike Turkish in having no ambiguity in the positive form.

(138) Romanian

a. El
he

e
is

un
a

hot
good

bun.
thief

‘He is a good thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✗)
b. El

he
e
is

un
a

hot
good

mai
more

bun.
thief

‘He is a better thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✗)
c. El

he
e
is

cel
the

mai
more

hot
good

bun.
thief

‘He is the best thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✗)

Expressing the subsective meaning in Romanian requires an entirely different adjective,

e.g., capabil ‘capable’ or priceput ‘able’, and these adjectives are similarly unambiguous. In
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this sample, Korean and Mandarin form the remainder of the unambiguous analytic class

alongside Romanian.

3.2.2 The Basque problem

In this limited sample, the lone exception to the NSG is Basque, which has a suppletive

comparative form, and then both a regular and suppletive option for the superlative. Both

the intersective and nonintersective readings are available across all of the forms, suppletive

or regular.

(139) a. Lapur
thief

ona
good

da
is

‘They are a good thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)
b. Lapur

thief
hobea
better

da
is

‘They are a better thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)
c. Lapur

thief
onena
best

da
is

‘They are the best thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)
d. Lapur

thief
hoberena
best

da
is

‘They are the best thief’ (Int: ✓, NInt: ✓)

While I won’t offer a full analysis of the Basque case here, it is worth noting that this is

not the only way in which the Basque suppletive paradigm is exceptional. Recall the Con-

tainment Hypothesis from (121). This hypothesis was motivated by another generalization:

(140) The Comparative-Superlative Generalization (Bobaljik, 2012, 2)
If the comparative degree of an adjective is suppletive, then the superlative is also
suppletive (i.e. with respect to the positive).

What (140) prevents is so-called ABA constructions, where the comparative is suppletive

but the superlative is regular. This *ABA generalization is near-universally held, but ‘the

Basque pattern presents an apparent ABA pattern... a lone adjectival counterexample’

(Bobaljik, 2012, 112) to (140). The comparative hobea is suppletive, but the superlative

onena is regular (even though there is also a suppletive comparative - this contrasts with
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Persian where the existence of both a suppletive comparative and a regular superlative is

not problematic because there also exists a regular comparative, on top of which the regular

superlative can be built unproblematically). So, though it’s not clear how, perhaps we now

have converging evidence from both the CSG and the NSG that the Basque paradigm is in

some way structurally non-standard.

What is clear is that Bobaljik’s proposed explanation for Basque’s *ABA will not work

to explain its abnormality with respect to the NSG. In short, Bobaljik proposes analyzing

the -(r)en superlative suffix in on-en/hobe-ren as a conventionalized genitive, not a true

superlative marker, i.e., ‘the good of the good’ rather than literally ‘the best’. This would

obviate the *ABA problem, because there is no underlying cmpr morpheme in these genitive

constructions. However, it would not explain the NSG violation: here, the primary issue is

with the suppletive comparative itself, hobea, and the fact that it receives the intersective

interpretation. Reanalyzing the superlative constructions is irrelevant to this. The present

data is thus a double-edged sword for the *ABA generalization: it both provides novel

evidence for treating Basque as a legitimate outlier and simultaneously undermines the

viability of the preexisting explanation for that outlier status.

3.2.3 A monoradical analysis

The existence of the NSG, even if it does not end up robust as an ironclad generalization

across a larger sample size, makes the problems highlighted above for the Despić (2019)

analysis all the more pressing. Recall that we had no explanation for why it was the NI root

that suppleted, or why the I root didn’t form its own regular comparative. Had the pattern

been Serbian-specific, we might have accepted these as random variation. But given the

persistence of the pattern across language families, an analysis which has some explanatory

power for why the suppletion facts play out in this way, rather than the other logical pos-

sibilities, is significantly more desirable. Before making it explicit, however, I want to also

note the status of this analysis in context of the rest of the dissertation - the core compo-
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nents that will be taken into the subsequent chapters are (i) the use of only a single root for

the adjective and (ii) the presence of intervening structure in the intersective reading. The

particular semantic implementation here is phrased to vary minimally from Despić’s (2019)

account, to illustrate the key differences; the actual denotations for good, for example, will be

different from those developed later on. With that in mind, let’s proceed with the analysis.

I propose that the unavailability of the intersective reading in suppletive forms is due

to the interaction of two factors. First, suppletion is local (Bobaljik and Harley, 2017).

Vocabulary Insertion rules which determine suppletion may only reference adjacent environ-

ments, and so the presence of any intervening structure between the root and the suppletion-

triggering morpheme (here, the comparative suffix) would block the insertion of the supple-

tive form. Second, picking up on a proposal from Arregi and Nevins (2014), I posit that the

intersective reading is derived from the insertion of a phonologically null but syntactically

represented argument, which is semantically broad and made available by context, and serves

as the first argument to a uniform higher-type denotation for the adjectival root. Therefore,

the intersective reading will be unavailable for suppletive comparatives because it requires

structure which disrupts the local adjacency requirement for the insertion of the suppletive

form in the first place.

On the proposed analysis, we require only a single root for good, equivalent to the higher-

typed nonintersective root good** from Despić and Sharvit (2011):

(141) Jgood-diK
w,C = [λP P Dăs,ăe,tąą.λx P D : context C supplies an assignment, gC ,

and a scale, SP,w, that ranks individuals by their P -skills in w . the ranking of x
in w on SP,w is at least gCpiq]

The nonintersective reading is derived in the same way: the noun, e.g., thief, saturates

the λP argument of (141) and provides the type of skill that the individual argument will be

measured on. The intersective reading is derived by the insertion of a relatively semantically

bleached, null argument, e.g., Person, into the adjective’s structure before it combines

with the noun. That argument saturates λP and gives a scale of default ‘goodness’, like in
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Despić and Sharvit’s intersective good*. Then, the remaining xe, ty type adjective composes

with the noun via Predicate Modification to derive the intersective reading. Simplifying

the denotation in (141) considerably for space, we can give sketches of the compositional

derivations:

(142) Nonintersective reading:
Jgood thiefK = JgoodK(JthiefK)

= [λPăs,ăe,tąąλxe . x’s goodness as P exceeds d](λxe . x is a thief)
= λxe . x’s goodness as a thief exceeds d

(143) Intersective reading:
Jgood thiefK = JgoodK(JpersonK) X JthiefK

= [λPăs,ăe,tąąλxe . x’s goodness as P exceeds d](λxe . x is a person)
X [λxe . x is a thief]

= [λxe . x’s goodness as a person exceeds d] X [λxe . x is a thief]
= λxe . x’s goodness as a person exceeds d ^ x is a thief

The syntactic structure for the intersective is thus like (144). I intend to be noncommittal

many parts of this implementation: for one, does Person merge above or below the category-

determining head a? We might look to work like Anagnostopoulou and Samioti (2013) or

Marantz (2013) on the function of material in and out of those domains. For now it suffices

that it intervenes between the root and cmpr; I’ll return to this question at the very end of

the dissertation when we consider the role of categorizing heads in structuring meaning. It

should also be unimportant whether the noun occurs below or above cmpr - I leave it out

of (144) for simplicity, and assume that this is a question outside of our scope entirely, but

see Heim (2000) for relevant arguments.
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(144) DegP

a

a

?

?
GOOD

a

Person

Deg

cmpr

This intervening argument is only going to be present in intersective readings13. With

this compositional setup, we require only a single Vocabulary Insertion rule for the compar-

ative environment, and no semantic diacritics. The root for good is realized as bet in the

environment of the comparative, and otherwise simply as good.

(145) a.
?
GOOD Ñ bet- / ] cmpr

b.
?
GOOD Ñ good

This analysis has significant conceptual advantages over that of Despić (2019). First,

it avoids positing homophony of any kind, deriving both readings from the same root in a

fully compositional manner. Second, it explains why the nonintersective reading is the one

available in suppletive forms. Since that is the reading in which the adjective is interpreted

relative to the noun, it makes sense that the noun saturates the property argument of the

adjective, while in the intersective reading, the adjective is interpreted relative to a default

property retrieved from the context. Assuming that that default property is syntactically

represented allows us to derive the suppletion facts from a preexisting locality condition, in

a way that is correctly asymmetrical rather than logically reversible.

13One of the arguments from Chapter 2 is that nonintersective readings can be derived using this structural
argument, even if this is the standard way to get intersective readings. However, this doesn’t predict
that nonintersective readings should also cause intervention, because that is only one of two ways to reach
nonintersectivity - it can also be composed without such an intervener, in the local Function Application
context. Intersective readings, on the other hand, cannot be duplicated via Function Application, so they
will always be impossible with a suppletive comparative form.
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3.2.4 Lingering issues with the monoradical analysis

However, it does have remaining problems. It does not explain the impossibility of dobriji,

i.e., why the intersective reading does not get realized with a regular comparative. It’s not

the case that this never happens - Persian regular khubtar is one counterexample, and in

English gooder is attested if non-standard, and when attested it does refer to this broader

intersective notion of ‘goodness’. But there is a general prohibition or at least degradation

of these forms, and we cannot appeal to language-specific constraints like ‘Serbian disallows

comparative doublets’ to explain it. This problem exists for both analyses.

One final problem is the existence of intersective readings where the relevant property is

something other than moral ‘goodness’. For example, you might imagine a conversation at

the chess club of a music school, talking about the levels of chess skill that various instru-

mentalists have. Applying our present, compositional analysis, you might expect this to be

derived similarly to the moral intersective reading, by the insertion of some null contextually-

supported argument like ChessPlayer. However, this would predict that such readings

would be unavailable with suppletive forms, and this is incorrect:

(146) She is a better violinist than average. (Moral Int: ✗, NInt: ✓, Chess Int: ✓)

The pattern in (146) holds up across all suppletive languages in the sample. Rescuing

the present analysis this requires treating these cases as not at all parallel to (144) (perhaps

locating the problem in the noun entirely, e.g., reinterpreting violinist to mean chess-playing

violinist and treating the adjective as nonintersective). However, given that they require

significantly more contextual support than the moral intersective reading, perhaps it is not

so unreasonable to derive them from distinct pragmatic mechanisms.

I won’t offer a solution to any of these issues here, but hopefully it is still convincing

that a monoradical approach is overall more satisfying than a more stipulative diradical

one which struggles with all the same concerns, among others. Zooming out somewhat, I

want to highlight the difficulty that competing theories of the (non)intersective ambiguity
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would have in accounting for its sensitivity to morphological factors like suppletion. The

diradical theory considered in this section is effectively a version of Siegel’s doublet theory,

and so the latter certainly could be made to derive morphological differences - in fact,

it might be more satisfactory for a lexical doublet theory if there were differences in the

phonological realization of the alternates - but it would be subject to all of the same criticisms

levied at Despic’s account here. The data in this section poses a much more significant

obstacle, I think, to a Maienborn-style post-compositional account as discussed in Section

2.1.3. Given that the pragmatic variable resolution process occurs entirely after the syntactic

derivation has generated and shipped the structure to the conceptual interface (in fact,

even after any narrow semantic-specific operations at that interface take place), there is

no plausible way for variable resolution of this type to affect Vocabulary Insertion or vice

versa. Given that, the suppletion pattern constitutes an argument both in favor of this

particular syntactic implementation of a null argument, and also generally in favor of a

structure-sensitive derivational approach to ambiguity.

3.3 Interim summary

This section has motivated the syntactic realization of the intersective nominal argument

with the observation that across languages, suppletive comparative and superlative forms

fail to show the intersective reading: the Nonintersective Suppletion Generalization. This

is derived by locating the source of the ambiguity in syntactic structure, positing the exis-

tence of a null argument for the intersective reading which blocks the necessary locality for

suppletion. This fully compositional analysis is shown to be more explanatory and paris-

monious than a diradical alternative, and refutes the need for semantic diacritics subtyping

for (non)intersectivity in Distributed Morphology. Finally, the identification of Basque as

the sole exception to the NSG potentially provides semantic evidence that its suppletive

paradigm is structurally special, in a way that converges with its status as the sole *ABA

violation.
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3.3.1 A note on compositionality and explanation

Finally, I want to end this chapter with a small but critical comment on the role that

morphosyntactic evidence like this plays in motivating a compositional analysis of this kind

of phenomenon. In Chapter 1, I identified the goal of the dissertation as developing a theory

of ambiguity that is fully compositional, and discussed some of the criteria for meeting

this, the standards that a compositional theory of this kind might be held to. Recall that

with sufficient freedom in manipulating either the lexicon, or syntactic structure, achieving

compositionality is trivial (Partee, 1984; Zadrozny, 1994), Zadrozny 1994. I have levied one

half of this criticism against various preexisting theories so far in this dissertation: theories

that rely on duplicating lexical entries for adjectives as a solution to ambiguity, either in the

form of words like Siegel’s doublet theory or roots like Despić’s diradical theory, trivialize

accomplishing compositionality to the extent that they manipulate the basic building blocks

in a way that loses out on explanation. And I do think this is true.

But it would be just as easy to levy the inverse criticism at the theory that I lay out

in Chapter 2: extracting the required complexity from the lexicon by assuming that there’s

only one underlying adjective form and then introducing that complexity into the syntax,

by assuming that any time we need the other form an argument conveniently appears to

saturate the adjective and create the needed form before it ever interacts with any other

syntactic elements, functionally engages in the exact same kind of artificially compositional

hacking, just on the syntax side. This seems to be exactly one of the ‘clever maneuvers

in an arbitrary theory of syntax’ that Partee (1984) cautioned us against. This kind of

objection was put even more forcefully, and in a very useful way in the specific context of

adjectival modification, by Bouchard: ‘previous analyses of adjectival modification all have

in common that they add various covert elements and operations to the theory (new lexical

categories of adjectives or nouns, new syntactic categories, multiple lexical entries for some

adjectives, new movement operations triggered by new functional features, etc.) The added

elements are not accountable to either interfaces, so that compositionality is only satisfied
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in a technical way. Compositionality that is merely technical loses the motivation for the

principle’ (Bouchard 2002:9) And again, what I have been proposing in Chapter 2 is exactly

this kind of solution: it adds a covert element to the syntactic theory in order to satisfy

compositionality, which threatens to be a merely technical satisfaction. Bouchard’s notion

of ‘accountability to the interfaces’ - forcing the theorist to make only moves which have

empirical grounding in visible linguistic effects, preventing maneuvers that begin and end

entirely within the mechanistic ivory tower of syntax and do not have surface reflexes in either

form or meaning - is an enormously valuable one here to maintain a strict commitment to

non-technical compositional solutions.

It is precisely because of this that the suppletion data is so important to the present

proposal. Stipulating the syntactic status of the contextually supplied nominal argument is

perfectly fine insofar as we are concerned with building a compositional theory that works.

But insofar as we are concerned with building a compositional theory that is accountable,

what we need is a reflex of that decision that is visible at the interfaces. Of course, it is

obvious that this argument would have semantic consequences, but the ambiguity itself is the

reflex at the conceptual-intensional interface, and thus cannot be reasonably used to justify

a particular syntactic implementation of ambiguity. The fact that the morphophonological

form of the adjective changes in a way that is sensitive to the ambiguity, and explained

most cleanly (by reference to strong syntactic principles that we have substantial preexisting

support for, like locality) by the assumption of this intervening argument, is what makes the

theory interface-accountable. It is in this sense that while nothing technical in the remainder

of the dissertation relies on the arguments in this chapter, it is crucial for the account’s ability

to satisfy a strong standard of compositionality in a genuinely explanatory way.
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4 Number and kind modification

In Chapter 2, I argued in favor of an account of the (non)intersective ambiguity that dis-

tinguished between direct modification and indirect modification as syntactic concepts: ad-

jectives which are sufficiently local to the noun modify it directly (resulting in composition

via Function Application), and adjectives which are non-local modify the noun indirectly

(resulting in composition via Predicate Modification). In this chapter, I aim to further spec-

ify some currently vague components of this analysis. First, what determines locality of an

adjective; how close is close enough to be a direct modifier? And second, why do adjectives

within that local domain compose differently from adjectives outside it?

The answer to the first question will end up being grammatical number. Adjectives that

combine with the noun prior to the introduction of whatever element performs the atomizing

function of number - which will vary across languages, between singular/plural morphology

on the noun, on the determiner, or independently as a classifier - count as direct modifiers,

and adjectives that combine with an already-atomized noun with number count as indirect

modifiers.

The answer to the second question is that the addition of number fundamentally changes

the type of semantic object that the noun denotes. Prior to composing with number, nouns

denote kinds. Composition with number triggers an individuating/atomizing process that

converts the kind denotation into an extensional set of objects which instantiate the kind,

the set of the kind’s members in a particular world. These ambiguous adjectives, then, take

as their first argument something that is a kind, and can only combine with an already-

individuated object type via Predicate Modification once their initial argument has been

saturated. It is this kind argument which can optionally be provided by the context and

takes the syntactically present but phonologically null slot that Chapter 3 just argued for.

This chapter will be organized as follows. First, I will give a brief introduction to the

semantic notion of a kind and its syntactic correspondences. Then, I will introduce the theory

of modification of Leffel (2014), who initially suggested the idea of treating ambiguity in
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adjectival modification as an ambiguity between kind- and object-level modification. Leffel,

I will argue, was fundamentally on the right track but lacked sufficient empirical basis for this

proposal. As a result, I will then introduce a novel source of evidence that the kind/object

treatment of the (non)intersective ambiguity is, in fact, correct, from Turkish. Finally, I will

return to Bangla, and explain how the number-based account not only covers the data we

have already seen but is further bolstered by it, with some necessary revisions to Leffel’s

original proposal.

4.1 Modifying kinds and objects

This section introduces the semantic distinction between kinds and objects, and the attempt

from Leffel (2014) to apply it to the problem of ambiguous modification.

4.1.1 Reference to kinds

Generally, a plural noun tends to refer to some particular set with multiple members.

(147) Dogs ate the meat.

A sentence like this is true if, roughly speaking, there was some meat and there was some

particular group (consisting of more than one dog) that ate it. But this is not the only

option for the reference of a bare (determinerless) plural noun. Consider:

(148) Dogs eat meat.

To utter (148), you need not have in mind a particular group of dogs; in fact, you really

shouldn’t. Instead, (148) is making a claim about dogs in general : they have some broad

tendency, as members of their species, to eat meat. Even though it is a claim about the

whole collective of dogs, however, it isn’t the same as a universal claim about every dog.

Trying to give (148) the semantics of a universal statement doesn’t quite work. A sentence

like that is still true even if some dogs don’t eat meat. So maybe it is more akin to:

(149) Most dogs eat meat.
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But the truth conditions of (148) and (149) are not at all identical. Imagine, for example,

if some highly contagious illness for dogs swept across the planet, and nine out of every ten

dogs got the disease. Then we would certainly be willing to say (150a), but much less likely

to say (150b).

(150) a. Most dogs have the dog flu.
b. Dogs have the dog flu.

The fact that the vast majority of dogs have the dog flu isn’t enough to justify the

statement that dogs have it, or at least not every interpretation of (150b). Perhaps if

the situation persisted for generations, and achieved some kind of permanence in the dog

population, then we might be willing to say that, yes, having the dog flu is one of the things

that dogs do. But not simply because of frequency in the population, so something different

is going on compared to (150a). In fact, a sentence like that can be true even if there is

really quite a small percentage of the group that the statement applies to:

(151) Mosquitoes carry malaria.

Only female mosquitoes can carry malaria, and only some small percentage of females do

at any given time. Nowhere close to most mosquitoes carry malaria, and yet we are generally

comfortable assenting to (151). So these kinds of sentences with bare plurals can refer to

very few of their members. But not every property that’s true of few members, of course:

(152) Dogs have three legs.

While some dogs have three legs, no one is likely to agree that (152) is true, even if all

dogs are disposed to the possibility of at some point having three legs in a way that not all

mosquitoes are disposed to the possibility of at some point carrying malaria. So it is not

enough that some members have the property, even though it can be enough for very few

members to. Perhaps most interestingly, these bare plural nouns can also refer to situations

where no members of the species have the stated property:

(153) Dogs are common.
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A sentence like (153) is true even though it’s not true that all dogs, most dogs, some

dogs, or even any individual dog is common; it doesn’t really even make sense to speak of

whether an individual can be common or not. (153) has to be read as making some claim

about a property of the species as a whole, in a way that neither universality or genericity

can capture.

It is problems like this that motivated Carlson (1977) to introduce the semantic notion

of a kind. Bare plural nouns can, in some cases, refer to kinds of things, which denote

something over and above simply the set that collects all those things together. The kind

dog is not entirely reducible to the list of all dogs, though it does correspond to the property

of being a dog. What exactly is a kind? From a semantic point of view, we can look at a kind

as a particular type of individual, but not the traditional individual that has a particular

manifestation in space and time; rather they are spatiotemporally ‘discontinuous’ (Chierchia,

1998, 348). A kind is not solely the set of its instances, but it is identified by its instances:

‘the dog-kind in our world can be identified with the totality of dogs, the scattered entity

that comprises all dogs, or the fusion of all dogs around’ (Chierchia 1998:349). When we

say that a kind is identified by or with this totality of its instances, we mean that a kind

is a function from worlds into the sum of instances of the kind in a world. Give a kind a

world, and it will give you the entity that consists of all of its members in that world - but,

crucially, the kind is not definable as any particular one of those sets of members, or the

superset of them across worlds. It is more like the concept that allows us to identify which

things count as part of it.

I will return to a longer discussion of how we might think of kinds as a particular type

of concept in Chapter 5; for now, we can proceed with the philosophical ambivalence of

Chierchia (1998:350): ‘Kinds are whatever your favorite worldview says that they are.’ What

matters presently is their function in a semantic system. Thinking compositionally, kinds

are a certain counterpart of properties: they give us the collective individual comprised of

those entities that bear the property. Along with the philosophical ambivalence I will also be
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adopting from Chierchia some notation for describing this relationship: ‘If DOG (or, more

precisely,λwDOGw) is the property of being a dog, then let XDOG be the corresponding

kind. Conversely, if d is the dog-kind, let Yd be the property DOG of being a dog. ‘X’ and

‘Y’ are maps that allow us to get a kind from the corresponding property and vice versa.’

(Chierchia 1998:348). We can define these mapping functions as follows:

(154) For any property P and world/situation s,

XP “

#

λs ι Ps, if λs ι Ps is in K

undefined, otherwise

where Ps is the extension of P in s.

(155) Let d be a kind. Then, for any world/situation s,

Yd “

#

λxrx ď dss, if ds is defined

λx rFALSEs, otherwise

where ds is the plural individual that comprises all of the atomic members of the
kind.

The availability of these functions allows for significant inherent flexibility in modulating

the types of nominal elements; constraining their application in principled ways is one of the

goals of a fully fleshed-out theory of kind reference. A core insight from Chierchia’s account

is that, while null elements instantiating these type shifters do exist, their application is

constrained by a blocking principle which prevents the use of a type shifting operation if

the language in question has an overt determiner that would create the same meaning. It is

important to keep this principle in mind going forward as the default answer to a question

that would otherwise pop up frequently, namely, ‘why couldn’t we simply type-shift the noun

at this point to achieve the unavailable reading?’ Unrestricted type-shifting would clearly

preclude any analysis that tried to attribute restricted distributions of certain ambiguous

meanings to the kind/property status of the noun at a given point in the derivation, as we

are trying to develop here.
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4.1.2 Kinds, nouns, and number

As that last sentence implies, core to the present proposal is that kind denotations and

property denotations of nouns are associated with different regions of the extended nominal

phrase in the syntactic derivation. While the particular implementation varies, the literature

on kinds (Vergnaud and Zubizarreta, 1992; Longobardi, 1994; Chierchia, 1998; Larson, 1999;

Zamparelli, 2000; Carlson, 2003) has been for some time circling around an intuitive gener-

alization that, roughly stated, reference to kinds (or types) occurs lower in the structure of

the (extended) noun phrase, and reference to properties (or objects or tokens) occurs higher.

For example, Vergnaud & Zubizarreta suggest locating this contrast as a contrast between

NP and DP:

(156) Type/Token Correspondence Law (Vergnaud & Zubizarreta 1992)

a. When a DP denotes, it denotes a token.
(e.g. the water refers to a specific, spatio-temporally located quantity of water)

b. When an NP denotes, it denotes a type.
(e.g. water refers to a kind of liquid [or solid or gas] substance)

As written, this law is merely descriptive - it doesn’t formalize any explanation for why

these properties are associated with these particular syntactic layers - but versions of it have

been argued for repeatedly in subsequent syntactic work (see Carlson 2003 for an overview).

On many of these perspectives including that of Vergnaud & Zubizarreta themselves, the

law is attributable to the semantic function that the determiner performs: it converts the

type denotation of the noun into a tokenized denotation. This is not a language-universal

proposal, however - for example, this characterizes the English determiner, but not French,

where the fact that the determiner performs an agreement function allows it to appear

in a semantically inert expletive form (an option not available to English, because of the

determiner’s morphological inactivity, and therefore ‘in English the definite determiner must

be absent in a type-denoting expression’ (Vergnaud & Zubizarreta 1992:635). I’ll return to

this particular contrast between English and Romance languages later in this chapter, but for

now we can helpfully restrict our view to English without losing too much information. Leffel
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(2014:35) summarizes the hypothesized contribution of the determiner in these accounts:

(157) a. Nouns lexically denote kinds.
b. Determiners quantify instantiations of kinds.

This summary highlights a missing piece in these kind of analysis. Specifically, quantify-

ing over instantiations is not at all the same semantic function as that of instantiating. For

a determiner to do its regular quantificational work over instances - which we certainly want

it to do - it must already be receiving as input an appropriately object-level or property

denotation. This suggests that somewhere in between the base generation of the noun and

the merging of the determiner, the denotation of the noun has been appropriately shifted

from a kind to its instances in the world, a property of objects. We would prefer this to not

be a function of conveniently invoked null type-shifting operators, if it is to be a regular and

consistent aspect of the ontology of noun phrases that occurs cross-linguistically.

Following Leffel (2014), I am going to here adopt the position of Déprez (2001, 2005)

that this conversion function is performed by grammatical number. On this account, the

base denotation of a noun is always that of a kind. When grammatical number combines

with the noun, it converts that kind denotation into the instances of the kind, thus making

it appropriate input for the quantificational function of determiners. On this system cross-

linguistic variation in noun meaning, and the ability of nouns to appear as bare arguments,

is encoded in the differences in number morphology. Languages differ in whether or not they

obligatorily have a functional projection for number in their syntax, as encoded by Déprez’

‘Plural Parameter’:

(158) The Plural Parameter (Déprez, 2005): NumP must project and contain a semantic
counter.
NP Ñ ă e ą = a kind
NumP Ñă e, t ą = the realization of a kind (object-level individuals or sub-kinds)

The notion of a ‘semantic counter’ is not going to feature much further in the discussion

here, since the work it does will be picked up by other replacement bits of the machinery,

but in short it represents a measure function that ensures the countability of the kind real-
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ization (whether it’s counting objects or sub-kinds). This parameter divides languages into

+plural and -plural: languages with overt obligatory plural morphology and those that

lack it. If a language is -plural, such that the lack of plural morphology on a noun does not

necessarily entail its singular interpretation, NumP neither needs to project nor contain such

a counter, though it may, and that may in some cases be phonologically null. As a result,

bare nouns in -plural languages have a wider variety of options for their interpretation

than bare nouns in +plural languages. The general ban on singular bare arguments in

+plural languages like English and Italian follows from this.

This number-parameterized approach contrasts with the noun-parameterized approach

of Chierchia (1998), where the relevant parameter is the basic denotation of nouns. While

Déprez assumes that nouns cross-linguistically denote kinds and the difference arises in how

and when that kind denotation is converted into an object denotation, Chierchia assumes that

languages vary in whether their nouns basically denote kinds or object properties. As Déprez

puts it, Chierchia assumes a ‘flexible mapping between syntactic categories and semantic

types’ (Déprez 2005:865), while her proposal uses an inflexible syntax-semantics mapping and

places the flexibility on the presence or absence of a bit of syntactic structure. Unsurprisingly,

evaluating the full scope of this debate - which bears not only on the questions of modification

of present interest but really on the fundamental ontology of language and linguistic reference

- is well outside the capacity of this dissertation. Déprez argues for her position on the

grounds that it makes meaningful reference to visible morphological differences between the

varieties of languages (˘plural in her system; Class I/II in Chierchia’s) while carving the

joints in the same way, capturing the same divide in empirical behavior and therefore not

losing out on coverage while gaining in explanatory power with the appeal to morphology.

This is, in my view, a reasonable argument though one the data in this dissertation is not

well-suited to adjudicate.

My perspective on the problem is: assuming that nouns have the basic function of kinds

and that their conversion into objects always takes place in the syntax, such that there are
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distinct domains for kind and object reference, offers enormous utility in explaining the sort

of adjectival modification contrasts we are concerned with here. It allows us to not only give

a structural account of these modification ambiguities but to do so in a way that reduces

the contrast to a preexisting and richly independently motivated contrast (between kinds

and properties). Both classes of language appear to show this contrast between lower and

higher modifiers, which is significantly more natural to explain via appeal to the kind/object

contrast on Déprez’ worldview than Chierchia’s. Obviously, one might not want to do that.

You might prefer to pursue an explanation of this modificational contrast that makes no

reference to kinds, and then preserve the bare noun parameter worldview for reasons (maybe

quite good ones) external to anything about adjectives. But starting with the adjectival

problem points towards the number-focused approach - as will be substantiated more in this

chapter - and as a result of this argument, offering an alternate account of modificational

ambiguity is potentially added to the list of responsibilities that a proponent of a fully-

fledged bare noun-parameter worldview has to resolve. Put more simply: the ability to offer

a rather uncomplicated and empirically motivated account of adjectival ambiguities in terms

of number domains constitutes only one argument in favor of Déprez’ view of kinds, but

there is sufficient independent value in that worldview (from the morphological arguments)

to make it worth adopting here in order to get the adjectival facts right.

4.1.3 Leffel (2014) on kind modification

It remains now to show exactly how this kind of assumption about nouns and kind conversion

actually does capture the modification facts. For that, we will need a particular implementa-

tion of Déprez’ theory, and here I will be laying out that of Leffel (2014), which is an account

developed to explain the kind of adjectival ambiguity contrasts that we are concerned with

here. The key difference is that Leffel’s account is exemplified on other interpretive ambi-

guities, like the stage-/individual-level contrast, rather than the intersective/nonintersective

contrast, but with some minor adjustments I want to say that the same approach will func-
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tion in the latter case just as well. Leffel’s account is composed of a semantics for bare nouns,

an analysis of grammatical number, and an analysis of adjectives, which will be introduced

in this section.

Nouns. Uninflected nominal roots for Leffel are predicates of subkinds: they take in kinds

and evaluate them for whether they are a subkind of the superordinate kind of the noun.

So, a root like dog is true of those kinds which are subkinds of the DOG kind:

(159) JdogK = λkxs,ey : kindpkq.rk ď pλwrιxr˚dogwpxqssqs

A few things in this denotation require elaboration. First, the symbol ď denotes the

taxonomic subkind relation (Krifka et al., 1995):

(160) ki ď kj iff ki is a more specific kind of kj

We can formalize this notion of ‘more specific’ as the subkind containing all the individuals

of the superkind. Second, the symbol ˚ represents the pluralization operator from Link

(1983), which gives the set of all sums that can be created out of the atoms of its input set

(where
À

is the sum operator):

(161) a. JP K = ta, b, c, ...u
b. J˚P K = ta, b, c, a

À

b, b
À

c, a
À

c, a
À

b
À

c, ...u

Since kinds are functions from worlds into individuals, the dog kind itself is represented

with this term, which appears internal to (159), which in Leffel’s notation we can call DOG:

(162) DOG = λwrιxr˚dogwpxqss

This is a function that takes a world as input, and returns the unique individual that is

comprised of the pluralized set of all sums of those individuals that are dogs in that world.

Therefore, the entire denotation of dog in (159) is a function that takes in a kind k and

evaluates true iff k ď DOG, or k is a subkind of the dog kind. This is the basic denotation

of a nominal root prior to inflection.
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Number. As Déprez argued, inflection with number is what converts a noun from this

kind-level denotation to a property of objects. Leffel departs from Déprez in assuming that

grammatical number is hosted not in a distinct NumP, but rather in the specifier position

of NP. Nothing in particular rides on this choice for us here - this seems like a decision that

should be morphosyntactically motivated, though Leffel doesn’t offer such a motivation -

but for consistency I will for now continue to represent Leffel’s choice, a phi-feature bundle

in the Spec,NP position.

(163) DP

D NP

ϕ N

This phi projection hosts the singular or plural feature, which in those languages that

are +plural for Déprez do the work of transforming the kind of denotation in (159) to an

individual property. Both singular and plural morphemes do this equally, but the singular

performs a double duty: after generating a set of individuals, it performs an additional

atomizing function, filtering out non-atomic individuals from the set (Sauerland, 2003). That

atomizing operation is represented by ˝:

(164) ˝P “ tx P P |x is atomicu

Singular and plural are then defined as follows14:

(165) a. JSGK = λPxxs,ey,tyrλwr˝rλxerDzxs,eyrP pzq ^ x Ď zwsssss
b. JPLK = λPxxs,ey,tyrλwr˚rλxerDzxs,eyrP pzq ^ x Ď zwsssss

(where Ď is the part-of relation on
À

-sum formation)

Denotations for a singular and plural noun, then, will be as:

(166) a. JdogK = λwr˝rλxerDzxs,eyrz ď DOG^ x Ď zwssss

14While Leffel defines these as independent and fully-formed morphemes, it is worth noting that this still
captures the insight being picked up from Sauerland (2003) that the plural is the default, unmarked element
and the singular is built up on top of that, because the ˝ function is a stronger version of the ˚ function and
therefore SG could be thought of as PL plus an additional restriction. Those restrictions could be broken
apart in distinct morphemes to equivalent semantic effect as this implementation.
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= e.g., {fido, rover, spot,...}
b. JdogsK = λwr˚rλxerDzxs,eyrz ď DOG^ x Ď zwssss

= e.g., {fido, rover, spot, fido
À

rover, rover
À

spot,
fido

À

spot, fido
À

rover
À

spot...}

In both cases what we have is an intensionalized property that applies to individuals that

instantiate any subkind of the dog kind, differing on whether or not that property applies

to singular and plural or only singular individuals.

The assumption that nominal roots always denote kinds, and that grammatical number

always converts that kind denotation to a property, does run into (at least) one obvious

empirical obstacle: sometimes, nouns do actually denote kinds, even by the time that they

have combined with a determiner. If number always eliminates the kind semantics, actually

having surface kind readings should not be possible. And yet we do see them, of course, in

both bare plurals and singular definites.

(167) a. Dogs have four legs.
b. The dog and the wolf evolved from a common ancestor.

Leffel addresses these two cases independently. For kind readings of bare plurals as in

(167a), all that we need is Chierchia’s X operator, which can recreate a kind out of the

property.

(168) a. JPL(dog)K = λwr˚rλxerDzxs,eyrz ď DOG^ x Ď zwssss
b. JX(PL(dog))K = λsrιyr˚rλxerDzxs,eyrz ď DOG^ x Ď zwsssss

Specifically, the application of X to a plural property selects the unique maximal member

of that property to form the kind from, which is going to be the maximal
À

-sum over its

members, the sum of all members. The fact that we do not see bare singular arguments

with kind readings (or at all) in English follows from the way that X is defined in (154):

since it is defined only over contexts where there is a unique member of the extension of

the property in the world, and singular nouns contain only atoms, there is no such unique

maximal member to satisfy the presupposition of ι, and therefore the attempt to recreate a

kind out of a singular property will cause a presupposition failure.
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On this view, then, the distinction between plural and taxonomic kinds (Dayal, 2004) is

captured derivationally: the basic denotation of nouns is always that of a taxonomic kind,

picking out the set of taxonomic subkinds of the named kind, and reference to plural kinds

as in (167a) is always achieved via type-shifting from the taxonomic denotation after the

application of semantic plurality.

Accounting for singular definite kind readings is, as a result, slightly more difficult. What

Leffel argues is that we can avoid this problem by assuming that ‘singular’ kind terms are,

in fact, not semantically singular but rather lack semantic number altogether, like proper

names (supported by Carlson 1977’s suggestion that these singular kind-terms are acting as

‘proper names of kinds’). As a result, the basic subkind predicate denotation is passed up to

the level of the definite determiner directly. Of course, as identified earlier, this will cause an

immediate problem with determiners defined only as quantifiers over individuals. To make

this approach work, Leffel is forced to generalize the type of the determiner:

(169) Generalized polymorphic semantics for the
JtheK = λPxσ,tyrιxσrP pxqss

With this in place, the derivation of the singular kind reading is straightforward. In-

terpreting the definite as a quantifier over kinds (σ “ xs, ey), it will pick out the unique

maximal kind from the noun in this world:

(170) JtheK(JdogK) = ιkrk ď DOGs

Interpreting this also requires generalizing the ι operator, so that it can select the maximal

sum from the extension of the subkind predicate, which will end up being the kind DOG

itself. Therefore, we get the singular kind reading desired for sentences like (167b).

The moves that Leffel is required to make to get surface kind readings are undeniably

marks against the account, in different ways. Assuming a generalized polymorphic the is no

small thing and has potentially wide consequences for DP semantics if unconstrained. The

move to require reconversion of the kind-derived property back into a property-derived kind

for bare plurals is less severe in its potential spillover effects, but is certainly less elegant
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than the noun-parameter account that allows the basic kind reading to surface in those cases

without redundant compositional steps. While these kinds of downsides seem at present to

be reasonable tradeoffs for the mileage that we will gain in tackling modification problems,

it is worth flagging here that these are currently the theoretical door charges we’re paying

to access that upside of the account, which I’ll turn to now.

Adjectives. The goal of this account is to capture the difference between direct and in-

direct modification readings of adjectives as a result of the adjective alternately modifying

either the kind-level denotation of the noun or the object-level denotation. With the archi-

tecture described above, where kind denotations are converted into object denotations at

the introduction of the number morpheme, this amounts to saying that the two domains

for adjectival modification are demarcated by number. An adjective which merges below

number will be a direct modifier, substantively modifying the noun-as-kind, while an ad-

jective that merges above number will be an indirect modifier, modifying noun-as-property

or noun-as-set-of-objects. Syntactically, Leffel implements this by proposing that adjectives

may enter the derivation either via head-adjunction (following Sadler and Arnold 1994) or

phrasal adjunction:

(171) a. Head Adjunction:

NP

ϕ N’

N

A N

b. Phrasal Adjunction:
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NP

AP

A

NP

ϕ N’

N

The directionality of these adjunction operations is a parameter of cross-linguistic vari-

ation; for English the assumption is that head-adjunction is only leftward (as above) but

phrasal adjunction can be leftward (as above) or rightward.15

If adjectives can modify either the kind-level denotation of a noun or its object-level

property denotation, then it is necessary that we have versions of the adjective that are of

appropriate type to handle both of these cases. Direct (or inner) modifiers are therefore

predicates of kinds, while indirect (or outer) modifiers are intensional predicates of individ-

uals:

(172) a. JadjectiveKinner = λkxs,eyrk ď ADJECTIVEs
b. JadjectiveKouter = λwrλxradjectivewpxqss

This account of kind modification takes significantly inspiration from McNally and Boleda

(2004), who argue that the class of relational adjectives should be treated as predicates of

kinds which intersect with nouns that also denote predicates of kinds. While plenty of

interpretive contrasts in adjectives have been tied to this syntactic distinction between inner

and outer modification (Svenonius, 2008; Alexiadou et al., 2007), Leffel’s exposition focuses

on the contrast between stage-level and individual-level modification, as exemplified by the

classic Capella sentences:

(173) The visible stars include Capella.

a. ‘The stars that are currently visible include Capella’ (stage-level)

15For present purposes, I will be representing the different attachment heights with this choice between
head and phrasal adjunction as well, though no part of my particular proposal is going to turn on this - as
long as the adjective is Merged above or below number, the syntactic choice of adjunction type vs. something
else shouldn’t matter.
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b. ‘The stars which are characteristically visible include Capella’ (individual-
level)

This ambiguity suggests that visible can be either an inner/direct or outer/indirect mod-

ifier, and so has both potential denotations for composing with kinds or properties:

(174) a. JvisibleKinner = λkxs,eyrk ď VISIBLEs
= λkxs,eyrk ď λwrιr˚visiblewsss

b. JvisibleKouter = λwrλxrvisiblewpxqss

The inner-modifying visible is a predicate over kinds and holds true of any kind which is

a taxonomic subkind of the VISIBLE kind. The outer-modifying visible is an intensional

predicate over individuals, and holds true of any individual that is visible in that world.

We’re now equipped to show the derivation of both readings of (173) in this system. The

individual-level reading, again, is the result of applying the inner version of visible in (174a)

to the subkind-predicate denotation of the noun, stars, prior to its composition with number.

The derivation of the DP is thus:

(175) DP

D
the =

λPxxs,ey,tyrιxxs,eyrP pxqss
NP

ϕ
PL

λPxxs,ey,tyrλwr˚rλxerDzxs,eyrP pzq ^ x Ď zwsssss
N’

A
visible =

λkxs,eyrk ď λwrιr˚visiblewsss

N
star =

λkxs,eyrk ď λwrιr˚starwsss

Intersection of the A and N denotations, and then application up the rest of the tree,

gives as the eventual result:

(176) Individual-level reading of the visible stars
ιxerDkxs,eyrk ď pλwrιr˚visiblewssq ^ k ď pλwrιr˚starwssq ^ x Ďw1 kss

This denotes the unique maximal individual (in this case, a plural one) which is a member
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of the kind k, where k is a subkind of VISIBLE and a subkind of STAR. The individual-

level reading here is specifically attributable to the fact that the individual must belong to the

visible kind, with the understanding that kind membership is not a temporary fact evaluated

at a particular instance but rather describes some core characteristic of the individual.

The stage-level reading is derived by instead using the outer modifying version of the

adjective, and merging it through phrasal adjunction above ϕ:

(177) DP

D
the =

λPxe,tyrιxerP pxqss
NP

AP

A
visible =

λwrλxrvisiblewpxqss

NP

ϕ
PL

λPxxs,ey,tyrλwr˚rλxerDzxs,eyrP pzq ^ x Ď zwsssss

N’

N
star =

λkxs,eyrk ď λwrιr˚starwsss

In this derivation, PL applies to the kind-level denotation of N and converts it to an

intensional object-level property which can compose with the AP via intersection. The

whole NP then combines with a suitably typed determiner, yielding:

(178) Stage-level reading of the visible stars
ιxervisiblew1pxq ^ Dkxs,eyrk ď pλwrιr˚starwssq ^ x Ďw1 kss

This gives the unique maximal (again, plural) individual who is both visible and a member

of a kind that is a subkind of STAR. Because the actual application of the ‘visible’ term is to

an individual, not to the kind, this will result in the reading of a currently visible individual
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and impose no requirement as to the characteristic, essential visibility of the star (though it

must be characteristically and essentially a star).

Evaluating the account. Leffel’s story for the individual/stage-level contrast is attrac-

tive because of its reliance on preexisting and independently motivated semantic assumptions

about the semantics of number, rather than innovating a novel syntactic distinction specif-

ically to explain modification ambiguity, in the way that Cinque (2010) did with small dP.

While the assumptions required about number and kind reference to make the baseline the-

ory work are not without some stipulative consequence, the technical derivation of ambiguity

is a functional and intuitive use of preexisting compositional machinery. We have already

covered the objections from the perspective of a theory of kind reference, namely how the as-

sumption of universal basic kind denotations runs into mechanical issues in deriving surface

kind readings; what I want to focus on here is potential objections from the point of view

of a theory of modification and ambiguity. I do want to argue in favor of adopting basically

a version of this approach for the (non)intersective ambiguity, but there are some issues to

overcome first.

From a theory-building standpoint, Leffel’s account highlights one of the central issues

with appealing to structural or domain distinctions to explain ambiguity. At least as I see

it, one of the primary appeals of a structural account is the hypothetical ability to avoid

complicating the lexicon. While polysemy or doublet theories require duplicate lexical entries

for adjectives, a structural account that distinguishes meaning based on where the adjective is

placed in the syntax relative to the noun should be able to capture that meaning difference

with a single semantics for the adjective, because the distinguishing burden is shifted to

syntax. That is, arguably, the whole theoretical point of making an appeal to domains. But

avoiding lexical duplication is not so easy. By claiming that the core difference in meaning is

about the semantic value of the noun below or above Num, we are also forced into making the

adjective be able to take both versions of the noun as its argument. This is why Leffel needs
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to define two versions of the adjective as in (172). Consequently, we end up with redundant

theoretical machinery: a complicated syntax alongside a complicated lexicon, where the goal

of complicating the syntax was ostensibly to enable us to simplify the lexicon. Leffel does

explicitly acknowledge that it would be nice to have a single version and derive one from the

other within the AP, but without any obvious way to do so, leaves that as merely an open

possibility.

From an empirical standpoint, what this account lacks is independent motivation for

treating the individual/stage-level contrast as a kind/object-level contrast. Doing so results

in a theoretically attractive simplification of the problem, which of course can count as

motivation in itself, but not empirical motivation. The fact that individual-level modification

can be reasonably described as kind-level modification (and stage- for object-) isn’t itself a

reason to do so. Frankly, Leffel offers no syntactic evidence for differences in adjective

attachment height being separated by number (the directionality of the adjunction rules

needing to be stipulated, after all, to get the word order facts at all), nor semantic evidence

for assimilating the two contrasts besides that it is elegant to do so.

This is not to say that either of these problems are unsolvable, however. And that is pre-

cisely what the second half of this chapter will be devoted to: providing novel empirical mo-

tivation in favor of reducing both the (non)intersectivity ambiguity and the individual/stage

ambiguity to the kind/object contrast, revising Leffel’s theory of adjectives to simplify the

lexicon in the desired way, and applying this revised theory to additional languages. Some

of these motivations will come from further application of data already introduced in earlier

chapters, and some from novel paradigms. I’ll start with some evidence of the latter kind.

4.2 Kind- and object-modification in Turkish

One source of evidence for reducing the adjectival ambiguity to the number-sensitive kind/object

distinction comes from the interaction of modification and number in Turkish. This in-

teraction provides a potential diagnostic test for whether a particular instance of modifi-
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cation is kind- or object-level. This section introduces the relevant facts about Turkish,

their analysis from Sağ (2021), and then applies this diagnostic to the individual/stage and

(non)intersective contrasts.

4.2.1 Number neutrality and modification

Turkish is an optional classifier language which, like English, has nouns that can be either

marked morphologically with an overt plural morpheme, or unmarked (that is, there is no

specific singular morpheme). Data in this section comes from Sağ (2021), unless otherwise

stated.

(179) a. kitap ‘book’
b. kitap-lar ‘books’

However, Turkish differs from English in the interpretive possibilities for its singular (un-

marked) nouns. While English unmarked nouns are unambiguously singular, Turkish nouns

which lack plural marking appear more flexible in their interpretation, sometimes allowing

a plural interpretation despite the absence of plural morphology. This is not universally

true, but plural interpretations of unmarked nouns arise in three specific cases. The first is

non-case-marked direct object positions:

(180) Ali
Ali

kitap
book

oku-du
read-pst

‘Ali read one or more books’

This interpretation is not strictly plural or singular, but compatible with both number

options. Call this the ‘number neutral’ reading. In direct object position, number neutrality

depends on not being marked for case. Case-marked direct objects without overt plurality

are instead obligatorily read with a singular interpretation:

(181) Ali
Ali

kitab-ı
book-acc

oku-du
read-pst

‘Ali read the book’

In general, any subject position or case-marked object-position non-plural noun in an
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argument position is obligatorily singular:

(182) a. Çocuk
child

ev-e
home-dat

koş-tu
run-pst

‘The child ran home’
b. Ali

Ali
çocuğ-a
child-dat

kitab-ı
book-acc

ver-di
give-pst

‘Ali gave the book to the child’

The second position that displays number neutrality is the existential copular construc-

tion. Turkish has a dedicated existential copula, var, and unmarked nouns which appear

immediately preceding this copula can be number neutral.

(183) Oda-da
room-loc

fare
mouse

var
exist

‘There are one or more mice in the room’

The third position is the predicate position with a null copula, which allows both singular

and plural subjects with an unmarked predicative noun:

(184) a. Ali
Ali

çocuk
child

‘Ali is a child’
b. Ali

Ali
ve
and

Merve
Merve

çocuk
child

‘Ali and Merve are children’

Recall from the previous discussion that a standard semantic treatment of number in

English and English-like languages considers the plural morpheme to be the semantically

unmarked one, with a pluralized set including both atomic and non-atomic (summed) indi-

viduals, while the singular morpheme is semantically marked and stricter, filtering out non-

atomic individuals and leaving only singular atoms. From this point of view, the number

neutrality of ‘singular’ nouns in Turkish is extremely curious. Applying the same perspec-

tive to the Turkish number morphemes would predict that overtly marked plurals might

allow this kind of flexibility under certain pragmatic circumstances, but that the possibility

of plural reference should be precluded by the semantics of the singular morpheme. This

problem has led a number of theorists (Bliss, 2004; Bale et al., 2010; Görgülü, 2012) to argue
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that Turkish in fact presents the inverse situation as English: singulars are the semantically

unmarked, number-neutral sets, and the plural morpheme enforces a strict anti-atomic filter,

allowing only sums:

(185) a. JkitapK = ta, b, c, a
À

b, b
À

c, a
À

c, a
À

b
À

cu
b. Jkitap+PLK = ta

À

b, b
À

c, a
À

c, a
À

b
À

cu

This account aligns morphological and semantic markedness: the singular, which is mor-

phologically unmarked in both English and Turkish, would be additionally semantically

unmarked in Turkish, and the morphologically marked plural is also semantically marked.

This could be considered an advantage of this approach, though it appears to be typologically

rare, with a larger majority of languages exhibiting the English-like markedness asymmetry

Sauerland et al. (2005)

Sağ (2019, 2021) instead argues for an account that brings Turkish in line with the

typological majority, with number-neutral bare plurals (semantically unmarked, morpholog-

ically marked) and strictly singular bare singulars (semantically marked, morphologically

unmarked). The starting point for Sag’s argument is that the exclusively plural reading of

bare plurals in Turkish, like in English, appears to be an implicature rather than a necessary

condition of their semantics. While the exclusive plural reading is the default interpretation

of bare plurals (for both Turkish and the English translation):

(186) Çocuk-lar
child-PL

sokak-ta
street-LOC

top
ball

oynu-yor
play-PROG

‘Children are playing ball on the street’ Ñ ‘More than one child’

...this effect disappears in downward-entailing contexts and questions:

(187) a. Çocuk-lar
child-PL

sokak-ta
street-LOC

top
ball

oynu-mı-yor
play-NEG-PROG

‘Children aren’t playing ball on the street’ Ñ ‘Not even one child’
b. Orman-da

forest-LOC
ayı-lar-la
bear-PL-COM

karşilaş-tı-nız
come.across-PST-2PL

mı?
Q

‘Did you come across bears in the forest?’ Ñ ‘Even one bear’

Assuming that plurals are semantically unmarked naturally predicts these readings in
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(187); the challenge is to explain why upward-entailing contexts have exclusively plural

readings, which Sağ follows Spector (2007) and Zweig (2009) in adopting a scalar implicature

account for (in short, the singular alternative is stronger in positive but not negative contexts,

and so not using it suggests plurality in the former but not the latter).

The other obstacle that Sağ (2021) argues a strict-plural, neutral-singular account faces

concerns certain patterns with modification interacting with number neutrality in the bare

singular forms. Specifically, certain modifiers when applied to bare singulars preserve the

option of number neutrality, while others either force a strict singular interpretation or result

in ungrammaticality without the overt plural marker. Beginning with the non-case-marked

direct object position:

(188) a. Ali,
Ali

ev-e
home-DAT

geldikten
having.come

sonra,
after

dini
religious

/
/

bilimsel
scientific

kitap
book

oku-du
read-PST

‘After he came home, Ali read one or more religious/scientific books’
b. *Ali,

Ali
ev-e
home-DAT

geldikten
having.come

sonra,
after

eski
old

/
/

küçük
small

kitap
book

oku-du
read-PST

Intended: ‘After he came home, Ali read one or more old/small books’

Adjectives like dini ‘religious’ or bilimsel ‘scientific’ can modify the bare singular kitap

‘book’ while preserving its number-neutral reading, as in (188a). On the other hand, ad-

jectives like eski ‘old’ or kucuk ‘small’ cannot - trying to use the bare singular with these

adjectives in this position results in ungrammaticality. Sağ summarizes the relevant contrast

as follows: ‘What seems to be common to the adjectives that are acceptable is that they

establish a sub-type of the noun that they modify; they denote classificatory properties in a

sense. While religious/scientific books can be considered sub-types of books, it is harder to

establish this relation with worn-out/small books. The second set of adjectives simply define

physical properties of the book/books that were read’ (Sağ 2021:5). In that sense, then, the

adjectives that are allowed in this context are those that can be reasonably construed as

kind-level modifiers, like McNally & Boleda’s (2004) relational adjectives; those that aren’t

permitted appear to be object-level modifiers.

The same contrast between kind- and object-level modifiers appears in the other bare
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singular positions, though to different effect. In the existential copular position, kind-level

modifiers again are grammatical and preserve the number-neutral reading, and object-level

modifiers - while grammatical, in contrast to the direct object position - restrict the possible

readings of the noun to strictly singular, removing the number-neutrality:

(189) a. Kutu-da
box-LOC

dini
religious

/
/

bilimsel
scientific

kitap
book

var
exist

‘This box has the religious/scientific book’
‘There are one or more religious/scientific books in this box’

b. Kutu-da
box-LOC

eski
old

/
/

küçük
small

kitap
book

var
exist

‘This box has the old/small book’
#‘There are one or more old/small books in this box’

The same effect holds in predicate position. Kind-level modifiers which define a relevant

subtype of the bare singular noun are compatible with both singular and plural subjects;

object-level modifiers are only compatible with singular subjects, not plural.

(190) a. Ali
Ali

(ve
and

Mehmet)
Mehmet

pratisyen
practitioner

doktor
doctor

‘Ali is a practitioner doctor’
‘Ali and Mehmet are practitioner doctors’

b. Ali
Ali

(*ve
and

Mehmet)
Mehmet

yakişikli
handsome

doktor
doctor

‘Ali is a handsome doctor’
*‘Ali and Mehmet are handsome doctors’

The resulting generalization is that only kind-level modifiers are compatible with the

plural reading of unmarked bare nouns in Turkish. Object-level modifiers eliminate the

possibility of the plural reading, either through rendering the whole construction ungram-

matical (as with the non-case-marked direct object position) or through solely disallowing

that reading (as with existential and predicate positions).

4.2.2 Singular kind terms

The interaction of number neutrality with kind/object-level modification leads Sağ to pro-

pose that bare singulars in Turkish denote singular kinds, or at least have the option to.
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This picks up on the notion of singular kind terms introduced by Dayal (1992, 2004), who

contrasts singular from plural kinds in addition to the contrast between singular and plural

sets of objects. Singular kind terms are conceptually plural, representing an individual that

is comprised of more than one member, but grammatically atomic. They are not a basic

notion, but rather compositionally derived. A singular kind term results from the application

of a definite determiner (whether overt or covert, depending on the language) with a noun

that denotes a property of taxonomic individuals (= subkinds). So, to derive the singular

kind reading necessary for a sentence like:

(191) The African lion is extinct.

We can model lion as a predicate of taxonomic individuals, or subkinds, which intersects

with African to yield the singleton set containing only the African lion subkind of lion,

{AFRICAN LION}. The definite determiner then picks out the only member of that set,

trivially satisfying uniqueness and maximality. For a sentence like:

(192) The lion is extinct.

We have two options, given to us by either Sağ or Leffel’s implementations of Dayal’s

proposal. On the Sağ-Dayal account, context shifts the domain of quantification to the

level of kind meanings that contains LION along with other kinds of similar taxonomic

specificity, e.g., WHALE, DOG, etc. Then the denotation of lion, at this level, is the

singleton set {LION}. On Leffel’s revision, there is no role for this shift in the domain of

quantification, and lion always denotes a predicate of subkinds of lions. The difference is

that the determiner is redefined to have its polymorphic semantics in (169) and a generalized

notion of maximality allows for LION to be retrieved as the maximal subkind of itself,

analogous to how the complete sum of all members in a plural set is the maximal element

of that set. The choice shouldn’t end up consequential. In either case, the basic meaning of

a bare singular noun like lion ends up as a predicate over subkinds, and the singular kind

reading in definite contexts is attained compositionally.
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Turkish, in contrast to English, allows bare singulars to carry the definite singular kind

interpretation without an overt definite article:

(193) a. Dinozor
dinosaur

250
250

milyon
million

yıl
years

önce
ago

evrimleş-miş-tir
evolve-PERF-GEN

‘The dinosaur evolved 250 million years ago.’
b. *Dinosaur evolved 250 million years ago.

Sağ attributes this to the lexical absence of a definite determiner in Turkish. Recall

Chierchia’s (1998) blocking principle, which prevents the application of a covert type-shifter

if the language has an overt determiner that could result in the same meaning. English

the therefore blocks the application of a covert iota operator that would be required to

get singular kind readings with bare singulars, but that covert operator is perfectly fine in

Turkish due to the lack of an overt competitor.

Turkish bare singulars are not exclusively read as kinds, however. They also display stan-

dard definite singular interpretations over objects, made unambiguous in episodic contexts

where the kind-reading is unavailable:

(194) Köpek
dog

bugün
today

havla-mı-yor
bark-NEG-PROG

‘The dog isn’t barking today’
#‘Dogs aren’t barking today’

Sağ argues that this ambiguity is a fundamental one: ‘Turkish bare singulars are am-

biguous in denoting an atomic property of object-level entities and an atomic property of

taxonomic/kind entities’ (Sağ 2021:21). In both cases, a covert iota type-shifter is applied,

deriving either the object-level singular definite interpretation or the singular definite kind

interpretation.16 And it is this ambiguity that gives us the explanation for the perceived

16One could certainly try to pursue a further unification of Leffel and Sag’s accounts by rejecting the basic
status of this ambiguity and attempting to always derive the object-level property from a basic taxonomic
meaning, like Leffel argues for English and Romance. I’m sympathetic to this project, and suspect that
it’s both possible and desirable; the likely line would be similar to Leffel’s analysis of singular definite kind
readings in English, with singular kind readings in Turkish being the result of an absence of grammatical
number entirely and singular object readings from a null singular morpheme, whose denotation would need
to be adjusted to account for the impure atomic nature of its singular kind input. However, for present
purposes it will not change anything about the analysis of modification whether we do this or not, so I will
leave it for future consideration.
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number-neutrality of Turkish bare singulars: what looks to be on the surface an ambiguity

between singular and plural interpretations is actually an ambiguity between object and

kind interpretations. While both are grammatically singular, the conceptual plurality of

the singular kind interpretation is what leads to the possible plural truth conditions of bare

singulars.

This ambiguity also explains the observed sensitivity of the number neutrality to modi-

fication. Recall the pattern: only kind-level modifiers, which serve a classificatory function

and describe an established subtype of the noun they modify, are allowed with the plural

reading of bare singulars. Attempting to modify a bare singular with an object-level modifier

results in either ungrammaticality or the loss of the plural reading. On the hypothesis that

the plural reading is in fact the result of the noun being interpreted as a kind, this pattern

follows naturally. Object-level modifiers would be simply incompatible with the taxonomic

predicate, triggering a type-clash, and so the presence of an object-level modifier necessarily

indicates that the bare singular is in its object-level form.

Sağ develops a detailed analysis of how the surface plural readings are derived composi-

tionally from the taxonomic form of the bare singular, and why it is these three particular

contexts - non-case-marked direct objects, existential copular arguments, and predicates -

that allow such readings. What is relevant here, however, is the conclusion regarding modifi-

cation. Given this analysis of the modification contrast, Turkish number neutrality can end

up functioning as a diagnostic for distinguishing kind-level from object-level modification.

If an adjective preserves the plural readings of bare singulars in these positions, it must be

of the appropriate type to take a kind-level argument; if an adjective precludes the plural

reading, we can conclude that it is an object-level modifier. This allows Turkish to serve as

a testing ground for Leffel’s hypothesis that individual-level adjectives are kind-modifiers,

and for the current proposed extension that nonintersective adjectives are, as well.
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4.2.3 Applying the diagnostic

Leffel claims that the individual-level interpretations of ambiguous adjectives like visible

are, in fact, the result of modifying a kind-level denotation of the noun, while stage-level

interpretations are the result of modifying an object-level denotation. If this is true17, we

would expect the meaning of such an ambiguous adjective to change depending on whether

a Turkish bare singular noun is interpreted as singular or plural; or, conversely, we should

expect the intended meaning of an ambiguous adjective to determine whether a Turkish bare

singular noun can be given a plural interpretation.18

Beginning with the predicate position, we can see that Turkish görünür ‘visible’ displays

the same ambiguity as its English counterpart:

(195) Capella
Capella

görünür
visible

yıldız
star

‘Capella is a visible star’

a. ‘Capella is one of the stars that are characteristically visible’ (individual-level)
b. ‘Capella is a star which is currently visible’ (stage-level)

Predicating the bare singular görünür yıldız ‘visible star’ of a plural subject, however,

changes this:

(196) Capella
Capella

ve
and

Vega
Vega

görünür
visible

yıldız
star

‘Capella and Vega are visible stars’

a. ‘Capella and Vega are stars that are characteristically visible’ (individual-level)
b. ?*‘Capella and Vega are stars which are currently visible’ (stage-level)

With the plural subject, the stage-level reading becomes significantly degraded. This

parallels the way in which plural subjects become unavailable for unambiguously object-

17Of course, this only means ‘if Leffel’s claim is true cross-linguistically’. It’s entirely possible that the sur-
face ambiguity that appears across languages is attributable to distinct compositional (or noncompositional)
processes in different languages, and the failure of this diagnostic in Turkish would not conclusively disprove
Leffel’s claim about English or Romance. I assume in saying this that pursuing a unified cross-linguistic
account of the phenomenon is, however, the goal absent strong specific evidence to the contrary. And the
success of the diagnostic would, again, not be conclusive proof of the kind/object theory of English and
Romance, but it would be a strong push towards such a theory.

18The previous note about all data coming from Sağ (2021) ends here; all the data in this section is novel.
Thanks to Yağmur Sağ and Hande Sevgi for providing judgments and helpful commentary.
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level modifiers. Further illustrating the effect, placing the sentence in an episodic context

with an explicit temporal anchor forces the stage-level reading, and that temporal anchor is

incompatible or significantly degraded alongside a plural subject:

(197) Bu gece
tonight

Capella
Capella

görünür
visible

yıldız
star

‘Tonight, Capella is a visible star’

a. #‘Tonight, Capella is one of the stars that are characteristically visible’ (individual-
level)

b. ‘Tonight, Capella is a star which is currently visible’ (stage-level)

(198) ?*Bu gece
tonight

Capella
Capella

ve
and

Vega
Vega

görünür
visible

yıldız
star

Intended: ‘Tonight, Capella and Vega are visible stars’

Expressing the plural interpretation of these kinds of sentences requires the addition of

an overt plural marker. This parallels the obligatory interpretation of bare singulars as

object-level singular definites in episodic contexts, as we saw in (194), which disallowed the

kind reading.

The same effect occurs in the existential copular position:

(199) gökyüzün-de
sky-LOC

görünür
visible

yıldız
star

var
exists

‘There is visible star(s) in the sky’

a. ‘There is a characteristically visible star in the sky’ (singular + individual-
level)

b. ‘There are characteristically visible stars in the sky’ (plural + individual-level)
c. ‘There is a currently visible star in the sky’ (singular + stage-level)
d. #‘There are currently visible stars in the sky’ (plural + stage-level)

The individual-level interpretation of the adjective preserves number neutrality and is

compatible with both singular and plural interpretations of the noun, while the stage-level

interpretation of the adjective is compatible with only a singular interpretation of the noun.

This again mirrors the pattern in (189), where the kind-level modifier preserves number

neutrality and the object-level modifier forces singularity.

Finally, the non-case-marked direct object position:
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(200) Ali
Ali

görünür
visible

yıldız
star

gördü
see.PST

‘Ali saw visible star(s)’

a. ‘Ali saw a characteristically visible star’ (singular + individual-level)
b. ‘Ali saw characteristically visible stars’ (plural + individual-level)
c. #‘Ali saw a currently visible star’ (singular + stage-level)
d. #‘Ali saw currently visible stars’ (plural + stage-level)

Here, the stage-level interpretation is entirely unavailable regardless of the number in-

terpretation, much like the the object-level modifiers make (188b) ungrammatical. The

individual-level interpretation of the adjective, like the kind-level modifiers in (188a), retain

number-neutrality.

The consistent parallels between the clear kind-modifying adjectives and individual-level

readings of ambiguous adjectives on one hand, and clear object-modifying adjectives and

stage-level readings of ambiguous adjectives on the other hand, are striking and lend sub-

stantial support to the idea that this kind of ambiguity can be reduced to a contrast in

kind/object-modification. In just the same way, it appears that the stage-level interpreta-

tions of visible are incompatible with the singular kind reading (= the surface plural reading)

of bare singulars, suggesting an underlying type-clash such that stage-level visible can only

modify predicates of objects, while individual-level visible is of the appropriate type to mod-

ify subkind predicates.

The next question is whether the same parallels extend to the (non)intersective ambiguity.

We can apply the same diagnostics in just the same way, looking at the adjectives iyi ‘good’

and yetenekli ‘skilled’. Both of these adjectives do display the (non)intersective ambiguity,

though much like English, the intersective reading is by default somewhat dispreferred:

(201) Ali
Ali

iyi
good

hırsız
thief

‘Ali is a good thief’

a. ‘Ali is good at thievery’ (nonintersective)
b. ?‘Ali is a good person’ (intersective)
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(202) Oya
Oya

yetenekli
skilled

dansçı
dancer

‘Oya is a skilled dancer’

a. ‘Oya is skilled at dancing’ (nonintersective)
b. ?‘Oya is generally skillful’ (intersective)

With plural subjects, however, there is a clear contrast and speakers report that the

intersective reading is even more difficult to obtain than in the singular case:

(203) Ali
Ali

ve
and

Mehmet
Mehmet

iyi
good

hırsız
thief

‘Ali and Mehmet are good thieves’

a. ‘Ali and Mehmet are good at thievery’ (nonintersective)
b. ?*‘Ali and Mehmet are good people’ (intersective)

(204) Oya
Oya

ve
and

Elif
Elif

yetenekli
skilled

dansçı
dancer

‘Oya and Elif are a skilled dancers’

a. ‘Oya and Elif are skilled at dancing’ (nonintersective)
b. ?*‘Oya and Elif are generally skillful’ (intersective)

Placing an overt plural marker on the noun rescues the intersective interpretation (to the

extent that it’s available normally), e.g.:

(205) Ali
Ali

ve
and

Mehmet
Mehmet

iyi
good

hırsız-lar
thief-PL

‘Ali and Mehmet are good thieves’

a. ‘Ali and Mehmet are good at thievery’ (nonintersective)
b. ?‘Ali and Mehmet are good people’ (intersective)

Further, the existential copular position with bare nouns also behaves nearly identically

to the individual/stage-level ambiguity:

(206) Bu
dem

mahalle-de
neighborhood-LOC

iyi
good

hırsız
thief

var
exists

‘There is good thief in the neighborhood’

a. ‘There is a skillful thief in the neighborhood’ (singular + nonintersective)
b. ‘There are skillful thieves in the neighborhood’ (plural + nonintersective)
c. ‘There is a moral thief in the neighborhood’ (singular + intersective)
d. *‘There are moral thieves in the neighborhood’ (plural + intersective)
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(207) Ofis-te
office-LOC

yetenekli
skilled

dansçı
dancer

var
exists

‘There is skilled dancer in the office’

a. ‘There is a skillful dancer in the office’ (singular + nonintersective)
b. ‘There are skillful dancers in the office’ (plural + nonintersective)
c. ?*‘There is a generally skillful person who is a dancer in the neighborhood’

(singular + intersective)
d. *‘There are generally skillful people who are dancers in the neighborhood’ (plu-

ral + intersective)

The only difference between the nonintersective examples and the individual/stage exam-

ples is that, for some reason, the intersective interpretation of yetenekli ‘skilled’ in particular

is degraded in the existential copular construction regardless of which number interpreta-

tion the noun receives (though the plural interpretation is still perceived as worse). Overall,

however, this shows the same pattern as we have seen before: the intersective interpretation

of the adjective precludes a plural interpretation of the noun.

Concluding again with the non-case-marked direct object position:

(208) Ali
Ali

iyi
good

hırsız
thief

gördü
see.PST

‘Ali saw good thief/thieves’

a. ‘Ali saw a skillful thief’ (singular + nonintersective)
b. ‘Ali saw skillful thieves’ (plural + nonintersective)
c. *‘Ali saw a moral thief’ (singular + intersective)
d. *‘Ali saw moral thieves’ (plural + intersective)

(209) Ali
Ali

yetenekli
skilled

dansçı
dancer

gördü
see.PST

‘Ali saw skilled dancer(s)’

a. ‘Ali saw a skillful dancer’ (singular + nonintersective)
b. ‘Ali saw skillful dancers’ (plural + nonintersective)
c. *‘Ali saw a generally skillful person who are dancers’ (singular + intersective)
d. *‘Ali saw generally skillful people who are dancers’ (plural + intersective)

Here again, the (non)intersective ambiguity tracks precisely with both the individual/stage-

level ambiguity and the kind/object-level contrast. This provides empirical motivation for

assimilating the three patterns, and reducing both kinds of ambiguity to the more funda-
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mental contrast between kind- and object-level motivation, in favor of both Leffel’s proposal

and the extension of that proposal to (non)intersectivity. With the empirical grounding for

this move established, I’ll now move to implementing it: making the necessary revisions to

Leffel’s proposal to extend it to (non)intersectivity, and applying it to the other languages

under consideration.

4.3 Nonintersectivity as kind modification

4.3.1 Revising the semantic analysis

The Turkish number diagnostic bolsters the empirical grounding for Leffel’s account, but

that still leaves the objection on the basis of theoretical complexity laid out in Section 4.1.3

- the need to lexically encode both a kind-level and object-level version of an ambiguous

adjective, which in a sense loses out on some of the theoretical ground we otherwise gain

from appealing to structural domains to explain the ambiguity. As noted in that section,

Leffel does acknowledge that it would be preferable to have adjectives lexically denoting

subkind predicates and be converted to individual predicates at the AP level - which would

establish a ‘striking’ parallel with the dual structure of nouns - but doesn’t offer a way in

which that might be done.

Achieving the same kind of conversion as we have with nouns would, indeed, be diffi-

cult. While number is an obvious candidate for the kind of atomizing conversion that takes

kind-level meanings of nouns to sets of objects, there is no such morphological equivalent

for adjectives. However, the theory of the (non)intersective alternation developed here in

Chapters 2 and 3 offers a different perspective on how we might derive the object-level mod-

ifier from the kind-level one, one on which intersective readings are derived from two-place

adjective semantics that first takes a nonintersective argument. Chapter 2 demonstrates

that this two-place approach allows for a clear explanation of the word order and privativity

facts in English and Italian (though there, we were agnostic with respect to the semantics

of the initial composition, and here we can clarify it with reference to kinds), and Chapter 3
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provided independent morphosyntactic evidence for the presence of such a null argument in

intersective readings - a null argument that we can now identify as contributing a kind-level

denotation. Directly implementing a single adjective denotation and a kind-level null argu-

ment, however, is going to run into some significant technical problems. My hope is that

we can take advantage of our evidence for null structure by leveraging that structure in a

particularly useful way, but let’s first see the problems with the naive approach.

Recall Leffel’s two schematic denotations for adjectives:

(210) a. JadjectiveKinner = λkxs,eyrk ď ADJECTIVEs
b. JadjectiveKouter = λwrλxradjectivewpxqss

The simplest way to combine those denotations into a two-place (or three, counting the

intensional argument) predicate would be something like:

(211) Revised adjective semantics, Version 1
JadjectiveK = λkxs,eyλwsλxerk ď ADJECTIVE^ x Ďw ks

This semantics would first take a kind argument k and then an individual argument x,

and evaluate to true if k is a taxonomic subkind of the adjective kind and x is a member of

the kind’s instantiation in the given world. The idea would be that, in direct modification

positions, this composes with the overt noun in the same way that (210a) would, and in

indirect modification positions it composes with a covert noun that way, yields an object-

level property, and then combines with the already-atomized number-bearing noun in the

same way that (210b) would. There are several reasons why this won’t do what we want,

though. The first is that it won’t compose with nouns at all in the pre-number direct

modification configuration. If we want to have the adjective output an object property

after composing with a kind, then it needs to have an output of type xe, ty (or xs, xe, tyy) -

but the actual subkind predicate denotation of the nominal root pre-number as defined in

(159) only has output type t, and so even though they would both be predicates of kinds,

they can’t combine via Predicate Modification. One solution to this obstacle would be to

adjust the type of the noun roots to match (211) and allow Predicate Modification; this
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would also require an adjustment to the semantics of grammatical number, but an easy and

inconsequential one since the output would be truth-conditionally equivalent.

(212) a. Revised noun semantics, Version 1
JnounK = λkxs,eyλwsλxerk ď NOUN^ x Ďw ks

b. Revised number semantics, Version 1
JSGK = λPxxs,ey,xs,xe,tyyyλwsr˝rλxerDzxs,eyrP pzqpwqpxqssss
JPLK = λPxxs,ey,xs,xe,tyyyλwsr˚rλxerDzxs,eyrP pzqpwqpxqssss

These adjustments together would allow composition to proceed through the DP with-

out any type-clash. The adjective and noun could combine via intersection now, and after

composition with number the output would be of identical type as in the previous theory,

appropriate for composition with the polymorphic determiner. And in the indirect mod-

ification configuration for the adjective, these denotations will compose just fine, though

we’ll have to assume that the null argument is not a predicate of subkinds like overt nouns

but rather a kind itself. In this indirect modification configuration, syntactically phrasal

adjunction, we would have a structure like (213) for the intersective reading of good thieves :

(213) NP

AP

A
λkxs,eyλwsλxe

rk ď GOOD^ x Ďw ks

k
λwsrιr˚personwss NP

ϕ
PL

λPxxs,ey,xs,xe,tyyyλwsr˚rλxerDzxs,eyrP pzqpwqpxqssss
N’

N
λkxs,eyλwsλxerk ď THIEF^ x Ďw ks

Computing through application of PL to N, application of A to k, and intersection of AP

with NP, the resulting denotation is19:

19This also involves a necessary simplification step where the pluralization operation ˚ is taken to apply
over the entire intersected lambda abstract binding x; this doesn’t change the truth-conditions, since what
is effectively happening is the intersection of a set without the plurality requirement with a set with the
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(214) λwsr˚rλxerPERSON ď GOOD^ x Ďw PERSON^Dzxs,eyrz ď THIEF^ x Ďw

zssss

This is an intensional plural property which holds of individuals who are (i) members

of the PERSON kind that is itself a subkind of the GOOD kind and (ii) members of a

subkind of the THIEF kind. While this does compose, an obvious interpretive problem with

the result jumps out immediately: this doesn’t hold if the individual is a member of some

GOOD subkind of PERSON, but rather if the individual is a PERSON and if PERSON

is a subkind of GOOD. That means that someone could only be truthfully described as a

good thief if they were a thief and all people were good; not at all the result that we want.

This problem shows up in different form for the nonintersective composition, where the

denotation of the NP would work out to:

(215) λwsr˚rλxeDzxs,eyrz ď GOOD^ z ď THIEF^ x Ďw zssss

Trying to derive nonintersective composition via intersection of subkind predicates leads

to a situation where all we can state is that the predicate is true of individuals that belong

to one single kind, and that kind is both a subkind of the adjective kind and the noun kind.

What might such a kind z as defined above actually look like? Certainly, one way of inter-

preting it is the kind of people who are good at thieving, which would be the nonintersective

reading that we want. But this isn’t at all the only way to interpret it, and that uncertainty

comes from uncertainty surrounding what this independent kind GOOD even is. Is that

the type of concept that can correspond to a kind on its own, not interpreted relative to

any particular set or other kind? If the kind GOOD needs to capture both the ‘skill at

X’ readings and the ‘moral’ readings that it receives, then a perfectly valid option for z

would be the kind comprised of those who are both morally good and thieves - that is, the

intersective reading. If the kind GOOD that appears in both (214) and (215) is the same

thing, then there is no way to prevent the nonintersective composition from being satisfied

plurality requirement, and that intersection will exclude any members of the first set that don’t meet the
number requirements imposed on the second. This is more consequential with SG than PL, but either way,
the simplification here is logically consistent.
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by the intersective reading.

4.3.2 Visibility problems

I think this is a consequence of the data that Leffel’s account focuses on: for cases like visible

star, it may be reasonable to assume that there is some independent kind VISIBLE, and

the only distinction between the readings is whether the individual is required to belong to

that kind as well as the STAR kind, or just to the STAR kind while bearing the visible

property. Of course, we could also disagree with this, and say that what it means to be

visible as a star is something quite different from what it means to be visible as, say, a table.

After all, you would probably be inclined to utter both of the sentences in (216) when the

amount that you could see the table and the star were the same - if you could only see a

table to the same extent that we can normally see stars in the sky (at a massive distance,

making out almost none of its features, only just able to tell that it exists) then you would

probably not call it clearly visible.

(216) a. The table is barely visible.
b. The star is clearly visible.

Taking this kind of contrast seriously suggests perhaps that Leffel’s denotation for the

individual-level reading of visible star, repeated below as (217), is inadequate.

(217) Individual-level reading of the visible stars
ιxerDkxs,eyrk ď pλwrιr˚visiblewssq ^ k ď pλwrιr˚starwssq ^ x Ďw1 kss

Recall that the approach Leffel takes, of intersecting predicates of subkinds that gives us

these k ď A ^ k ď B denotations, was inspired by McNally & Boleda’s (2004) analysis of

relational adjectives like technical :

(218) a. John is a technical architect.
b. El

the
Marti
Marti

es
is

arquitecte
architect

tecnic
technical

(Catalan)

‘Marti is a technical architect’

McNally & Boleda (2004) argue that these relational adjectives are predicates of kinds,
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and compose via the noun - which is also a predicate of kinds - via simple intersection. The

result is denotations of (218b) like (219), where some kind k is connected to the subject via

a relation R, is an ARCHITECT kind, and is a TECHNICAL kind.

(219) Rpmartiqpkq ^ architectpkq ^ technicalpkq

Leffel extended this kind of analysis to adjectives like visible, resulting in denotations

like (217) with the same intersective k ď A ^ k ď B structures. But it’s not clear if this

extension is desirable given the syntactic patterns that motivate McNally & Boleda’s analysis.

Specifically, they argue that relational adjectives should be analyzed as intersective (just

intersective over kinds) because they appear obligatorily postnominal in Romance languages

like French and, shown here, Catalan, just like intersective adjectives:

(220) a. un escriptor jove
a writer young
‘a young writer’

b. una malaltia pulmonar
a disease pulmonary
‘a pulmonary disease’

But as was covered extensively in Chapter 2, this is not at all the behavior of either

individual/stage adjectives like visible or (non)intersective adjectives like good or fake. The

individual or nonintersective readings, which Leffel models with kind intersection like rela-

tional adjectives, are available in both prenominal and postnominal positions in Romance,

in fact being the only readings available in prenominal positions where relational adjectives

are entirely unavailable. This strongly suggests that it is undesirable to assimilate the inner

readings of these adjectives to the same compositional process as relational adjectives.

Additionally, extending this to nonintersective adjectives runs into not only the interpre-

tive problems described above, but it would only get worse if we tried to model privative

adjectives in the same way. An output for something like fake thief would end up as:

(221) λwsr˚rλxeDzxs,eyrz ď FAKE^ z ď THIEF^ x Ďw zssss

This is obviously problematic - the inclusion of the term z ď THIEF guarantees that the
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output set contains only thieves, specifically the opposite of what we want for the noninter-

sective and nonsubsective reading of an adjective like fake. What we need is for the adjective

to be able to directly modify the kind under consideration, rather than contributing a kind

of its own. This means that it cannot be composing with the noun via intersection in direct

modification positions; instead, we want to raise the type of the adjective further so that it

can take a subkind predicate as argument.

4.3.3 A genuinely nonintersective analysis

What kind of output do we want? In order to keep the same semantics for number, the ad-

jective+noun phrase should be the same type as the nominal root, a predicate from subkinds

to truth values. This is also important for potential stacking of nonintersective adjectives:

having a nonintersective adjective directly convert its argument into a object-level prop-

erty would prevent sequential application of nonintersective adjectives, only allowing mass

intersection of the adjectives before application, which will not derive the correct ‘nested’

readings for these constructions. And we want the content of the adjective to directly modify

a kind. The most natural candidate for that kind is the maximal kind of the noun’s subkind

predicate, e.g., the DOG kind for the noun dog, which we can retrieve with an iota operator

just like we saw for singular kind readings. So what we end up with is:

(222) Schematic denotation for a (non)intersective adjective:
JAK = λPxxs,ey,tyλkxs,ey.k ď ApιP q

Let’s see how this composes in a direct modification context with the good thieves ex-

ample, and be a little more meticulous about it now that we are demonstrating the final

proposed analysis. Here THIEF refers to the maximal kind of the subkind predicate de-

noted by thief ; when a kind is being modified directly by a nonintersective adjective, I’ll

generally use the capital shorthand for ease of readability.

(223) Derivation of a nonintersective meaning:
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NP
good thieves =

λwsr˚rλxerDzxs,eyrz ď goodpTHIEFq ^ x Ď zwssss

ϕ
PL =

λPxxs,ey,tyrλwsr˚rλxe

rDzxs,eyrP pzq ^ x Ď zwsssss

N’

good
?

thief =
λkxs,eyrk ď goodpTHIEFqs

A
good =

λPxxs,ey,tyλkxs,ey.k ď goodpιP q

N
?

thief =
λkxs,eyrk ď λwsrιr˚thiefwsss

The obvious question about this derivation is the interpretation of good(THIEF), or

generally any adjective directly modifying a kind. This will be in large part the focus of

Chapter 5. For now, it should be thought of as a process that creates a new kind by adding

a particular dimension of good to the preexisting thief kind, in contrast to the semantics

offered by Leffel, which establishes a subkind relation between the two kinds. Importantly,

it is just as easy to state a privative adjective’s denotation in this form as a subsective one’s,

because no direct subkind relationship between the existentially quantified kind and the

THIEF kind itself is stated, allowing for potential nonsubsectivity.

There is still work to do in deriving intersective meanings with this approach, however.

The original idea floated at the beginning of this section was to allow adjectives to take in

kind meanings and convert them to object-level meanings in much the same way that number

does, such that saturating the kind argument with the null argument proposed in Chapters

2 & 3 would result in a property meaning appropriate to intersect with the singular or plural

noun. The denotation proposed in (222) can no longer do this, because doing so would result

in a type-clash with either additional direct modifiers or with number. But this means that

giving a null subkind predicate argument in the indirect modification configuration will lead

to a type-clash at the phrasal adjunction level instead:
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(224) NP
*

AP
goodintersective =

λkxs,eyrk ď goodpPERSONqs

A
good =

λPxxs,ey,tyλkxs,ey.
k ď goodpιP q

?
person =

λkxs,eyrk ď λws

rιr˚personwsss

NP
thieves =

λwsr˚rλxerDzxs,ey

rz ď THIEF^ x Ď zwssss

ϕ
PL =

λPxxs,ey,tyrλwsr˚rλxe

rDzxs,eyrP pzq ^ x Ď zwsssss

N’

N
?

thief =
λkxs,eyrk ď λwsrιr˚thiefwsss

Preserving a single denotation for the ambiguous adjective alongside a compositional

derivation of ambiguity and the idea that number converts kind-denotations to object-

denotations ends up being no trivial enterprise. There are a number of ugly semantic ma-

neuvers that might work, by adjusting the basic denotations of nouns and number, but all

of those run into obstacles in their inconsistency with established semantic analyses of those

areas, and one of the primary appeals of this reduction-to-kinds analysis was the preexisting

nature of these pieces of semantic machinery. Because of this, the line that I want to pursue

here is one that preserves as much as possible about nouns and number and instead takes

advantage of the novel evidence offered here for null structure inside the adjective phrase.

The cost we have to pay for avoiding polysemy and preserving a consistent semantics of

the rest of the structure is introducing additional complexity into the null structure, which

is only somewhat syntactically motivated - Chapter 3 provides evidence for the syntactic

reality of some element in that position, but not what it is or how much structure is there.

Here, I’m going to make a concession on that front by proposing that it’s more complicated

than simply a null version of the overt noun.

Specifically, on top of a null subkind predicate that is semantically equivalent to an overt
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noun, I suggest that there is an operator that mediates between the adjectival root and that

null nominal, creating an object-level property out of the adjective that is interpreted relative

to the null nominal. Call this operator ρ, for ‘relative’, and use Ψ for the type of function from

subkind predicate to subkind predicate which we’ve now defined nonintersective adjectives

as.

(225) JρK = λPxxs,ey,tyλΨxxxs,ey,ty,xxs,ey,tyyλwsλxe . x Ďw ΨpP q

The relativizing operator ρ takes a subkind predicate - which will be the null argument

discussed throughout, NC from Chapter 2 - and a nonintersective adjective, applies the

adjective to the subkind predicate, and then returns an intensional predicate over individuals

that checks if the individual is a member of the new modified kind. This output is of

appropriate type for combining via Predicate Modification with the number-bearing noun.

Assuming that the null syntax that Chapter 3 provided evidence for consists, in fact, of

a complex of both ρ and the null nominal, e.g., PERSON, we can derive the intersective

meaning of good thieves as follows:
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This correctly derives an adequate intersective semantics for good thieves : an intensional

predicate of individuals which checks if an individual is a member of the ‘good person’ kind,

and a member of some subkind of the ‘thief’ kind. The asymmetry here - where it checks

directly the ‘good person’ kind but checks ‘thief’ via existential quantification over subkinds

- is a potentially odd, but inconsequential, relic of the fact that the number denotation

comes from Leffel’s formulation and the ρ conversion is my own; we could easily change the

ρ denotation to also include this existential step without affecting the truth conditions, since

a member of a subkind of a kind will always trivially be a member of that superkind.

One open question is whether it is desirable to revise Leffel’s semantics for visible to match

the proposed semantics here for (non)intersective adjectives. This partially depends on the

discussion above regarding (216), whether you’re satisfied with kind intersection or think

that it’s not appropriate to treat visible as a kind in itself. In general, the parallels in terms

of syntactic distribution of individual/nonintersective and stage/intersective meanings might

speak in favor of this. However, given that the core empirical motivation for this particular

approach to nonintersective adjectives is from privative adjectives, the same evidence can’t

be used about the individual/stage-level contrast, which doesn’t have a privative equivalent

in its class. If such assimilation is desired, though, it should be straightforward enough to

redefine the relevant adjectives.

4.3.4 Grammatical number versus classifiers: the view from Bangla

All of the discussion in this chapter thus far has centered around the way that grammati-

cal number - namely, the singular and plural morphemes - encodes the conversion process

from kind-level denotations to object-level denotations, with the result that full NPs denote

object-level properties (assuming the location of SG and PL in [Spec,NP]). But this is not

a cross-linguistically resilient assumption: one of the basic parameters that distinguish lan-

guages in terms of their kind reference and bare argument options is whether countability is

enforced via morphological number or via a classifier. In classifier languages, the mass-count
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distinction familiar to speakers of English is grammatically absent, and all nouns require the

addition of a classifier word for counting nouns. Bangla is one of those languages.

(227) a. kal
yesterday

Ek
one

*(-úa)
CL

/ du
two

*(-úo)
CL

tShatro
student

eSe tShilo
came

(Dayal 2012:196)

‘Yesterday a student/two students came.’
b. anu

Anu
Ek
one

*(-úa)
CL

/ du
two

*(-úo)
CL

boi
book

kinetShilo
bought

‘Anu bought a book/two books.’

Attempting to use a numeral to count the nouns without the inclusion of the classifier

results in ungrammaticality. Bangla has a diverse lexicon of classifier options which are

restricted to different noun class; here we’ll stick to examples using the most general classifier

option -úa/úo/úe (with its allophonic variants). Recall from Chapter 2 that (non)intersective

modification appears to be sensitive to the position of the adjective and noun relative to the

classifier: when the adjective and noun are separated by the classifier, intersective readings

result, and when the adjective and the noun are together (on either side of the classifier), the

result is nonintersective readings (with the strengthening effect of the preference for privative

adjectives):

Adjective Type: Subsective Privative
Interpretation: Nonintersective Intersective Nonintersective Intersective

Dem Num-Cl [Adj Noun] ✓ ? ✓ ??
Dem [Adj Noun] Num-Cl ✓ ? ✓ ??
Dem [Adj] Num-Cl [Noun] ? ✓ * ✓
[Adj] Dem Num-Cl [Noun] ? ✓ * ✓

(228)

Given the analysis of (non)intersective readings developed in this chapter, this pattern

suggests that kind-level modification is only possible when the adjective is local to the noun

relative to the classifier, and when the classifier intervenes, only object-level modification

can take place. In that way, classifiers in Bangla would be performing the same role defining

modification domains as morphological number marking does in English and Turkish. This

conclusion is natural if we assume that the necessity of classifiers for counting is due to clas-
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sifiers performing the same kind-to-object conversion in Bangla that morphological number

marking does in English and Turkish.

And in fact, Dayal (2012) argues that that is precisely what Bangla classifiers do: mediate

between kind- and object-level denotations of nouns. Bare NPs, sans classifier, in Bangla

denote kinds, as is the standard account of non-number marking languages (Krifka et al.

1995, Chierchia 1998), as indicated by their ability to be arguments of kind-level predicates:

(229) a. Ãatayat-er
transport-GEN

sahoÃmadhyom
convenient

holo
means

gari
be

(Dayal
car

2012:209)

‘Cars are a convenient mode of transport.’
b. patShodoSSotabdi-te

fifteenth
boi
century-LOC

tShapa
book

Suru
printed

hoi
start

tShilo
happened

‘Books started to be printed in the 15th century.’

The classifier is a function from kinds to sets of objects:

(230) J-úaK = λkxs,eyλxer
Ykpxq ^ AT pxqs

where AT is the atomic function, denoting the set of those individuals that do not
have proper parts

The AT function, though of a different type, is equivalent in function to the ˝ operator

used by Leffel (2014), making this the classifier equivalent of the singular morpheme; specif-

ically plural classifiers (e.g., -gulo) also exist with a non-atomic requirement. The classifier

thus creates sets of object-level individuals which are of appropriate type for combination

with numerals, which pick out sets of a particular cardinality. (230) is defined with the

assumption that bare nouns denote kinds directly, rather than subkind predicates as Leffel

(2014) assumes (and Dayal also assumes in other work for other languages); again, conver-

sion between the two theories is easy to accomplish, and so that we are able to retain a

consistent schematic denotation for the adjectives cross-linguistically, I’ll assume instead a

subkind predicate ontology for nominal roots. Adjusting the semantics of the adjective and

ρ would be simple enough if one wanted to maintain a kind denotation for nouns, though:

(231) a. JAKover kinds = λkxs,ey.Apkq
= λkxs,eyλwsrιr˚Apthiefqwss

b. JρKover kinds = λkxs,eyλΨxxs,ey,xs,eyyλwsλxe . x Ďw Ψpkq
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Retaining a subkind predicate semantics for nouns, however, would just involve redefining

(230) to be like Leffel’s SG morpheme (165a).

Either way, Dayal’s analysis predicts that kind-level modification should only be able to

take place if the adjective accesses the noun prior to its composition with the classifier. On

the view that nonintersective modification is kind-level modification, the pattern from (228)

validates precisely that. However, we can make it even more clear by testing unambiguous

examples of kind and object modification, much like the data that we used to establish

the diagnostic in Turkish. For all of the following data, keep in mind that the adjective

movement alone automatically induces some degradation in acceptability, so the paradigm

below with ? on the moved instances is the maximally acceptable situation:

(232) a. oi
DEM

du-to
2-CL

bhari
heavy

boi
book

‘these two heavy books’
b. ?oi

DEM
bhari
heavy

du-to
2-CL

boi
book

‘these two heavy books’
c. oi

DEM
bhari
heavy

boi
book

du-to
2-CL

‘these two heavy books’
d. ?bhari

heavy
oi
DEM

du-to
2-CL

boi
book

‘these two heavy books’

Here, bhari ‘heavy’ is unambiguously an object-level modifier; ‘heavy books’ is not a

subkind of books in the way that ‘scientific books’ in Turkish was. And, with the stan-

dard caveat that the lone-adjectival movement is slightly degraded by default, this kind of

modification is acceptable in all positions. With a subkind modifier, however:

(233) a. oi
DEM

du-to
2-CL

golper
story

boi
book

‘these two story books’
b. *oi

DEM
golper
story

du-to
2-CL

boi
book

‘these two story books’
c. oi

DEM
golper
story

boi
book

du-to
2-CL
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‘these two story books’
d. *golper

story
oi
DEM

du-to
2-CL

boi
book

‘these two story books’

Here, the modifier golper ‘story’ - which picks out a subkind of books - is only grammatical

when local to the noun, and ungrammatical when split across the classifier. This is exactly

the pattern that we see with nonintersective interpretations of the privative adjectives, in the

same way that nonintersective interpretations pattern alongside kind modifiers with respect

to number neutrality in Turkish. Bangla therefore provides additional evidence for assimilat-

ing the (non)intersective contrast to the kind/object-level distinction, and specifically that

the syntactic domain that demarcates the two interpretations will change cross-linguistically

depending on how that language encodes countability. In languages where morphological

number marking converts from uncountable kinds to countable objects, that number mark-

ing splits the domains of nonintersective from intersective modification; in languages where

classifiers do the same conversion, they instead split the domains of modification.

4.4 Interim summary

This chapter laid out a proposal for reducing the (non)intersective ambiguity to an ambiguity

between kind-level (nonintersective) modification on the one hand and object-level (intersec-

tive) modification on the other. Basic principles behind reference to kinds in natural language

were established, and a particular implementation of those principles by Leffel (2014) was

introduced. On this implementation, bare nominal roots denote predicates of subkinds, and

number marking (singular and plural morphemes) convert these kind-level denotations to

properties of objects at the NP level. Leffel specifically argued that adjectives which show a

contrast in individual vs stage-level modification, like visible, come in two forms: one that is

a subkind predicate and adjoins to and intersects with nouns for individual-level modifica-

tion, and one that is an individual predicate and adjoins to and intersects with noun phrases

for stage-level modification. On this account, then, both meanings are in fact the result of
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intersection.

Three problems with Leffel’s account were identified. First, it lacks empirical motivation

for the assimilation of direct/indirect modification to kind/object-level modification - while

the proposal technically functions, the motivation for treating the contrasts as instances of

each other is merely intuitive. Second, it still requires a polysemous semantics for adjectives,

despite complicating the syntactic structure and proposing different attachment heights for

the two meanings. Third, the Predicate Modification approach to kind-level modification

fails to derive the correct readings for individual-level or nonintersective adjectives.

Further empirical support for Leffel’s hypothesis is found in Turkish and Bangla. In

Turkish, it has been argued by Sağ (2021) that bare singular nouns are in fact ambiguous

between denoting (grammatically singular, but conceptually plural) kinds and definites, re-

sulting in what on the surface appears to be a number-neutral reading where they may be

read as either plural or singular in certain syntactic configurations. Adjectival modification

interacts with this number-neutrality, however, with kind-level modifiers preserving the plu-

ral interpretations and object-level modifiers eliminating them. This constitutes a potential

diagnostic for kind-level modification, one which we applied to both the individual/stage

contrast and the nonintersective/intersective contrast. The results supported Leffel’s hy-

pothesis and the (non)intersective extension: individual and nonintersective interpretations

of adjectives behaved like kind modifiers, preserving plural interpretations, while stage and

intersective interpretations behaved like object modifiers, disallowing plural interpretations

of bare singular nouns. Extending the pattern to Bangla, a classifier language, shows that

nonintersective modifiers again behave like kind modifiers (here, only being able to receive

nonintersective interpretations when they compose with the noun prior to composing with

the classifier) and intersective modifiers behave like object modifiers.

A revised version of Leffel’s account was developed, with the following properties:

• The basic denotation of nominal roots is a subkind predicate.

• Number (either morphological or classifiers) converts subkind denotations to object
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properties.

• (Non)intersective adjectives have a uniform semantics as functions from subkind pred-

icates into subkind predicates, as a result of modifying the kind itself.

• Intersective readings in indirect modification configurations are derived through a rel-

ativizing operator which creates an object property out of the adjective by saturating

its kind argument with a null subkind predicate.

This account is advantageous in its ability to dispense with duplicate lexical entries for

adjectives, instead deriving ambiguous meanings compositionally; the true nonintersective

meanings derived through direct modification of kinds (rather than intersection of two sub-

kind predicates); and the reduction of the (non)intersective ambiguity to the independently

motivated and necessary kind/object distinction. The downside of the account is the need to

posit additional covert structure in the relativizing operator and its null subkind predicate

argument; however, this maneuver is at least interface-accountable - in Bouchard (2002)’s

sense - because of the morphophonological evidence from Chapter 3 for additional null syn-

tactic structure in the adjectival phrase. The need to make that structure a complex with a

novel operator semantics is a significant downside of the proposal, compared to requiring only

a null nominal argument as suggested in earlier chapters, but I believe the advantages we

get in preserving a compositional account without polysemy make it a line worth pursuing.

As I note earlier in this chapter, the most significant open question for this account regards

the nature of the direct nonintersective kind modification - when the denotation for a phrase

like good thief involves creating the composite kind good(THIEF), the result of modifying

the THIEF kind with good, what exactly is occurring? What does it mean to modify a kind

with an adjective and create a novel kind? One, probably common, perspective would be that

this kind of question is no longer the responsibility of the compositional semantics. Kinds,

on this view, may be regarded as monistic from the perspective of semantics; not internally

compositional with parts that can be modified, but simply a conceptual individual - DOG
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encapsulates whatever it means to be a dog, which is the purview of some world knowledge

component and not narrow semantics, and the same for good, so determining the output of

good(DOG) is equally not a compositional question but something that semantics simply

receives from external modules of cognition. Even if it is not frequently spelled out explicitly,

this view is most likely common among formal semanticists. One who shares this view may

choose to take the analysis developed up til this point as complete, in that sense, then, and

either stop here or read on with the understanding that the remaining chapter is functionally

a work of cognitive psychology, not formal semantics. Personally, I suspect that we have good

reason to consider the inner workings of nonintersective kind modification to be the domain

of compositional semanticists, and so it is to that question that I will now turn.
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5 Inside nonintersective modification

In Chapter 4, I argued that both nonintersective and intersective interpretations of ambigu-

ous adjectives result from the same kind of compositional operation: modification of a sub-

kind predicate. Nonintersective interpretations result from the adjective directly modifying

the subkind predicate denoted by their overt modificand noun, while intersective interpre-

tations are the result of the adjective first directly modifying a covert subkind predicate

providing a different scale of evaluation (via a linking operator which creates an object-level

property out of the result), and then intersecting with the property denoted by the enumer-

ated noun. On this account, both interpretations in fact involve a critical step of what we

might call nonintersective modification, in the sense that the adjective’s semantic content

modifies a noun’s semantic content via Function Application rather than set intersection.

The goal of this chapter is to investigate further the nature of that nonintersective step.

The evidence reviewed thus far supports a treatment of the ‘semantic content’ involved in

this modification as kinds. We have also so far described kinds as some abstract conceptual

object - a function from worlds to individuals, for sure, but the internal component of the

kind that determines an object’s membership in the category, the bold lowercase aspect of

denotations like (234), has been left underspecified, or in Chierchia’s words repeated again,

‘Kinds are whatever your favorite worldview says that they are.’ (Chierchia 1998:350).

(234) DOG = λwrιxr˚dogwpxqss

But understanding what it means for an adjective to nonintersectively modify a kind,

creating a novel kind out of the noun’s lexical kind, requires that we crystallize our world-

views somewhat and understand what that kind term actually means. Towards that end,

this chapter explores and sketches the boundaries of a semantic worldview on which kinds

refer to sortal concepts - collections of conceptual knowledge that allow for the categorization

of individuals - in a particular way. This is combined with a syntactic worldview on which

acategorial word roots identify and index concepts, and the process of syntactic categoriza-
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tion (into nouns, verbs, adjectives...) imposes certain informational structures onto those

concepts to organize them into compositionally usable representations (of kinds, in the case

of nouns). Combined with the description of the enumeration process in Chapter 4 - wherein

number marking or a classifier converts kind representations to properties - the result is a

sketch of the full compositional pipeline from pre- or non-linguistic conceptual knowledge

to the type of λx.dogpxq terms with which undergraduate semantics students are familiar.

Treating these stages compositionally enables a theory of modification like the one proposed

here, where differences in intersectivity arise from differences in attachment height causing

modification of distinct compositional stages of nominal meaning.

The particular motivation and empirical testing ground for this sketch is going to be

privative adjectives, which were introduced as the focus of Chapter 2 but have taken a back-

ground role in Chapters 3 and 4. But privative adjectives provide the ideal test case for a

theory that enriches the conceptual structure of semantic denotations, because I believe the

problems for a simple compositional theory of semantics that they have been long recognized

to pose in turn constitute linguistic evidence they can provide for such conceptual enrich-

ments. The structure of this chapter will therefore be as follows: I’ll begin by reviewing the

core problem of privativity, the issues it raises for compositional semantics, the canonical

account of privative adjectives from Partee (2007, 2009) and its problems. I’ll then describe

two experiments aimed at clarifying the behavior of privative adjectives across contexts,

which will help motivate a counterproposal for privative semantics from Del Pinal (2015,

2018), with some revisions. Then I will connect this semantic proposal to the discussion of

kinds from Chapter 4, and the syntactic half of the worldview described above, concluding

with some exploratory suggestions for what certain scattered empirical problems might look

like under this worldview.
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5.1 Returning to the problem of privativity

5.1.1 Privativity as a compositional problem

Privativity is the linguistic phenomenon in which the extension or reference of an adjecti-

vally modified noun phrase is entirely disjoint from the reference of the head noun. The

paradigmatic case of a privative adjective is fake, and the canonical example of a privative

noun phrase is fake gun, where the intuition is that the set of fake guns contains none of

the members of the set of guns, and vice versa. Nor can we derive the extension of fake gun

through any set-theoretic operations on the gun set and the fake set, if the latter set exists

at all.

Contrast this with other members of the adjective category. The classical typology of

adjectives following Kamp (1975) and Montague (1970) splits the category first by subsec-

tivity. The subsective adjectives are those for which the reference of the noun phrase is a

subset of the reference of the noun. For a given subsective adjective AS and a given noun

N , then, ASN Ď N . These adjectives license thus inferences from the noun phrase to the

noun: if X is an ASN , then X is an N . A special case of the subsective adjectives are the

intersective adjectives, where the reference of the noun phrase is given by the intersection of

the references of the adjective and the noun. Then for a given intersective adjective AI and

a given noun N , AIN = AI X N . On top of the standard subsective inference, intersective

adjectives license additionally inferences to the adjective and inferences across nouns: if X is

an AIN , then X is AI and for any other noun N 1, X is an AIN
1. Intersective adjectives are

often considered the simplest case, usually analyzed as one-place predicates of type xe, ty,

semantically equivalent to common nouns.

(235) Subsective inference

a. X is an AS N.
X is an N.

(236) Intersective inferences

a. X is an AI N.
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X is A.
b. X is an AI N.

X is an N’
X is an AI N’.

Intersective adjectives are assumed to include things like red, circular, German, carnivo-

rous. A red ball is both red and a ball, and it is also red as any other noun: it is a red object,

a red toy, and so on. Non-intersective subsectives, which license the inference in (235) but

not those in (236), include skillful, good, beautiful, large. We can infer that a skillful dancer

is a dancer, but not that they are skillful in any more general sense, and we can infer that

a short basketball player who is also a chef on the side need not be short chef at all. These

subsectives are more semantically complex than intersectives, but crucially determining the

reference of the modified noun phrase is still possible using only the set denoted by the

noun, combined with perhaps some degree of comparison contributed by the adjective: all

members in the skillful dancer set can be found in the dancer set, just like all members of

the red ball set can be found in the ball set.

Non-subsectives are divided into the modals and the privatives. Modal non-subsectives,

like alleged and potential, license no inferences of any kind, suggesting only the possibility of

set membership, but validating none. Privative adjectives, by definition, license the opposite

of the subsective inference: for a given privative adjective AP , if X is an APN , X is not

an N . Canonical examples of privative adjectives include fake, mock, counterfeit, false,

former and perhaps also imaginary, pretend, virtual (see Nayak et al. 2014 for an attempt

at comprehensive categorization). Again, contrasting with subsectives, the set denoted by a

privatively modified noun phrase is disjoint from the set denoted by the unmodified noun,

and no set-theoretic operation over the unmodified noun set can derive the noun phrase set.

(237) Privative inference

a. X is an AP N.
X is not an N.

Hence, the problem of privativity. On a standard, strong interpretation of compositional-
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ity, the meaning of a complex expression like a modified noun phrase is to be fully determined

by the meanings of its constituent parts (Szabó, 2012). In the case of intersective adjectives,

this is satisfied straightforwardly: intersect the meanings. For other subsectives, the process

may be slightly more complex, but it is still easily computable, since we are selecting a

subset of the noun’s meaning according to a standard provided by the adjective’s meaning.

For privatives, however, it appears that we must pull from beyond the extensional denota-

tions of both the noun and the adjective to generate the denotation of the noun phrase. Of

course, this is not much of a problem for the cognitive system to accomplish. We all readily

compute the set of fake guns one way or another; its membership is no mystery to a com-

petent language user. But how such computation is achieved by the compositional semantic

system is significantly more opaque, given that no meaning contributed by gun seems to

be preserved in the end result, at least on a standard semantic conception of extensional,

referential meaning.

The inference pattern alone creates problems when faced with data like (238), where the

truth of (238a) predicts, incorrectly, that a question like (238b) should not be well-formed.

(238) a. A fake gun is not a gun. (Partee, 2009, 14)
b. Is that gun real or fake?

Privative adjectives have received substantial attention in the frameworks of cognitive or

conceptual semantics (Franks, 1995; Coulson and Fauconnier, 1999), because these inference

facts appear initially to be more easily captured through an account of shifting senses or

conceptual blending rather than a strictly compositional one. However, there has also been

a mounting defense of compositional accounts of privativity. In the following sections, I will

introduce what has become the canonical compositional account of such phenomena, due to

Partee, and then raise some potential problems left unresolved in this account.
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5.1.2 The coercion account

An analysis with its roots in Kamp and Partee (1995) and further developed in Partee

(2007, 2009, 2010) argues that we can derive so-called privative behavior by assuming that

such adjectives are, in fact, subsective rather than privative, and that their apparently non-

subsective behavior arises via interaction with natural principles of semantic interpretation.

Motivating the first assumption, that there are no ‘true’ privatives, is primarily syntactic

data from Polish, which I will not review here besides to say that certain syntactic tests like

the ability to split the adjective from the rest of the NP show that nonsubsective privatives

pattern with subsectives rather than with nonsubsective modals, which appear to form their

own class.

The basic structure of the account is the following. Both real -type adjectives and fake-

type adjectives are subsective. Our default interpretation of any bare noun is literal, and

only includes real instances of that noun category. Thus, when real combines with a noun,

e.g., gun, the composition is vacuous; all guns are real guns, by default, and so Jreal gunK

= JgunK. This violates the following principle of interpretation:

(239) The Non-Vacuity Principle (NVP)
In any given context, try to interpret any predicate so that both its positive and
negative extension are non-empty. (Kamp and Partee, 1995, 161)

In the context of gun, here, the predicate real would have an empty negative extension,

as it excludes no member of JgunK from Jreal gunK, and so incurs a violation of NVP20. A

similar, but inverse, problem arises in composition with fake. As JgunK is taken to include

only real guns, Jfake gunK = ∅ and fake has no positive extension in its role as a predicate

here. This violates NVP as well. So, neither composition can proceed as currently stated.

20There is some confusion about the way that this process is stated in Partee’s work. The way I have
chosen to describe the process here, where it is real (and fake) that are the problematic predicates incurring
violations, is the most natural way to follow the argument I see. However, to be precise, (Partee, 2009,
18) explicitly clarifies that the NVP ‘applies not only to simple predicates but to predicates formed by
combination of an adjective and a noun: these should be interpreted in such a way that the ADJ + N
combination is a non-vacuous predicate.’ This implies that Partee takes real gun (pre-coercion) to be what
incurs the NVP violation. This version of the logic, I do not follow - even if real ends up being redundant,
real gun would have the same extension as gun, which is not itself a vacuous predicate.
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This kind of NVP violation is not limited to real and fake, of course; otherwise it would be

a very stipulative principle. It also occurs in contexts like (240). In (240a), tall behaves much

like real - on the natural assumption from world knowledge that all basketball players (or, at

least, professional ones) are tall according to a more general standard, the application of tall

here would be vacuous. Similarly, tall in (240b) behaves like fake - again, on the assumption

that all relevant jockeys are short by general standards, tall would lack positive extension.

(240) a. He is a tall basketball player.
b. He is a tall jockey.

The difference between the cases in (240) and those in (238) is the repair mechanisms

available. As we can intuitively observe, the actual interpretations of the sentences in (240)

involve some recalibration of the adjective, relativizing tall to a narrower standard of com-

parison than in its more general use. Our understanding of the nouns does not change. This

is due to a competing principle of interpretation:

(241) The Head Primacy Principle (HPP)
In a modifier-head structure, the head is interpreted relative to the context of
the whole constituent, and the modifier is interpreted relative to the local context
created from the former context by the interpretation of the head. (Kamp and
Partee, 1995, 161)

The HPP acts as a kind of faithfulness constraint (in Optimality Theory terminology)

on the syntactic head of the compound, and says that you should adjust your interpretation

of the modifier before you adjust your interpretation of the modified head; that is, the head

outranks the modifier in preserving its default semantics. This is why (240a) does not result

in an interpretation where we allow a different class of individuals, with more varying heights,

to count as basketball players.

However, it seems that such an approach, which would violate HPP, is precisely what

obtains in the context of fake. We understand fake guns to be literally fake, and it is rather

the interpretation of the head noun gun which has undergone some adjustment. Specifically,

JgunK has been coerced into expanding to include both real and fake guns (in order to
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avoid violating NVP), and then fake acts as subsective adjective over this expanded set. An

exactly parallel process occurs for real.

The fact that such a process can obtain, in violation of HPP, is explained by the assump-

tion that NVP outranks HPP. If a coercion of the modifier’s meaning which would prevent

an NVP violation is not available, it is acceptable to incur a violation of the lower-ranked

HPP by coercing the head’s meaning in order to rescue the compound from violating NVP.

Thus, on Partee’s account we are able to treat privative behavior in a compositional

system by eliminating the class of privative adjectives and instead assuming that they ob-

tain their meaning via standard subsective interpretation, after an instance of a generally-

available pragmatic modulation, induced by natural principles of interpretation. From the

point of view of an adherent to compositionality, this is rather attractive, and I do not intend

to dispute the basic structure of the argument. However, I believe there are good reasons to

suggest that this process is, at best, underspecified and in need of significant enrichment.

5.1.3 The limits of coercion

As an instruction manual for composing privative noun phrases, Partee’s account is missing a

few pages, even if the steps described are broadly accurate. As I see it, the main downside is

that this story tells us nothing about what something like fake gun actually means - we have

a rough map of how to get there, and some motivation for why it does not mean nothing at

all, but no specifics for what it does end up meaning. We can buy into the general idea that

it ends up being a subset of some expanded denotation of gun, but we have no idea what

that expanded denotation is. How, for example, are we to distinguish fake gun from fake

knife, or any other noun? In theory, both suffer from the same initial problem - they would

be empty if the noun was taken literally - and they could both be resolved by expanding the

noun’s denotation to include the same extra members. If we expanded gun to include real

guns and also fake watches, and expanded knife to include real knives and also fake watches,

then Jfake gunK = Jfake knifeK. This is obviously not what we obtain, but nothing in
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Partee’s account rules it out, or tells us what we are supposed to do instead to obtain a

more reasonable result, since NVP only instructs us to include some positive extension of

fake in the expanded denotation of the noun. Such nonsensical expansions would be just as

acceptable as the actual ones, if we considered only violations of NVP and HPP. The natural

response is to say that there is some additional principle of minimal modulation, which is

violated if we expand the meaning of a term in an unnatural way. However, such a principle

would be radically underdetermined - what information can we use to evaluate if a particular

expansion is more or less natural than another option?

Another way of stating this limitation is quite simply that Partee provides no semantics

for fake, only stating that it does not include any of the items in JgunK = Jreal gunK.

Without a precise semantics for fake, it becomes impossible to predict the particular outcome

of any given instance of modification with it.

This objection motivates the incorporation of enriched conceptual information about a

noun into the compositional process, in order to have a predictive theory about what features

a fake gun will have distinguishing it from a fake knife. Such an approach is offered by Del

Pinal (2015), to which we will return in Section 4. First, I want to raise two other concerns for

Partee’s account, in the form of novel experimental data. Her account makes two additional

assumptions:

1. The default interpretation of a noun is literal and includes only real instances.

2. A privative adjective will always uniformly incur NVP violations and induce coercion.

In the next sections, we will see that both of these can be seriously questioned on empirical

grounds, which will require revision to both Partee and Del Pinal’s approaches. However, I

will argue, that rather than abandoning either approach, it is a unification of the two that

derives the correct results.
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5.2 Experiment 1: shifting the default

Experiment 1 tests the hypothesis that, in the absence of a modifier like real or fake, the

default interpretation of a bare noun includes only the real instances of the noun. On the

strictest interpretation of Partee’s proposal, which we might term the narrow hypothesis, this

should be uniformly the case: only such modifiers trigger expansion and coerce the noun to

include non-real instances. Fully in the other direction, the wide hypothesis predicts that

nouns across the board refer to both real and fake instances by default. Any intermediate

prediction would fall under the context-sensitive hypothesis, in which features of the linguistic

or extra-linguistic context other than adjectival modification modulate the denotation of

an unmodified noun. Here, we evaluate these hypotheses against two specific contextual

variables which might effect the noun’s domain: the presence of real vs. fake instances of

the same noun in the context, and the presence of comparison classes of other nouns in the

context. Both are predicted to have an effect.

This experiment narrows in on the specific privative adjective pretend, for two reasons.

First, fake potentially involves an element of deliberate deception, which poses a challenge for

the visual display of images: any object which is unambiguously and immediately identifiable

as not real, which is necessary for evaluating participant judgments of non-real images,

may fail to count as fake. This confound is not present with pretend. Second, to lay the

groundwork for follow-ups in acquisition work, pretend is preferred, since it is acquired

significantly earlier than fake by children and is more appropriate to describe the kinds of

objects with which they are familiar. Preempting acquisition work also influenced the choice

of nouns and images, as described below. In either case, since the critical condition in this

experiment is actually the one where no adjective is present, the influence of the particular

adjective in other questions may be diminished.
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5.2.1 Methods

Participants One hundred and twenty volunteers participated in the experiment over the

Internet. Participants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk system for human

intelligence tasks via CloudResearch’s MTurk Toolkit. All reported that they spoke English

as their first language, were born in the United States, and graduated from high school in

the United States.

Stimuli Twelve nouns were chosen, half animate (bear, cat, dog, duck, fish, pig) and half

inanimate (airplane, car, guitar, house, phone, rocket), and for each noun, five-to-ten images

each of unambiguously real instances of the noun and unambiguously pretend instances

(generally, toys) were selected. Images were photographs in naturalistic settings, taken from

various online databases licensed for free use. These images were arranged into 3x3 grids

mimicking the familiar Google CAPTCHA system; each question consisted of a single grid

and a question about it, and grids were constructed according to the following criteria.

Grids varied along two parameters: within-noun alternatives and between-noun alter-

natives. For within-noun alternatives, a grid may have contained either only images of

pretend objects (no real comparison), or also images of real objects (real comparison). For

between-noun alternatives, a grid may have contained only images of the target noun (zero

alternatives), both the target noun and one other noun (one alternative), or the target noun

and four other nouns (many alternatives). Crossing these parameters gives us six grid types.

Whenever we reference ‘half’ of an odd-numbered set of images, the division is random.

1. Zero alternatives, real comparison: all images of a single noun, half pretend and half

real

2. One alternative, all real : images of two nouns, all real

3. One alternative, real comparison: images of two nouns, half pretend and half real

4. One alternative, no real comparison: images of two nouns, all pretend
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5. Many alternatives, real comparison: images of five nouns, half pretend and half real

6. Many alternatives, no real comparison: images of five nouns, all pretend

Then, for each grid type, there were four possible question wordings. All questions asked

the participant to select all of the images which met a specific condition. Instructions made

clear that selecting any number of images was allowed, from zero to nine. For a target noun

N, the questions for each grid would be:

1. Select all the images that contain a N.

2. Select all the images that contain a pretend N.

3. Select all the images that contain a [filler subsective adjective] N.

4. Select all the images that contain something pretend.

This results in 24 total question types, crossing the 4 wordings with the 6 grid types.

Figure 1: Example question grids from Experiment 1. Displayed are conditions with zero

alternatives (only one noun) and real comparison on the left, and many alternatives and real

comparison on the right.
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Procedure Questions were arranged into 24-question surveys, such that each survey con-

tained one of each question type, counterbalanced via Latin Square. Since there were 12

nouns, each survey contained two questions where each noun was the target. Each partici-

pant received a random one of these surveys, and the order of questions within the survey

was then additionally randomized. Participants were informed that they were participating

in a linguistics study, with no additional specifics about the design or intent, and received

the following instructions prior to the questions:

For each question, you will read a sentence and see nine images. Please select
all the images that best match the condition provided in the sentence. You may
select as many (possibly all of them) or as few images (possibly none of them) as
you think match the conditions asked for.

The order of image presentation within any given grid was also randomized. No partici-

pant’s data was excluded from the analysis, leading to an eventual count of 5 responses per

unique question (question wording + grid).

5.2.2 Results

In analyzing the results, we will focus on the target question condition ‘Select all the images

that contain a N’, since the effect we are interested in is the categorization of items as

category members or not in the absence of a coercion-inducing adjective. Recall that the

target condition of interest is whether participants are willing to apply the bare noun label to

non-real instances of that noun, e.g. labeling an image containing a stuffed dog as containing

a dog. Figure 2 presents the mean responses of participants on this metric; specifically, it

presents the percentage of pretend nouns which were selected as instances of the bare noun,

across grid types. If a given grid contained five pretend dogs, for example, and a participant

applied the label dog to four of them, such a result would appear as a value of 80%.
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We can see from Figure 2 that participants were, on average, willing to classify the

majority of pretend items as members of the bare noun category. Recall that the factors

hypothesized to affect this categorization were RealComparison - the presence of con-

trasting, real instances of the same noun in the visual context - and Alternatives - the

presence of contrasting non-category members. The predicted effect for RealComparison

is to make participants less likely to label pretend items with the bare noun, on the theory

that the availability of a contrasting, more literally true target for the category label would

cause participants to sharpen their criteria for category membership. The predicted effect

for Alternatives is that a larger number of alternative noun categories would make par-

ticipants more likely to label pretend items with the bare noun, on the theory that the e.g.

pretend dogs are significantly better candidates for the dog label than any obviously non-dog

items.

A 3 x 2 linear mixed effects model with the percentage of pretend items in a grid labeled

with the bare noun as the dependent variable, and RealComparison (yes real competitor,

no real competitor) and Alternatives (zero, one, many) as independent variables, with a
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random effect for participant, was performed. A significant main effect of RealComparison

was found (β “ ´0.08, p ă 0.05), but no significant main effect of Alternatives (β “

0.01, p “ 0.35) and no significant interaction (β “ 0.0006, p “ 0.97). Analyses of the simple

main effect showed that significantly higher percentages (i.e., more pretend nouns labeled as

nouns) for grids without real competitors than grids with (tp570q “ ´2.94, p ă 0.01).

5.2.3 Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 suggest that people’s criteria for membership in the category

denoted by a noun are variable with respect to certain features of the context, but not others.

Specifically, there is variation in whether items which meet some criteria but not others of a

literal interpretation of a noun - such as a stuffed dog, which has the perceptual features of a

dog but not its biological essence - are sufficiently noun-like to be correct applications of the

label. When the only available potential referents for a noun are of this type, participants

were more willing to extend the noun label to such non-prototypical cases. When both non-

prototypical and literal, prototypical category candidates are present in the context, it can

push participants to choose a more narrow interpretation of the noun, excluding the pretend

cases. This real competitor effect behaved as hypothesized.

By contrast, we saw no effect of the presence or number of alternative noun categories

entirely, items which do not fall under the target noun label under any widened or narrowed

interpretation. The absence of such an effect goes against the experimental hypothesis, which

predicted that unambiguously non-noun items would raise the level to which maybe-noun

items (the pretend cases) were grouped under the noun category.

It is important to keep in mind, in interpreting the main effect of RealComparison,

that even in the presence of real competitors, participants were broadly very willing to

count pretend items as category members despite the depressive effect of the competitor.

The mean acceptance rate for pretend items in the presence of real competitors was 0.80,

significantly but not dramatically lower than the acceptance rate without real competitors of
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0.88. This suggests that participants defaulted to a more generously inclusive interpretation

for nouns, and only sometimes were pushed to revise and narrow it to highlight a contrast

in the contextually provided options.

Crucially, this process is occurring even in the absence of an adjective to induce coercion.

On Partee’s account, our default interpretation of nouns is literal, including only their real

instances, and it is composition with a privative adjective which violates NVP and triggers

a coercive expansion. These results suggest one of three different stories. First, it could

be the case that our default interpretation of nouns is broad. This would bolster further

Partee’s argument that privatives are truly subsective, without requiring any of the NVP

violation or coercion interactions. However, this interpretation raises serious questions about

what it means to have a ‘default’ semantics for a noun that is non-literal. It seems much

more natural to take the constrained, extensional meaning to be literal and expand it based

on the extending of certain associated perceptual features, etc. The competing story, of

starting with a broad denotation, struggles to identify exactly what pragmatic mechanisms

are involved in the narrowing. How does one determine what literal, real dogs are from the

broad set?

It could also be the case that our default interpretation is narrow, but that non-linguistic

context is sufficient to expand it. This seems to be the most natural, and perhaps null

hypothesis. There is no principled reason why constraints like NVP should only care about

the application of predicates to other predicates; if the predicate dog has no positive extension

in a context (because there are only pretend dogs) and there is a natural expansion to fix

that, context should be sufficient to trigger such coercion. However, we run into the same

problem as we did with fake guns - how does the semantic system know what to expand to?

It’s not the case that, if the context contains only real and stuffed cats, and you are asked

to select all the dogs, you will incur a NVP violation and expand dog to include any cats;

you will simply select none of the options. We will return to addressing this problem in the

eventual discussion.
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Before that, it is worth raising the third possibility from this experiment. Given that

participants answered many questions with a bare noun target and also many questions that

involved the adjective pretend, it is entirely conceivable that the pretend noun questions

caused an adjectivally-induced coercive expansion of noun, and that such expansion lingered,

such that participants were still primed to interpret it broadly even when pretend did not

appear in a particular question. This seems plausible, although it might also predict question

ordering effects which we do not find, and it would be equally plausible to suggest a pragmatic

explanation in the other direction, where the presence of pretend in some but not all questions

heightens the expectation of contrast for participants and primes them to interpret the noun

differently in the absence of pretend.

5.3 Experiment 2: privative variation

Experiment 2 tests the hypothesis that so-called privative adjectives exhibit uniform behavior

with respect to inference licensing. Partee’s account of privatives suggests that an adjective

like fake will trigger the same coercive expansion regardless of the noun it combines with,

and also that any privative adjective composes via the same process.

In reality, however, substantial variation is observed. Within a single adjective-noun

combination, we might observe variation across contexts: a fake gun might be considered

a gun in some respects and not a gun in others (Taylor, 2003, 96), and depending on the

respects which the contextual demands draw attention to, our categorization may differ, as

Experiment 1 also illustrated. With a single adjective, but across nouns, we find even more

substantial and widespread variation: a fake gun may not be a gun, but fake news might be

news, a fake ID is often an ID, and a fake person is usually a person. Cappelle et al. (2018)

bring to bear the methods of computational distributional semantics to this question, and

find that fake in nearly half its uses on Wikipedia behaves non-privatively, or at least not

unambiguously privatively. The observation that ‘privative adjective’ may be too strong a

term, and that we should instead speak of ‘privative uses’ of an adjective (Cappelle et al.,
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2018, 7) is not a new one (Kamp, 1975; Boleda et al., 2013), nor is it anywhere near fatal

for the Partee-style account: we simply need to restrict the coercion-expansion story to said

privative uses. However, the challenge for the theory then becomes to determine when and

how the composition distinguishes privative from non-privative uses.

Classically ‘privative’ adjectives are not the only ones which show variation. It is well

known, for example, that constitutive material adjectives like stone and plastic alternate

between intersective uses (stone table) and privative uses (stone lion) (Kamp and Partee,

1995; Coulson and Fauconnier, 1999; Oliver, 2014). Other ‘basic’ intersectives like color

have less obvious examples, but phrases like red meat (not red in color) and red pen (not

necessarily red on the outside) fail to validate the intersective inference from ANpxq to Apxq.

There has been relatively little experimental investigation of these patterns of variation.

Distributional semantic approaches like Cappelle et al. (2018) and Boleda et al. (2013) are

more common, but behavioral investigations are limited. One of the only to focus on this

question is Pavlick and Callison-Burch (2016), who had participants perform an entailment

judgment task across sentences where a privative adjective has been inserted or deleted.

So, participants were given a sentence containing a phrase like fictitious company and the

same sentence without fictitious, and asked to rate how likely it is that the former sentence

entails the latter, or vice versa. While rigid lexical categories would predict that entailment

was consistent for subsective adjectives and never present for privatives, there was in fact

significant variation, where inserting a privative adjective only produced contradiction 40%

of the time, and deleting a privative adjective in fact produced entailment nearly 50% of

the time. This demonstrates variation between adjective-noun pairings, which they take to

suggest ‘how this ANÑN inference, in the case of privative adjectives, often depends less

on the adjective itself, and more on properties of the modified noun that are at issue in the

given context.’ (Pavlick and Callison-Burch, 2016, 115) Crucially, however, this study asked

about the entailment relationship between statements about the noun phrases, not about

taxonomic categorizations of the privatively modified noun phrases as instances of the noun:
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‘Rather than asking “Is this instance of AN an instance of N?” we ask “Is this statement

that is true of AN also true of N?”’ (Pavlick and Callison-Burch, 2016, 116). Experiment 2

here is designed to explicitly test the categorization question.

5.3.1 Methods

Participants Forty volunteers participated in the experiment over the Internet. Partici-

pants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk system for human intelligence tasks

via CloudResearch’s MTurk Toolkit. All reported that they spoke English as their first

language, were born in the United States, and graduated from high school in the United

States.

Stimuli In order to evaluate the inferences from AN to N categorization made by partici-

pants, we asked them to answer questions of the form ‘Is an AN an N?’, varying the adjective

and noun. We selected 11 adjectives: 5 canonically described as privative (artificial, counter-

feit, fake, false, mock), 5 more traditionally intersective (blue, red, round, square, plastic),

and 1 nonsubsective modal (alleged), and for each adjective selected 8 nouns with which

combinations were attested. An obvious confound in any experiment of this design is the

selection of nouns. For reasons elaborated in the discussion, we chose not to use a neutral

selection mechanism like sampling of random or high-frequency bigrams from corpora. Here,

we manually selected nouns which were likely to show variance with each adjective due to

differences in their semantic features. In addition, because adjectives in general and priva-

tives especially show restricted ranges of nouns which they can modify, it is not possible

to evaluate all adjectives with respect to the same list of nouns, and so a unique list had

to be selected for each adjective. With this understood, it will be appropriate to evaluate

this particular experiment as (i) proof of concept for this method of identifying variation

and (ii) illustration that at least some variation does exist, which will be expanded in the

discussion. Less stipulative and significantly larger selections of both adjectives and nouns
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will be a desirable extension of this work going forward.

For the present study, regardless, this procedure resulted in 88 unique A-N pairs. For

each A-N pair, we created four questions:

– Nominal: ...an N? (e.g. Is a fake gun a gun?)

– Superset: ...a [superset of N]? (e.g. Is an alleged thief a criminal?)

– Accidental: ...[some property that Ns might have]? (e.g. Is a plastic flower yellow?)

– Contradiction: ...[some label that cannot apply to Ns]? (e.g. Is a blue pencil a

cat?)

These additional question categories function as a baseline for comparison to the tar-

get questions, which are in the Nominal category. Example questions in the Nominal

condition, as participants saw, are shown in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: Sample questions for Experiment 2

Procedure The resulting 352 questions were divided into 8 surveys of 44 questions each.

Surveys were counterbalanced via Latin square such that each survey contained one of each

four question types per eleven Ns. 40 participants took one survey each, resulting in 5

responses/survey = 5 responses/question.
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Participants were instructed to respond on a five-point Likert scale, from ”Definitely not”

to ”Definitely yes”. Participants were excluded from analysis if they endorsed (answered

‘Probably yes’ or ‘Definitely yes’ to) a Contradiction in more than 10% of their total

answers. Two participants were excluded according to this criterion.

5.3.2 Results

Between conditions, participants’ ratings conformed to the expected patterns: contradic-

tions were rarely endorsed, and all other conditions received moderate levels of endorse-

ment. Specifically, ratings in the target Nominal condition (M “ 3.80, SD “ 1.4) were

significantly higher (tp565q “ ´35.4, p ă 0.001) than the Contradiction condition (M “

1.2, SD “ 0.57), and showed significantly more variation. Ratings in the Nominal condition

were also significantly higher (tp710q “ ´8.1, p ă 0.001) than the Accidental condition

(M “ 3.2, SD “ 0.86), though both means were squarely in the middle of the scale. By con-

trast, ratings in the Nominal condition were not significantly different (tp835q “ ´0.54, p “

0.6) than in the Superset condition (M “ 3.75, SD “ 1.3), and the variance of ratings

in the two conditions was also not significantly different (F “ 0.89, p “ 0.22). This lack of

difference is to be expected on the assumption that determining membership in the nominal

category also determines membership in a superset of the nominal category (‘Is an artificial

tree a plant?’ = ‘Is an artificial tree a tree?’ + ‘Is a tree a plant?’).

We will focus on reporting results from the target condition Nominal. Recall that the

hypothesis we are interested in evaluating is whether the inferential behavior of an AN pair

(namely, whether it is counted as an N) is determined by the class of the adjective (privative

vs. intersective). On first pass, it might appear to confirm the usefulness of the categories:

A-N pairs in the Nominal condition are rated significantly higher (tp359q “ ´7.44, p ă

0.001) when the adjective is intersective (M “ 4.34, SD “ 1.15) than when the adjective is

privative (M “ 3.31, SD “ 1.54). However, the results from within the privative class raise

suspicion. Based on the canonical theory of adjective classes, we would expect the ratings in
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the privative conditions to be near floor, as what it means to be a privative adjective is to

license the inference AN -¿ !N. Instead, we see the mean ratings at 3.31, just above the center,

and significantly higher than chance (tp194q “ 30.1, p ă 0.001). We also see that the privative

class has significantly higher variance than the intersective class (F “ 0.56, p ă 0.001). This

suggests that, while in broad strokes the privatives license the AN Ñ N inference at a lower

rate than the intersectives, the picture is more complex at a more granular level.

To examine the finer-grained results, we turn to a by-adjective analysis. Figure 4 plots

the data across all adjectives in the Nominal condition, where the large circle represents

the mean.

Figure 4: Ratings in the Nominal condition, between-adjective

While, again, we see a general tendency for privative adjectives (in blue) to have lower

means than intersectives (in red), such tendencies are not categorical. For the given set

of nouns, the intersective adjective plastic here behaves as if it were privative, and the
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privative artificial patterns more closely to the intersectives. By-mean analysis hides a

significant amount of variation - for every privative adjective, there are responses at the top

and bottom and throughout the scale.

To examine the usefulness of categorizating individual adjectives according to their

inference-licensing properties, a natural next question to ask is, to what degree can the

inferential property of a given AN phrase (i.e., does AN Ñ N?) be determined from the A

alone? Recall from the introduction that on the simple classical story, the nature of the noun

is not a factor in determining inferential behavior, which is licensed entirely by the adjective.

To answer this question, we can first binarize the response data, by eliminating response

means of exactly 3 and coding all values above 3 as licensing the intersective inference, and

all values below 3 as licensing the privative inference. We then can construct a logistic model

with the binarized response as the dependent predicted variable and the individual adjective

as the independent predictor variable.

On this model, only three adjectives reach significance as predictors of the inferential

behavior of AN phrases containing them: fake (β “ ´1.31, SD “ 0.51, p “ 0.01), red

(β “ 2.45, SD “ 1.08, p “ 0.02), and round (β “ 2.45, SD “ 1.08, p “ 0.02), with blue

approaching marginal significance (β “ 1.35, SD “ 0.71, p “ 0.06). Even fake, however,

as the best predictor of all adjectives, only receives responses below 3 on 59.0% of trials.

That is, if you tried to use the adjective alone as a cue to guess the inferential behavior

of the full AN phrase, your best guess will be incorrect four out of ten times. Given the

variance observable from Figure 4, this should be unsurprising; from the perspective of a

category-based theory of inferences, this should be catastrophic.

The high within-adjective variance suggests the need to dig down further. The following

figures break down the variance within each adjective, showing response ratings for each

noun. At this level of granularity, sample sizes are too small for any meaningful statistical

comparison. The takeaway, however, should be clear to the eye test - adjective alone is

a woefully insufficient determinant of inferential behavior, and nearly all adjectives show
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significant variation across nouns.
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5.3.3 Discussion

The emergent hypothesis The results of Experiment 2 appear to validate the predictions

of Pavlick and Callison-Burch (2016), in that neither privative nor intersective adjectives are

entirely well-behaved according to their category.21 Privative adjectives show significantly

wider variance than the intersectives, though we can likely predict this is due to the selected

intersectives - given the behavior of plastic, it should be easy to assume that wooden and

metal would show a similar pattern, while choosing green and yellow would reinforce the

intersective patterning. We’ll return to an argument for why colors and materials pattern this

way in the next section, but for now the relevant observation is that neither class of adjective

allows comfortable prediction of inferences. To determine if a modified noun phrase is going

to license inferences to the unmodified noun, it is necessary to know both the semantic

content of the adjective and the noun. In this way, we can start to consider privativity as

21In much of what follows, I’ll be using the terms privative adjectives and intersective adjectives as short-
hand for those adjectives which, in canonical theory, have been labeled privative/intersective, which would
be even more laborious to read than write. We’ll eventually return to a way to perhaps use these terms to
usefully label a type of semantic property, but even when we do so, the intention won’t be to reinstate the
distinction, but again as a shorthand.
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an emergent property of specific instances of composition, rather than a lexical property of

specific adjectives. Call this the emergent hypothesis.

The task of the emergent hypothesis, then, is to explain why certain combinations are

privative, and in doing so, explain what the actual semantic contribution of a privative

adjective is. Informally, the data above suggests the following proposal: nouns have a variety

of semantic features, some of which are more important than others. By important, I mean

something like ‘core to determining category membership’. Let’s consider as a first example

the case of counterfeit. One thing that we might know about a noun, either as part of the

noun’s actual essential, definitional character or as part of our associated world knowledge,

is the means by which it comes into existence. For something like a dollar, this origination

process is completely core to what it means to be a dollar - fiat currency has value only

according to the authority that minted it, it has a very distinct official process of creation,

and anything that didn’t come into being in that particular way cannot perform the functions

which a dollar is supposed to perform. For something like a watch, we certainly may have

our default assumptions about how a watch comes into being, the process of crafting and

design, and the various people who might make one. But it doesn’t seem to matter for being

a watch that the object takes a particular one of those paths, so long as it ends up being

something that functions to tell time and is appropriate to sit on a wrist, perhaps. Whether

a wrist-mounted time-telling device is analog or digital, made by a master craftsperson at

Rolex or 3D-printed in a basement, or anything else, the outcome is the same - so long as it

comes out as a watch, it’s a watch.

We can model counterfeit, then, as contributing a deprivation of such an ‘origination’

feature. For any noun N, the set of counterfeit Ns will contain those objects which are

exactly like Ns in all respects other than their origin. And for something to be a dollar,

it is required that that thing has the distinct origin of a dollar. So the set of counterfeit

dollars will be normally disjoint from the set of dollars, and we obtain privative behavior

for the adjective. But for something to be a watch, there can already be significant variation
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in the origin process, which would not be uniform across the set of watches even before

modification. So, the set of counterfeit watches will be those objects which satisfy all other

watch qualities but were not made in the normal way that you might expect a watch to be

made in the context. Such objects, by nature of the semantics of watch, are already in the

set JwatchK. Thus, counterfeit is subsective in this instance.

What about our intermediately rated cases, like drug or contract? I posit that these

effects arise due to variation in exactly which part of the origination process is implicated

by the adjective. All that we are saying counterfeit contributes is, in a sense, a negative

requirement - don’t have the prototypical genesis. Perhaps the signatures were forged - in

this case, a counterfeit contract likely isn’t a contract. But it could also be the case that

one party lied about their identity or engaged in some deception in the process of contract

creation, but the actual text is valid and even though you didn’t enter into an agreement

with the party you intended to, you did enter into some agreement. Or, perhaps, people are

alternating between understanding contract as denoting the physical object (which would

cause intersective interpretation) or the intellectual content (which would cause privative

interpretation), as is well-known for such nouns (Asher, 2011). Similarly, a drug could be

counterfeited in being made by the wrong company and so it’s a cheaper, less effective version,

but still meets the chemical qualification of being a drug. Or, it could be oregano rather

than marijuana, in which case it isn’t a drug at all. Alternations in the noun’s meaning,

then, also induce alternations in the inferential behavior with the adjective - another wrinkle

in the categorial hypothesis.

What happens if a noun doesn’t have any kind of origin encoded at all? There are

obviously objects which don’t have as any part of their meaning anything about who made

them; something like a boulder certainly has normal ways in which it might come into being,

but it’s unlikely that any speaker of the language is considering those as part of their use

of the term. We would expect the phrase counterfeit boulder to be infelicitous, and it is,

absent some substantial supporting context which adds origination information not normally
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present to the word’s meaning. We can attribute this to the Non-Vacuity Principle: if the

contribution of counterfeit is to remove a semantic feature that was never present in the first

place, it will be ruled out for the same reason that real applied to a literal denotation would.

We see that the same type of story can be constructed for the intersective plastic - in

short, natural kinds like flowers and diamonds need very much to be made of flower and

diamond, while artifacts like chairs and spoons denote only their function as a tool and are

amenable to any material (though they will still have some default material interpretation,

given by world knowledge).

How might the same data be accounted for on a theory where adjectives are lexically

labeled as privative in some way? A basic, stipulative solution would be to posit two lexical

entries for privative adjectives, homophonous but allosemous: one with whatever semantic

piece triggers privative inference, and one without. However, this type of analysis is rather

obviously undesirable. First, it would require stipulating selectional restrictions, such that

nouns like diamond could only be modified by lexically privative counterfeit, nouns like

watch could only be modified by lexically intersective counterfeit, and nouns like contract

(which show ambiguity with respect to judgments of privation) can take either. Such a

stipulation would seem to entirely miss the generalization, one which appears to crucially

involve elements of the compositional process in a way that would be undesirably duplicated

if we simply encoded a list of possible adjective-noun pairings. In addition, in order for

such an approach to be extended to the classically intersective adjectives, we would need

to similarly posit underlying lexical ambiguity, such that material adjectives and potentially

significantly more classes all have intersective and nonintersective variants. Finally, such a

solution would be unable to account for the context-sensitivity illustrated by Experiment 1,

unless we also posited an underlying ambiguity in the meaning of nouns like dog (with a

narrow version and a wide version) and our list of allowed adjective-noun pairs was specified

for such nominal variations as well. This quickly becomes untenable.22

22In theory, one could also preserve the principle of compositionality and such a lexical-categories account
by appealing to the other determinant of compositional meaning: the way the constituents are combined.
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Cherry-picking arguments Now, caveating any of this discussion, Experiment 2 high-

lights a particular difficulty of studying adjective variation in a rigorous, quantitative manner.

Namely, adjectives display not only variation within the nouns with which they can combine,

but also have distinct selectional restrictions (to sloppily borrow a syntactic term). It is not

possible to test every adjective in a study on the same set of nouns, given that they will

frequently be infelicitous together. Privative adjectives are particularly pernicious examples

of this, with highly restricted behavior. The range of nouns which can be modified by mock,

for example, appears to have almost no overlap with the range modifiable by counterfeit.

So, there is inevitably going to be some degree of inconsistency. How much of a problem is

this?

From the perspective of one defending a lexical perspective on canonical adjective cate-

gories, the most obvious objection to raise is, ‘You’ve hand-selected nouns to maximize the

likelihood you get these high-variance graphs’. And that is absolutely true. Rather than

use any experimenter-independent, quantitative method for selecting the target nouns, these

were cherry-picked precisely to create this effect. However, it is unclear how this normally

suspect design choice actually impacts any of the theoretical conclusions here. There are

two reasons for this.

First, the burden of proof for the strict, lexicalized nature of adjective inferences is, I

think, on the theorist defending them. Our null hypothesis should not involve the existence

of distinct categories with semantic reality. In that sense, we could view Experiment 2 as

merely the pilot demonstrating that if one would like to argue for such a categorization,

they have some empirical work to do themselves. Another, perhaps more forceful way of

putting this point is that the bar for falsifying such a theory is extremely low. On its

strictest interpretation, the existence of any variance whatsoever is something which needs

explanation as a problematic exception. Whether such counterexamples were happened upon

Such an approach would say that adjectives are always privative or intersective, but some invisible structural
variation in their syntactic relationship to the noun triggers the variance we see here. I won’t try to sketch or
argue against such an account here, as it seems to require significantly more empirical work and theoretical
argument than could be easily summarised or imagined, but it is in principle possible, and even desirable.
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in corpus scraping or a norming study, or selected manually and then verified experimentally,

seems irrelevant for the theoretical point they make: variance exists. And it exists for more

than one or two lexical items, and the phrases it exists with don’t appear to be idiomatic

or metaphorical or easily captured with some special dimension of meaning. Variance exists

in abundantly normal compositional contexts. It is difficult to see how the charge of cherry-

picking those contexts blunts the force of this observation.

Second, no obvious alternative is distinctly more attractive. We’ve seen that we cannot

select a random wordlist and use the same list across adjectives, given their restricted range

of application. What about by-adjective selection from a corpus? Let’s imagine that, to

keep our hands off the data for as long as possible, we instead take the top n most frequent

bigrams containing a given adjective from a corpus, or a random subset of those bigrams,

and perform the same experiment using them. What are we likely to see? Let’s set aside

the outcome where we reproduce the pattern observed here, which would obviously not be

useful as an objection to our manipulations. Say instead that we find significantly reduced

variation, with fake behaving strictly privatively in some near-ceiling number of cases, in a

way that tracks with a categorial hypothesis. Could we take this as support for the categorial

hypothesis, over the position sketched above? I’m not so sure.

If we take the semantic contribution of a privative adjective to be deprivation of a certain

semantic feature, as I argue, we should expect to find precisely such a broadly categorial pat-

tern in corpus data, for the same reason that we should not expect many naturally occurring

examples of colorless green ideas outside of linguistics texts. If intersective interpretations

of privative adjectives arise when the semantic feature targeted by the adjective is weakly

specified or unimportant to the noun, then such compositions run the risk of being vacuous.

The less important that such a feature is for the noun’s meaning, the more likely it is that

an operation that deprives it of that feature will be contributing close to nothing to the

semantics of the resulting noun phrase. By contrast, the more that a noun ‘cares’ about a

given semantic feature, the more likely the composition is to be interpreted privatively, and
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the more semantic work the adjective is doing in distinguishing the modified noun phrase

from the bare noun. Thus, assuming that we should be able to see reflexes of the Non-

Vacuity Principle in action across frequency of constructions, we would expect that privative

adjectives, from a bird’s eye view, appear to be so because there is pragmatic pressure for

them to preferentially compose with nouns with which they do behave privatively.

So, even in the case where some large percentage of a wider, random sample of nouns

patterns according to the categorial hypothesis, we have good reason to still conclude against

it. Any amount of variance at all, beyond idioms, would remain a problem, and both the

categorial and emergent hypotheses predict a large-scale preference for privative behavior.

From these frequency arguments, we can account for both the existence of variation and the

presence of significant trends towards privativity simultaneously. In the next section, we can

spell out the semantic machinery necessary to implement these intuitions.

5.4 Dual Content Semantics

This section introduces the framework of Dual Content Semantics (Del Pinal 2015, 2018), a

theory of semantics that allows compositional operations to access and manipulate certain

elements of the conceptual structure of nouns, enriching the information comprising lexical

entries while also maintaining a standard extensional semantic component of denotations.

Much of the basic structure of this theory

5.4.1 Motivations for lexical enrichment

Before diving into the analysis, let’s quickly review the goals for a compositional system. We

need a system which allows for modulation of a noun’s meaning to be induced by both lin-

guistic and non-linguistic context, shrinking or widening the boundaries to allow for different

standards of category membership, as per the Experiment 1 results. We need it to be able

to allow for all of the relevant kinds of variation, within-adjective and across-adjective, that

we observe in Experiment 2. It should preserve the basic structure of Partee’s argument,
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in terms of reference to simple primitive principles of interpretation, rather than stipulating

more complex motivating principles. The overarching goal is to have a system which provides

us with a compositional blueprint for the output of these modifications: we want to be able

to predict the membership of sets like Jfake gunK, and whether such membership will be

intersective with JgunK, from the individual components.

This problem of being unable to predict the outcome is even more pernicious, in fact,

than just quibbling for more specification. Because expansion is only triggered by a violation

of Non-Vacuity, namely seeing that the result set would be empty absent some expansion,

extensionally this requires checking the set of guns and determining that there are no fake

guns in it. But how does this checking process proceed? It must involve evaluating the

members of the gun set with respect to the fake gun set, and seeing that none of them are

members of the latter. But this creates an obvious problem: to perform such an operation as

is required to trigger a Non-Vacuity violation, we already need to have access to the fake gun

set, to determine that none of its members are in the gun set! We rapidly enter circularity:

to get the fake gun set we need, we must compose fake and gun, which will either result in

the empty set or, by hypothesis, trigger Non-Vacuity, and so on.

To resolve this problem, what is needed is some sort of predictive mechanism which can

look only at the meanings of the adjective and the noun in isolation and be able to determine

that the outcome will be contradictory. Thus, to preserve anything like the Partee story, we

need a systematic way of analyzing the meanings of nouns.

Dual Content Semantics (Del Pinal, 2015) preserves a system of composition nearly

identical to classical function application, with minimal modifications, by adopting the as-

sumption that the default lexical entries for nouns are notably more complex than in prior

systems. On this view, common nouns have a binary semantic structure consisting of their

extensional meaning (E-structure) and their conceptual meaning (C-structure). E-structure

is the atomic extension-determining component, of the form λx.Stonepxq. C-structure does

not determine the extension of a noun, but instead consists of ‘representations of perceptual
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features, functional features and genealogical features related to [the noun]’ (Del Pinal, 2015,

4). These take the form of a qualia structure in the style of Pustejovsky (1991). While only

E-structure determines the extension of the noun’s denotation, C-structure, it is argued, is a

necessary component of speaker’s linguistic competence in their ability to correctly identify

members of a kind and use the term dynamically and productively in different contexts; it

might be considered an instruction manual for correct and useful application of the linguistic

term.

This non-atomistic theory of linguistic meaning may seem like a radical departure from

the denotations formal semanticists are used to working with, but objections to purely defi-

nitional denotations have a rich history in the philosophy of language and mind, beginning

with Putnam (1970), whose criticisms formed the basis for a number of holistic theories of

linguistic meaning.23 Del Pinal’s adaptation of the framework takes Pustejovsky’s insights

about the structure of the lexicon and endeavors to apply them to privative adjectives as

a prime example of the kinds of tricky compositional meaning and pragmatic influence on

composition that motivated such theories. Motivating this shift is a desire to unify the me-

chanical power of formal semantic frameworks with a ‘psychologically realistic account of

lexical semantics’ (Del Pinal, 2015).

Privative adjectives provide the ideal test case for demonstrating not only its plausibility

but its necessity. ‘They provide us with a concrete example of a kind of (literal, non-

pragmatic) general linguistic competence - the capacity to systematically and productively

use privative NPs - that seems to essentially involve the C-structure of terms.’ (Del Pinal

2015:7) As discussed in the last section, the function of privative adjectives is naturally

described as the deprivation of certain conceptual features of a noun’s semantic content -

because they modify these features in a regular and productive way, rather than the noun’s

extension, they appear to provide evidence that compositional interaction with those features

23Of course, a rich philosophical history also brings with it a deep and heated debate. Holism is not
without its critics. Here, we focus on the consequences for privativity, ignoring both Putnam’s arguments
against atomism and others’ arguments against dual content-style representations, but an interested reader
is pointed to Fodor and Lepore (1992) for these objections, and to Bilgrami (1998) for a holistic response.
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is possible. Specifically, the fact that this composition is sensitive to aspects of syntactic

structure motivates giving it a compositional rather than purely pragmatic treatment. In

addition, the fact that the primary contribution of the adjective is negative, the removal

of a feature, suggests that the typology of privative adjectives may constitute evidence for

which particular features of concepts are lexically represented. If we conclude that a specific

adjective - in particular, a monomorphemic one, not build out of other properties with

something like un or non - targets a specific feature, and adjectives with that meaning recur

cross-linguistically with some regularity24 (to the exclusion of other possible meanings that do

not), it would be reasonable to conclude that the targeted feature is a regular component of

nominal conceptual structures. This contrasts with adjectives that add descriptive features

or create deprivation through composite means (by constructing an ad hoc new featural

deprivation, again through something like un-), since neither of those meanings would imply

anything primitive about the features that are already represented on the noun. To see

how this logic might be implemented, let’s turn to the details of the Dual Content semantic

system.

5.4.2 The semantic framework

A sample Dual Content entry for a noun, gun, is given below.

(242) JgunK =
E-structure: λx.Gunpxq
C-structure:

Constitutive: λx.Parts-Gunpxq

Formal: λx.Perceptual-Gunpxq

Telic: λx.Gen erShootingpeq ^ Instrumentpe, xqs

Agentive: λx.De1rMakingpe1q ^Goalpe1,Gen erShootingpeq^
Instrumentpe, xqsqs

Not all of the precise semantics of the C-structure elements in (242) will come into play

24Of course, a complete version of this argument depends on a typological survey of the range of privative
meanings across languages that has not been conducted here; this is a potentially fascinating avenue for
future work.
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here; what is necessary is that the C-structure of gun encodes that it is composed of gun

parts, has the perceptual form of a gun, is generally used in shooting events, and was made

with the goal to be used in shooting events. Now that lexical entries are decomposed in

this format, we also introduce operations which are able to access specific components of a

lexical entry’s meaning.

(243) Dimension operators : partial functions from the meaning of terms into their re-
spective C-structure denotations, namely, constitutive, formal, telic, and agentive.
The qualia functions are QC , QF , QT , QA. For example, using the denotation for
gun in (242): QCpJgunKq “ λx.Parts-Gunpxq

(244) Core enrichment operators: partial functions from the meaning of terms into cer-
tain combinations of their E-structure and C-structure. The operators are C,
T, A, and F. For example, T pJgunKq “ λx.Gunpxq ^ Gen erShootingpeq ^
Instrumentpe, xq

Adjectives can have a Dual Content structure as well. Intersective adjectives could the-

oretically be represented in a simpler manner, perhaps with only E-structure, such as JredK

= λDC .λx.DCpxq ^Redpxq, or even more simply as type xe, ty and composing with nouns

using Predicate Modification. Privative adjectives, then, make use of these qualia functions,

by operating over different elements of the noun’s C-structure, preserving some in the re-

sulting NP denotation and rejecting others. I will skip over much of Del Pinal’s exposition

and argument for how he arrives at this eventual lexical entry for fake, and simply present

the final version. Here, DC is the domain of ‘ordered sets of the E-structure and C-structure

of common Ns’ (Del Pinal, 2015, 14).

(245) JfakeK =
E-structure: λDC .rλx.␣QEpDCqpXq ^ ␣QApDCqpxq

^ De2rMakingpe2q ^Goalpe2, QF pDCqpxqqss
C-structure:

Constitutive: λDC .QCpDCq

Formal: λDC .QF pDCq

Telic: λDC .␣QT pDCq

Agentive: λDC .rλx.De2rMakingpe2q ^Goalpe2, QF pDCqpxqqss
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With this entry for fake, the resulting referent will have the constitutive and formal qualia

of the noun, will not have the telic or agentive qualia, and will have a new agentive qualia

suggesting that the referent was made with the goal of having the same formal qualia as

the noun (i.e. being a convincing fake). In this formalism, the negation of a qualia function

indicates that the function does not apply to that entity; perhaps a notation like QT pDCq “ 0

would be more natural, but I will preserve Del Pinal’s notation here to avoid confusion with

the original work. To compose this complex modifier with our complex noun in (242), we

will need a more complex notion of function application:

(246) Dual Content Function Application (FADC):
If α is a branching node, {β, γ} is the set of α’s daughters, and JβKE is a function
whose domain contains JγK, then JαKE=JβKE(JγK) and
JαKC = xQC(JβK)(JγK), QF (JβK)(JγK), QT (JβK)(JγK), QA(JβK)(JγK)y.

Per (246), the E-structure of a modifier takes in the E-structure of the noun as its

argument, as does each C-structure take in its corresponding C-structure argument. Then

by FADC , the result of applying JfakeK in (245) to JgunK in (242) is:

(247) Jfake gunK =
E-structure: λx.␣QEpDCqpJgunKqpxq ^ ␣QApJgunKqpxq

^ De2rMakingpe2q ^Goalpe2, QF pJgunKqpxqqs
C-structure:

Constitutive: QC(JgunK)

Formal: QF (JgunK)

Telic: ␣QT (JgunK)

Agentive: λx.De2rMakingpe2q ^Goalpe2, QF pJgunKqpxqqs

Thus, we get a class of entities which are not guns, do not have the origins of guns, and

were made to appear as if they were guns, but do not have the purpose of guns (i.e. are

generally not used in shooting events).

In addition to the Dual Content structure and the particular semantics needed for priva-

tives, Del Pinal (2018) also introduces a modulation operation following Recanati (2010) and

Pagin and Pelletier (2007), constrained relative to the operations available in Dual Content:

(248) JeKcME
= mod lpe, cq(JeK

c
M)
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The function of the modulator modl is to select a lexical modulation function l which

‘takes the full meaning of e and returns an E-structure that is relevant for e in c.’ (Del Pinal,

2018, 179) Unlike in preceding work, e.g. Recanati (2010), the modulation function is rather

severely constrained. The only available lexical modulation functions draw from the pool

of dimension operators and core enrichment operators. That is, the only way to modulate

a lexical item’s meaning is through some manipulation of its C-structure, replacing some

elements of the E-structure with C-structural qualia.

This is the basic architecture of Dual Content Semantics: split lexical entries which

involve both an extensional component and a structured conceptual component, and compo-

sitional and pragmatic operations for manipulating the structured conceptual features and

allowing them to interact with extensional semantics. This satisfies the primary requirement

of a theory of privative modification: allowing adjectives to modify conceptual features. Both

to account for our experimental results in this chapter, however, and to synchronize with the

syntactic components of the modification theory developed so far, I want to propose a num-

ber of revisions to this theory. The first couple revisions will be somewhat theory-internal,

different ways to do what DCS is doing. I’ll then move to a more fundamental adaptation of

the theory, which will take its inspiration from DCS at its core but change its basic principles

to make them cogent with our syntactic architecture.

5.4.3 Making privativity emergent

The first revision that’s necessary is enabling privativity to be an emergent compositional

phenomenon. Taken together, the results of the two experiments suggest that our semantic

implementation of privativity should be capable of capturing a range of variations in meaning.

In particular, our system should derive privation via the context-sensitive interaction of

conceptual features associated with the adjective and with the noun. What does this mean?

Even a system like DCS, which allows for variation in the output meaning of a privative

adjective’s composition with a noun, based on the semantic features of the noun, does not
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allow for variation in whether the output is privative (when the adjective and noun are

fixed). This is because privation is hard-coded into the lexical entry for an adjective: part

of the meaning of fake is the negation of the extensional structure of its nominal argument.

That this assumption may be too strong is not an entirely novel observation; Del Pinal

considers it in a footnote, but remained relatively agnostic on the choice. Experiment 2

here provides evidence against this decision: hard-coding privation into the meaning of an

adjective will cause even a dual-content system to undergenerate and fail to produce the

empirically attested range of variation.

Luckily, the basic architecture of DCS provides us the material for a more compositionally

parsimonious analysis. We just need to strip away some of the extraneous pieces to begin:

namely, as suggested above, the lexical entries for privative adjectives need to be revised to

eliminate the extensional-negation component. So, the semantic contribution of a privative

adjective like fake consists only in the privation of a particular quale or set of qualia. Most

simply, that just involves removing the ␣QEpDCqpXq term from (245), leaving:

(249) JfakeK =
E-structure: λDC .rλx.␣QApDCqpxq

^ De2rMakingpe2q ^Goalpe2, QF pDCqpxqqss
C-structure:

Constitutive: λDC .QCpDCq

Formal: λDC .QF pDCq

Telic: λDC .␣QT pDCq

Agentive: λDC .rλx.De2rMakingpe2q ^Goalpe2, QF pDCqpxqqss

Without the extensional-negation component, of course, we immediately run into the

opposite undergeneration problem: we now have no way to generate nonsubsective meanings

at all. If nonsubsectivity is no longer provided directly by our adjectives (and certainly

should not be encoded in our nouns, which would render most nominal meanings absurd),

and we wish to adhere to strict compositionality, then the only remaining option is to derive

that component of the phrase’s meaning from the way the parts are combined. So, we need

a principle of the compositional process that tells us when to interpret a particular instance
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of composition as privative. The intuition given to us by Experiment 2 is that privative

meaning occurs when the semantic feature which the adjective removes from the noun is a

particularly central feature to the nominal concept. At a first pass, we can suggest something

like (250).

(250) An A-N compound should be interpreted privatively when any qualia Q negated
by A is central to the meaning of N.

This seems intuitively correct, but from a formal standpoint, offers us relatively little,

because it shifts the explanatory burden onto the phrase ‘central to the meaning of’, which

is a relation that dual content representations do not encode. But what we do have access

to is modl and the qualia-manipulation operations it can provide. The availability of di-

mension operators (which select only a particular quale of C-structure) and core enrichment

operators (which select a quale and the E-structure) give us all of the power we need to

capture variation. Modulation can select any combination of the noun’s qualia as extension-

determining, induced by either context or linguistic factors. We can assume that some nouns

come prepackaged with a preferential or default weighting, as we described before for things

like dollar - now, we can say that the default interpretation of dollar involves core enrich-

ment of its Agentive feature.25 Privativity, then, arises when a quale which has been

‘uploaded’ (to use Del Pinal’s terminology) to E-structure, through either a dimension or

core enrichment operator, is negated by an adjective.

What cannot be allowed is free contextual modulation of which qualia an adjective targets.

Such an attempt is pursued by Guerrini (2018), who argues for a representation of nouns

as collections of prototypical features, any of which may be made relevant by the context

at any time. Fake, then, operates as a privative over whichever features are relevant. This

makes two incorrect predictions. First, it predicts that fake will always be privative, since

no matter which features of the prototype are relevant for determining extension, it will be

25Whether the ‘underlying’ lexical entry for dollar has such an enrichment, or it comes with some kind of
default modulation that occurs in any standard context, is going to be a completely immaterial choice for
this process - either way, before we get to composition with the adjective, it will look the same.
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those which are negated. This is obviously an undesirable outcome.

Second, it predicts - or, rather, states up front - that any of the features associated with

a noun’s prototype may be contextually relevant, and thus that fake is free to modify any

of those features so long as the context makes it appropriate. This appears to overgenerate:

even if a context makes one and only one feature of a noun relevant, it is still not the case that

that feature can be targeted by fake. Imagine that we are at a metalworking shop and have

just recently purchased a collection of guns from a customer. Our only interest in purchasing

the guns was to melt them down; the metals that guns are always made of is valuable to

us for some other project, so it’s irrelevant whether the guns are broken or function. When

going through the pile and melting each gun down, we find that one doesn’t melt properly,

and upon closer inspection is actually made of a futuristic, high-quality plastic. It functions

perfectly well, with the same internal mechanisms as a standard gun, but has none of the

same materials. The manufacturer didn’t want their guns to stand out, for some reason -

perhaps the army didn’t want to reveal their new technology - and so the plastic is designed

and painted deceptively to look precisely like a standard metal gun. In this context, would

something like ‘They sold us a fake gun!’ be an appropriate utterance? My intuition is that

no, it would not be. Fake gun is not an appropriate label for this item, even though it lacks

the most contextually relevant feature of guns and even has a layer of deception to look like

other guns in its creation, because it crucially does function as a gun.

What this example illustrates is that, regardless of the ways in which the context may

freely manipulate the centrality of different nominal conceptual features, an adjective like

fake is grammatically restrained in which features it operates over. One can manipulate

context to decentralize the telic quale as much as one wants, but it will never result in fake

targeted anything else - the result will simply be either vacuous or intersective modification.

What about Experiment 1? We also want to capture the variation observed in the absence

of linguistic triggers. Recall that participants expanded or contracted their meaning of a noun

in virtue of whether real or fake instances of the noun appeared in the context, but were
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unaffected by the presence of other nouns entirely. This pattern is, in fact, cleanly derived

if we assume that the Non-Vacuity Principle operates as a trigger of modl in such cases.

Modulation in the form of promotion and demotion of C-structure is relatively powerful

but crucially does not allow for the manipulation of the content of qualia. The context

that contains both real and fake dogs, for example, is easy to handle - speakers are free to

choose between a more restrained, literal interpretation of dog or a wider one which allows

the pretend dogs. Neither of these interpretations will incur an NVP violation, as in both

cases there will be a positive extension - at least the real dogs - and a negative extension -

any non-dogs. What about when there are only pretend dogs, and no real ones? A strictly

literal interpretation now runs into a problem - there is no positive extension of dog in such

a context under such an interpretation. But modl to the rescue, producing a modulation

function consisting of the dimension operator F ; the new E-structure for dog then only makes

reference to the perceptual, formal characteristics of dogs, and the stuffed dogs are happy

category members.26

But what about the cases where there are no dogs, real or pretend, in the context, and

we ask to point to the dogs? We don’t see participants selecting other objects at random,

when in fact, this is what we would predict solely from NVP - dog has no positive extension

in the context! It should be coerced into expanding. Given the absence of any other lexical

item in the phrase, no recourse to HPP can save us, since nothing says we can’t adjust the

meaning of a lone noun. And perhaps NVP does raise the alarm here, but luckily (given that

we do not see expansion), modl is powerless to assist. There is no combination of dimension

and core enrichment operators which can manipulate conceptual structure in order to make

a cat count as a dog, since the internal content of qualia cannot be adjusted.

26Note that this process does not lead to the same look-ahead problem we identified for the earlier version
of Partee’s story. In particular, we do not need to look ahead to the output of a compositional operation to
determine that there will be an NVP violation - we can do so simply by evaluating the terminal node dog
against the context.
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5.4.4 The role of extensional structure

At this point, a natural question to ask is to what extent we want to hold on to the original

distinction between E- and C-structure, if we are so regularly using dimensions of C-structure

to replace the E-structure. Wouldn’t it be easier to assume that lexical entries are funda-

mentally composed of C-structure, and modl simply promotes or demotes components of

that to be extensional, on their own? Such an approach would absolutely be compatible

with the phenomena sketched here. The relevant considerations for making this decision, as

I see it, would be the existence or nonexistence of cases where an entity violates all elements

of a noun’s C-structure but where we would still want to classify it as that noun anyway,

perhaps because it still had some core essence that was never manifested in any way. Do

such cases exist? Well, that is partially a question about which qualia exist (nothing in this

system prevents there from being more, and shortly we’ll see an example that suggested one),

and about how much information is actually encoded into each quale. What constitutes the

telic function of an entity? Which information is allowed to be represented in such a slot?

It seems like, with a generous enough answer to these questions, E-structure could easily

be eliminated as a distinct level. A more narrow answer might require it to be retained.

It appears to me that the revision which collapses E-structure into a privileged status for

certain qualia is better suited to capture the variation we’re interested in here, and might

be modeled like so:

(251) An attempt at reducing extensional to conceptual structure:
JgunK = λx.@CGunrCGun P EGun Ñ CGunpxqs
CGun “ {

Constitutive: λx.Parts-Gunpxq

Formal: λx.Perceptual-Gunpxq

Telic: λx.Gen erShootingpeq ^ Instrumentpe, xqs

Agentive: λx.De1rMakingpe1q ^Goalpe1,Gen erShootingpeq^
Instrumentpe, xqsqs }

EGun “ tTelicu

Here, our equivalent of E-structure is replaced with a function E over qualia, which
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returns true for qualia which are extensional and false otherwise. The actual function JgunK

returns true of an entity to which all qualia in E correctly apply. I assume that the default

lexical entry for gun has only the telos as extension-determining, but an adapted version of

modl could easily manipulate that. For example, we see that in Experiment 2, fake guns are

actually judged to be guns in the majority of cases. To achieve such an interpretation, modl

could apply and give a lexical modulation function l that modulated (251) by uploading

Formal into E. Then, modification by fake would behave similarly, but no privation would

arise.

This is not at all to argue that (251) is the correct way to reduce E-structure to C-

structure, but merely that such an option would be available to derive the same privative

variation we wish to capture. I think what we see here is that, in order to capture the rough

intuition that extensional structure shouldn’t be a distinct independently structured layer

so much as a qualification of particular parts of conceptual structure, the basic architecture

of DCS might need to be significantly revised. I’ll return to that in the next section shortly,

but first let’s look at another motivation for adjusting our notion of E-structure.

Specifically, the adjustment to privative adjective denotations captures the first half of

our variation question, that is, how can we allow privatives to behave subsectively? But

the results of Experiment 2 also suggest a second question: how can we allow intersectives

to behave privatively? In particular, how can we do so while maintaining a uniform lexical

entry across uses of an intersective predicate? It would be simple enough to give the exact

same treatment to material adjectives like plastic as we did to fake, but we would then run

into trouble for simple nominal uses. We would like to preserve the idea that such adjectives

are one-place predicates like nouns, rather than functions over DC lexical entries. I think we

can do so, if we take a look at how Predicate Modification should function in this system.

To illustrate, let’s consider the classic example of a stone lion. We would like to derive that

this is not a lion. Let’s assume that the lexical entry for stone is something quite simple,

like the following, contributing only a material constitutive property:
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(252) JstoneK =
E-structure: λx.Stonepxq
C-structure:

Constitutive: λx.Stonepxq

This denotation for stone is type xe, ty and so will compose with its same-typed head

noun lion through Predicate Modification. Lion is perhaps specified for constitutive, formal,

and agentive features, but might not have a telos - the choice won’t really affect the argument

here.

(253) JlionK =
E-structure: λx.Lionpxq
C-structure:

Constitutive: λx.Substance-Lionpxq

Formal: λx.Perceptual-Lionpxq

Agentive: λx.De1rBiological-Birth-Lionpe1, xqs

Straightforward Predicate Modification with these denotations would lead to the following

denotation for stone lion:

(254) Jstone lionK =
E-structure: λx.Lionpxq ^ Stonepxq
C-structure:

Constitutive: λx.Substance-Lionpxq ^ Stonepxq

Formal: λx.Perceptual-Lionpxq

Agentive: λx.De1rBiological-Birth-Lionpe1, xqs

But this is problematic. A stone lion should not be a lion, nor should it be the result of

a lion birth, or composed of biological lion parts, and the latter is explicitly contradictory

with the constitutive quale of stone such that the resulting set is empty, a violation of Non-

Vacuity. In fact, all that we want from lion is its formal quale, namely having the perceptual

features or shape of a lion. An important observation is that even if we adopted a much more

minimal semantics for lion, where it’s only specified for an agentive feature at all, we would

still have a Non-Vacuity problem: there are no things that were born from a lion and made

of stone. What this tells us is that the problem is not merely when there is competition for
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the value of a single quale.

A rather natural way to model the kind of process that occurs in understanding stone

lion is as a kind of competitive reasoning process where the language user considers differ-

ent possible featural combinations and selects the one that preserves the most information

from both halves of the composition without violating Non-Vacuity; this is similar to an Op-

timality Theoretic account of ‘Interpretation by Optimization’ proposed by Oliver (2014).

On that account, certain features are ranked more highly than others, which won’t always

cause one to override another, but can when they are incompatible. Here, the fact that

stone contributes exclusively a constitutive quale is the reason why the resulting stone lion

is something made out of stone - any resolution to the feature selection process that left out

stone’s single contribution would automatically make the composition vacuous. Anything

that competes with that - as determined by world knowledge - then is automatically disqual-

ified. This process isn’t fully deterministic, however, and has to be sensitive to the context of

evaluation. For example, Del Pinal observes that the word literally can instruct the listener

to relax their commitment to Non-Vacuity and accept seemingly empty denotations in the

case of constitutive material adjectives, but not in the case of true privatives:

(255) a. Something unbelievable happened in a laboratory at Harvard. Scientists dis-
covered a way of making, literally, stone lions.

b. #Something amazing happened in a laboratory at Harvard. Some engineer
managed to make, literally, a fake gun.

The observation is that we are willing to imagine a hypothetical living lion composed

of stone in the case of (255a), but that we cannot do any parallel operation for (255b).

In the current analysis, we could explain this by saying that literally is a signal for the

listener to ignore world knowledge constraints in their interpretation. This would affect the

interpretation of constitutive material adjectives, because the reason why being a real stone

and a real lion are incompatible has to do with potentially malleable facts about the world,

that a sufficiently science fiction scenario could avoid. But it wouldn’t affect privatives,

because the incompatibility is due to explicit negation which is the only contribution of the
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adjective.

The fact that there is a conflict at all between stone and lion only occurs, of course, on the

most literal interpretation of the noun. We productively and regularly use words like lion to

refer to their stone versions in the right context, freely expanding to more liberal denotations

including objects that include only the formal, representational qualities of the original noun.

That process isn’t incompatible with what’s being described in this intersection here - in fact,

it is likely one and the same process, which can either be triggered by the introduction of

a literally-incompatible modifier like stone or a literally-incompatible discourse context, like

pointing to a statue of a lion. Clearly we do have context-triggered expansion processes in

language, and it would be natural from this perspective to model those processes as exactly

the same kind of qualia loosening or ‘upload’ of particular qualia into extensional status that

takes place in both cases with and without overt modification.

There is a lingering problem, however - even if natural interpretive processes can resolve

the conflicts between conceptual structures, the denotation (254) still includes the contra-

diction in E-structure: we are claiming that the resulting item is both a lion and stone.

This kind of consequence of intersection is going to be unavoidable unless we have a way

to relate E-structure to C-structure systematically, and so this provides another motivation

for the reanalysis of the role of E-structure suggested above. What we need is an indication

that holding onto the formal quale of lion isn’t enough for the resulting entity to be still

considered in the extension of lion.

At this point, I could go into the weeds and propose a more detailed revision to Dual

Content Semantics that implemented a new version of extensional structure. However, I

want to make a larger move instead that would invalidate that work entirely. I think that

the structured conceptual information of DCS is critical to explain the modification patterns

that we have been concerned with, and so any theory I pursue here will want to hold on to

that insight, and the choice to make them compositionally active. However, I think that we

can effectively restrict the power of Del Pinal’s system in a highly desirable way while making
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it consonant with the syntactic ideas that the rest of the dissertation has been developing

by abandoning the simultaneous dual representation of concept and extension altogether. In

the next and final section, I want to start sketching what that combination might look like.

5.5 Theorizing nominal concepts

The aim of this last section will be to explore some possible motivations and options for

unifying a conceptually-enriched system like Del Pinal’s Dual Content Semantics, which

has its advantages for representing the low-level details of modification, with the syntactic-

semantic account developed in the rest of the dissertation, which has its advantages for

capturing the structure-sensitivity of modification types. It will be a rough sketch at most,

and raise significantly more questions and gesture at significantly more areas of research

than it will contribute to itself; my goal here is to suggest that bringing these various lines

of thinking together might be an enormously valuable endeavor, and that research in these

various branches should be taking the other branches quite seriously as sources of evidence to

bear on questions each branch is already interested in. Covering the empirical and theoretical

ground to unify all these thoughts would be the project of several additional books. So for

now, a sketch.

5.5.1 Derivational, not simultaneous, duality

Here is the basic idea: we have seen some evidence that certain instances of composition,

namely nonintersective modification, require access to detailed conceptual information about

the noun being modified. That motivates an enriched representation of nominal semantics

including various conceptual features, i.e., qualia. However, we have also seen evidence that

this type of modification is available in only very restricted configurations in the course of

the syntactic derivation. Specifically, it’s only allowed when the modifier composes with the

noun prior to the noun being enumerated - composing with a grammatical operation (realized

as morphological number or a classifier) that converts its kind-level meaning into a set of
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objects - and after that enumeration, the strategy of modification that involves conceptual

features of the noun is blocked.

Against this backdrop, it does appear that nouns have a dual semantic content. Compo-

sitional operations make reference both to their conceptual content, e.g., in nonintersective

modification, but also to their extensional content, e.g., in intersective modification. I have

argued that, despite surface appearances, nonintersective and intersective modification are

never taking place in the same syntactic position - it just so happens that sometimes, the

intersective mode of composition can create a sort of bootleg version of the nonintersective

semantics and lead to the same surface reading. So it follows that this dual content is not,

as Del Pinal assumes, simultaneously active and available for concurrent compositional ac-

cess, but rather split across the syntactic lifespan of a noun. If it were present consistently

across the noun’s syntactic realizations, we would expect nonintersective modification to be

available in all configurations. But, as we have established, it is not. It is restricted to those

areas where existing semantic theories would say the noun denotes a kind.

If we take seriously both the idea that nonintersective modification is the modification

of kinds and also involves the manipulation of structured conceptual features, the intuitive

next move is to identify kinds with those conceptual structures, and that is the move I want

to suggest. Del Pinal’s C-structure is the grammatical representation of a kind, which exists

independently of its extensional level, and it can be converted into extensional structure via

the operations of grammatical number. When we take this idea seriously and look at the

motivation for both of these ideas - conceptual structure and grammatical kinds - what we

find is actually significant overlap in theorizing. C-structure is a way to sort and structure

some subset of our conceptual beliefs about a kind of thing, serving as a sort of fallible

instruction manual for identifying members of that kind. Del Pinal describes the role of

C-structure often in these kinds of language: ‘The C-structure of e can be thought of as

a restricted set of general beliefs associated with e’s extension’ (Del Pinal, 2015, 12), or

‘C-structure of lexical items encodes what, according to our best psychological theories,
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are the basic components of the corresponding kinds of concepts’ (Del Pinal, 2018, 175).

These structures aren’t definitions - something may violate them and yet still fall under the

extension; it ‘traces, but does not fully determine’ extension (Del Pinal, 2015, 6). This is

quite similar to the way that kinds are often described: their status as ‘regularities’ (Chierchia

1998) that can enable us to pick out individuals but without strict applicable rules that can

accurately determine membership for every possible individual; recall the discussion of Dogs

have four legs from the beginning of Chapter 4.

A useful perspective on kinds here comes from Mueller-Reichau (2013), who argues that

we should view kinds as sortal concepts - ‘cognitive categories for identifying and classifying

objects’. While our object-based system of perception and cognition centers around invid-

uation of objects, we concurrently develop a system for kind-based cognition that centers

around categorizing (Xu, 2005, 24), leading to a dual system of reference (Dölling, 1993;

Reyes, 1994). The process of developing kinds is illustrative for thinking about them relative

to conceptual structure: we observe how an object is used, allowing us to establish a mental

concept for that type of object, and over repeated exposure this crystallizes into a new sort

of thing, a kind representation for objects that are used that way or share some other core

characteristic or property, and this process itself repeats: ‘by successively establishing more

and more kind representations, a new domain besides the real object domain evolves within

our commonsense ontology, viz. the abstract and in a sense ‘unreal’ kind domain’ (Mueller-

Reichau 2013:35). In this way kinds are ‘reifications’ of our conceptual descriptions (Lobner

2002:20), some existent but ‘unreal’ entity that instantiates the description of a concept,

comprised of the individuals that fall under that concept without extensionally picking them

out.

Kinds on this view are a way of linking grammatical representations to conceptual repre-

sentations, or as Mueller-Reichau describes them (2013:53), ‘bridgeheads between the con-

ceptual system and the grammatical system’... ‘on the one hand, kinds are sortal concepts

belonging to the general conceptual system. On the other hand, kinds are ontological prim-
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itives, i.e. possible references of linguistic expressions’. Those concepts exist in a language-

independent sense (though the role of language in building them up is open for debate),

but they also ‘linguistically manifest themselves as kind symbols in the mental lexicon of

speakers’ (Mueller-Reichau 2013:55). But it is not the case, I think, that kinds are these

concepts, diverging from Mueller-Reichau’s perspective. Concepts are richly complex and

involve potentially infinite features that our world knowledge associates with a particular

type of thing; I know about dogs some general and some specific facts, and my concept of

a dog is highly informed by my own personal experience with my dogs, but the kind DOG

that has the status of a grammatical object in my internal semantic system might lack that

experiential information in favor of just the general principles of dogness. Kinds, if we are

going to identify them with C-structures, are just that: structured. And they need to be,

if they are going to participate in compositional operations. There’s plenty of debate over

whether nonlinguistic concept representations like prototypes can compose with each other

(Gleitman et al., 2012; Prinz, 2012), but they almost certainly can’t be the arguments of

Function Application in the formal semantic sense; I’m claiming here that aspects of kinds

can be.

One objection that might come up early on from the traditional way of thinking about

kinds is that while ‘properties are unsaturated, something that (at a world) is true or false

of individuals. Kinds are saturated, something that at a world has concrete, if possibly spa-

tiotemporal discontinuous, manifestation’ (Chierchia 1998:354). The qualia in C-structure

are unsaturated: they are properties, after all. But this treatment of kinds as unsaturated

(at a given world) seems correct; we want to retain an xs, ey type for them. This requires

some precision in what exactly I am proposing when identify kinds with C-structures. The

semantic representation for a kind that we have been working with so far is like this:

(256) DOG = λwrιxr˚dogwpxqss

And I intend to retain this idea: kinds are grammatically functions from worlds into an

individual, a plural individual comprised of instantiations of it in a world. What I want to
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identify C-structures with is the internal function that builds the plurality: the dog under ˚,

not the DOG on the left side of the equality. C-structure can describe the sortal concept of

a kind, the criteria by which the kind is built up in a particular world. And given our sense of

modulation, those things might change in a given context, just like we may loosen or tighten

our understanding of what a dog or any other object needs to be, without changing the

overall structure of the kind function. It is this thing that is modified in our nonintersective

modification:

(257) λwsr˚rλxerDzxs,eyrz ď goodpTHIEFq ^ x Ď zwssss

The application good(THIEF) on this view is the application of the adjective’s semantic

content to the qualia that make up the conceptual structure of the kind. And that will be

different depending on the adjective - good, like fake, probably modifies the telic function

of the noun it modifies, declaring that an individual in the new good(THIEF) kind does

not just perform the function of a thief but does so well. This contrasts with fake, which

would target the same quale but delete it rather than adjusting something about it or

adding additional descriptive information to specify it further. In some sense, then, privative

adjectives are the extreme version of subsectives: while good here prunes out some thieves

by specifying a stricter requirement for the quale, fake prunes out them all.

The kind itself, then, is something saturated at a particular world - it is an individual

comprised of all its members. But the sortal concept that builds up that kind, the cognitive

guide for categorization needed to collect up those members, that thing is unsaturated,

a set of functions for checking against individuals to determine membership. And that

thing is compositionally active exclusively in the narrow domains where nonintersective kind

modification is allowed, sealed off afterwards. It is at this sealing process - the reduction

of the kind’s complex conceptual structure to the enumerated noun’s simpler extensional

structure - that pragmatic modulation intervenes as Del Pinal intended to select which

of those conceptual features are going to become extension-determining in this particular

context.
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5.5.2 Roots identify concepts; kinds structure them

I suggested above that kinds are not just concepts, but some structured subset of the infor-

mation that concepts contain. How does that structuring and filtering process happen? I

think that we can point to a significant body of work occurring in contemporary syntactic

theory as a way of talking about this: the study of roots and their categorizing process. A

particular thrust in research surrounding syntactic theories of words like Distributed Mor-

phology has been stripping semantic content from roots (Borer, 2005; Harley, 2014) with the

eventual conclusion that roots - which Leffel argued denoted subkind predicates - are merely

indices, contentless themselves absent additional structure. I think that this area of thought

can offer some needed specification to the syntactic component of how a proposal like the

one above might function.

One branch of thought in particular from Acquaviva (2009, 2014a,b) and Panagiotidis

(2011, 2014, 2015) has argued for a vision of roots on which they function as simply pointers

to concepts. Roots don’t represent conceptual information themselves, but do identify which

concept contains the information that can be represented with the inclusion of additional

grammatical structure. Roots alone aren’t interpretable at the Conceptual-Intensional inter-

face on this perspective, but rather require categorization (via a category-determining head

like n or v) for semantic legibility. The perspective that roots require categorization for

syntactic reasons is not an unusual one, following the ‘no free roots’ rule of Baker (2003) and

the Categorization Assumption of Embick and Marantz (2008); Panagiotidis (2011, 2014)

follows in the footsteps of Arad (2005) in arguing that this is due to roots being semantically

impoverished:

(258) Free (acategorial) roots are not legitimate LF objects, because they are unreadable
by the Conceptual-Intentional/SEM systems. (Panagiotidis 2014:290)

The mechanism that syntax uses to convert roots into legitimate LF objects is categoriz-

ers: categorizing heads which apply a syntactic category label to roots also impose onto that

root an ‘interpretive perspective’. Those category heads at least minimally come in nominal
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and verbal flavors, which Panagiotidis argues impose distinct modes of interpretation onto

the conceptual information identified by the root (identified by, not contained by - the root

can tell us what concept to look at, but doesn’t itself denote that concept):

(259) LF-interpretation of categorial features:
A [V] feature imposes an extending-into-time perspective at LF; an [N] feature
imposes a sortal perspective at LF. (Panagiotidis 2011:371)

Focusing on the [N] feature for nouns, this sortal perspective is that of a kind: ‘the

representation is understood to apply to things of a certain kind, but not others. Thus, the

sortal DOG allows us to think about dogs, but not tables, trees, wood or any other kind of

thing.’ (Prasada, 2008, 6) This contrasts with the temporal perspective imposed onto verbs

- kinds, as we have discussed, may be both spatially and temporally discontinuous, while

verbs are interpreted as events that have particular temporal instantiations.

The unification of this perspective and Del Pinal’s would naturally be that the com-

positional reflex of this sortal perspective that the nominalizing categorizer imposes is C-

structure: the root indexes a concept, and the [N] feature imposed by the nominalizing

projection is interpreted as pulling certain pieces of information from that concept and orga-

nizing them into the grammatical representation of a kind, the sortal concept that determines

kind membership, which is composed of some bits and pieces of useful categorizing infor-

mation. The notion of indices to complex conceptual information isn’t only discussed in

the context of roots, but sometimes words more broadly - e.g. Pietroski (2018), who views

semantic meanings as ‘fetch instructions’ to retrieve concepts from a particular place in

memory - or even concepts themselves, e.g., Quilty-Dunn (2021), who argues that concepts

themselves are pointers to areas of memory, based on considerations from exactly the same

kind of polysemy problems that motivated this dissertation. The point is that that concept

in nonlinguistic cognition has quite a lot of information associated with it - a conceptual

package in a long-term memory network (Borer, 2005) or a ‘grab-bag’ of associated infor-

mation (Rayo, 2013) - and the root can tell us where to look for that, but grammar can’t
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manipulate that information until it is organized appropriately by imposing the interpretive

structure required of a lexical item (a noun or a verb, and potentially an adjective, though

see Mitrović and Panagiotidis 2020 on how adjectives might be some composite of nominal

and verbal perspectival features). A nominalizer imposing the structure of a sortal concept

makes it CI-interface-legible, but that doesn’t necessarily finish the lifespan of a nominal

concept - in most cases, it will end up as a property of individuals, but that requires the

additional semantic contribution of number.

For our purposes, the important component of this line of thinking is that this process

creates multiple distinct domains for modification to occur. Intersective modification can

only occur once a concept has been retrieved, rendered legible as a sortal kind, and then

enumerated and individuated as a property. Nonintersective modification can only occur

after a concept has been converted into a kind, but prior to its conversion to an object-level

property. Potentially there is a third domain, too - modification that occurs between the

root and its categorizing head, before the conceptual information has been rendered into a

structure appropriate for any compositional operations. The most likely candidate for this

kind of noncompositional, pre-category modification is idioms (Borer, 2014).

The end goal, I think, of considering these factors is that a complete understanding of

the nature of modificational ambiguity is likely to rely on a complete understanding of the

target of modification. If we want to move away from theories that rely on lexically listed

polysemy for adjectives, our best bet is going to be to develop a sophisticated theory of what

kind of object a noun can be, and when it means what in the derivation, paying close atten-

tion to both the syntax and semantics and being as explicit as possible about our mapping

hypothesis between the two at all points in the derivation. If we do that, then the study of

modification and the study of fundamental ontological questions of language (are meanings

extensional? what is a kind? are there linguistic concepts? how do words come to be?) can

be made more effectively symbiotic - knowledge about the fundamental structural and inter-

pretive properties of different domains can give us valuable theoretical tools to use to explain
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patterns in modification, and those same patterns of modification can be used as illustrative

diagnostics for what kinds of meanings must be available at different locations in the struc-

ture. The result may be a simplification of our concept of meaning (i.e., the elimination of

polysemy) or the opposite (i.e., the expansion of compositional noun meanings from solely

extension to include rich conceptual structures), but the important part is that either of those

moves is both empirically grounded and implemented with interface-accountable moves, the

latter of which is probably not possible for either domain of investigation (modification or

grammatical ontology) without reference to the other.
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6 Conclusion

This dissertation set out to motivate and develop a theory of the (non)intersective ambi-

guity found in certain natural language adjectives. Rejecting theories that relied on lexical

polysemy to derive the ambiguity by positing two distinct denotations, it has instead pur-

sued a compositional analysis where a single denotation for the adjective results in two (or

more) possible surface readings depending on its syntactic relationship to the noun it mod-

ifies (along with certain pragmatic factors). Synthesizing the arguments of the preceding

chapters, the analysis can now be summarized in full.

Adjectives (of the relevant class) are uniformly functions from subkind predicates into

subkind predicates. They take as their initial argument a predicate that maps kinds into

truth values, evaluating whether the given kind is a subkind of a particular kind, and return

a new predicate that adjusts some feature of the superkind of evaluation. The denotation

for the adjective good, for example, is given below.

(260) JgoodK = λPxxs,ey,tyλkxs,ey.k ď goodpιP q

This semantics for good enables it to take in a subkind predicate P , pull out the maximal

kind of that predicate ιP , create a new kind by applying the feature good to ιP , and return

a new predicate that checks if subkinds are in that new kind. This is all that good ever does

- nonintersective and intersective readings alike are derived from this denotation interacting

with different components of nominal semantics.

The basic type of common nouns is that of a subkind predicate. Once a root has been

categorized as a noun in the syntax, it denotes this xxs, ey, ty-type term, like the following

denotation for thief :

(261) JthiefK = λkxs,eyrk ď λwsrιr˚thiefwsss (unmarked for number)

One way that nonintersective interpretations of phrases like good thief - the interpretation

on which it is the individual’s thieving that is good - is through the direct modification of

(261) by (260). The adjective Merges with the noun inside the noun phrase and composes
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with it via Function Application, resulting in:

(262) Jgood thiefKni = λkxs,eyrk ď λwsrιr˚good(thief)wsss (unmarked for number)

But this kind of composition via Function Application is only available up til a certain

point in the noun’s development in the syntactic derivation - specifically, between its cate-

gorization as a noun and its enumeration via composition with a grammatical element like

number marking or a classifier. The function of grammatical number is to induce count-

ability by converting the noun’s denotation from the kind-level to the object-level, resulting

in an intensional property, or a set of the individuals that instantiate that kind in a given

world. The result of composing (261) with a grammatical number element, like the singular

morpheme SG, is:

(263) Jthief+SGK = λwsr˝rλxerDzxs,eyrz ď THIEF^ x Ď zwssss (singular)

Intersective readings are the result of composing the adjective with this kind of nominal

denotation. At this point, however, attempting to compose (260) with (263) would result

in a type clash; neither Function Application nor Predicate Modification are appropriate

for this pair of types. In order for composition to take place between an enumerated noun

and an adjective that adjoins to NP, the adjective needs to be converted into an object-level

property as well by combining with a different subkind predicate via a linking operator. The

different subkind predicate is a phonologically null but syntactically realized nominal element

that is provided by the context and saturates the kind argument of the adjective, specifying,

in this case, what kind of ‘goodness’ is being predicated of the eventual individual argument

provided by the linking operator. In the default intersective case, this null element is some

semantically minimal kind like person or even just the kind of individuals corresponding to

De, which is the source of the standard intersective reading ‘a thief and a good person’, but

it may also be other more specific contextually-salient kinds. The linking operator needed

for composition, which mediates between the adjective and the null argument within the

adjective phrase, is defined:
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(264) JρK = λPxxs,ey,tyλΨxxxs,ey,ty,xxs,ey,tyyλwsλxe . x Ďw ΨpP q

And the full result of this compositional option, the default intersective reading, is:

(265) Jgood thief+SGKi = λwsr˝rλxe.x Ďw goodpPERSONq
^Dzxs,eyrz ď THIEF^ x Ď zwsss

Early in the dissertation it was argued that it is critical to distinguish between nonin-

tersective and intersective as interpretive descriptions of the resulting surface-level readings,

and application and intersection as semantic descriptions of the mechanisms of composition.

This is because there is not a one-to-one correspondence between application and noninter-

sectivity on the one hand, and intersection and intersectivity on the other. In fact, there are

multiple distinct compositional routes to nonintersectivity. One was described above, but

nonintersective readings may also arise via compositional intersection in specific cases. For

example, when composing good thief via intersection, a contextually salient kind needs to be

selected to saturate the kind argument of the adjective. While this is often something like

person, which is nonspecific enough to be made sufficiently salient in most contexts, another

particularly salient kind in this instance is thief itself. No principle of composition prevents

this redundant choice, and the end result is a denotation with identical truth conditions to

the result of the application path: the nonintersective reading.

(266) Jgood thief+SGKNI-via-I = λwsr˝rλxe.x Ď goodpTHIEFqw
^Dzxs,eyrz ď THIEF^ x Ď zwsss

Because the good thief kind is a subkind of the thief kind, the truth conditions of

(266) are the same as those of the ‘true’ nonintersective reading generated via application,

(262). This is not true of all adjective-noun combinations, however: certain instances of

privative adjectives, like fake, are nonsubsective, and therefore the novel kind they create via

application is not a subset of the original kind denoted by the noun. Attempting to engineer

a nonintersective reading via composition with intersection in these circumstances will lead

to a vacuous output and therefore crash.

(267) Jfake thief+SGKNI-via-I = λwsr˝rλxe.x Ď fakepTHIEFqw
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^Dzxs,eyrz ď THIEF^ x Ď zwsss
= ∅

It is this unique behavior of privative adjectives that motivates the syntax-semantics

mapping hypothesis of this analysis. In the prior structural account, each surface reading

is associated with its own underlying syntactic configuration, such that an adjective that is

interpretively ambiguous in a specific position must therefore be syntactically ambiguous as

well. In contrast, in the proposed account, while interpretively ambiguous surface positions

may sometimes correspond to syntactic ambiguity, they do not do so by default; instead, one

surface position may correspond to one underlying syntax and further to one compositional

semantics, but one compositional process (i.e., intersection) may result in multiple surface

readings via this artificial nonintersectivity process. The fact that certain positions across

languages, such as the postnominal position in Italian and the preclassifier position in Bangla,

display an interpretive ambiguity for subsective but not privative adjectives provides evidence

for this approach over the syntactic ambiguity approach.

This account reduces the (non)intersective ambiguity to an ambiguity between kind-level

and object-level modification, and identifies the relevant syntactic domains of modification

as the pre-number and post-number domains. Empirical motivation for this decision is

found in Turkish, where bare nouns unmarked for number display both singular and plu-

ral interpretations, but in a way that is sensitive to modification facts: adding kind-level

modifiers preserves both interpretations, but adding object-level modifiers eliminates the

plural interpretation (or, in some positions, makes the unmarked noun entirely ungrammat-

ical). The nonintersective interpretation of ambiguous adjectives in Turkish pattern exactly

like unambiguous kind-level adjectives, and the intersective interpretation like unambiguous

object-level adjectives. The same conclusion is supported by Bangla, where the independent

structural position of the classifier clearly demarcates the domains of kind and object-level

meanings for the noun, and both nonintersective and kind-level modification can only occur

below the classifier.
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The account also revolves around the existence of phonologically unrealized semantic

content within the adjective phrase; namely, both the contextually-provided kind argument

and the operator linking it to the adjective. From one perspective, this merely technical

solution preserves compositionality and avoids polysemy only from a superficial point of

view, by extracting the complexity from the lexicon and artificially inserting it into syntactic

structure. These kinds of technical solutions to compositional problems that proliferate the

possible maneuvers in syntax can be argued to guarantee the principle of compositionality

holds in a trivial sense, as sufficiently unconstrained syntactic operations can always ensure

that meanings are compositional. As a result, the account risks not meeting its original

criterion for successful theory-building.

However, in contrast to many previous theories of this kind, the covert maneuvers uti-

lized here are interface-accountable. The existence of null structure within the adjective in

intersective readings specifically is supported by morphophonological evidence in the form

of suppletion patterns. Across a moderate cross-linguistic sample of sixteen languages, a

generalization arises where intersective interpretations of adjectives appears to block them

from having suppletive phonological forms in the comparative or superlative. Given that this

kind of comparative suppletion has been extensively argued to depend on locality between

the adjective’s root and the comparative morpheme, this supports the conclusion that in-

tersective readings involve some additional syntactic structure intervening between the root

and its suppletion trigger. This phonological reflex of the proposed additional structure in

intersective readings is one way in which this theory is made accountable to the interfaces.

This account also locates the primary burden of deriving nonintersective meanings - not

where they appear, not distinguishing them from intersective meanings, but the actual result-

ing content of nonintersectivity, that is, which aspects of the kind are modified, e.g., in which

ways different nouns are modified to be good - in a single step of kind modification. Some

perspectives on semantics may be comfortable leaving this as is, and arguing that exactly

how the concept of good gets applied to the concept of thief (or, its corresponding kind) in
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nonintersective readings is the job for a non-linguistic conceptual system, potentially inter-

facing with pragmatics. This is particularly complicated for privative adjectives, which seem

to require access to the noun’s conceptual semantics in order to create their novel meaning,

since extensions seem completely uninvolved (though on the present account, this is precisely

the same process as any nonintersective reading). In contrast to what might be the standard

view on the semantics/conceptual systems divide, the sensitivity of these readings to syntac-

tic variation and the fact that only certain options for interacting with conceptual features -

in the form of a limited lexicon of privative adjectives - appear cross-linguistically suggests

that, perhaps, this problem too should be given a compositional treatment. This decision

has been motivated with the results of two experiments showing that the interpretations of

nouns and (privative) adjectives respectively are subject to context-induced modulation, but

in a particularly constrained way, only allowing the manipulation of certain features. As a

result, the theory is augmented with a compositional system for interacting with conceptual

features of nouns. The denotation of a kind on this account is that of a sortal concept, a

series of violable categorizing conditions for determining whether an individual counts as a

member of the kind, and nonintersective readings are the result of an adjective modifying cer-

tain features of this sortal conceptual structure. As a result, the lexical classes of ‘privative’

vs. ‘subsective’ adjectives are made obsolete, replaced instead with particular descriptions

of how those adjectives interact with conceptual features, and the categorial inferences that

have previously described these classes are instead treated as emergent properties of their

interaction with specific nouns in different instances of composition.

As with any work of this scope, significant portions of a truly complete analysis are left

unresolved and many new questions have been raised. Some of those questions involve how

the grammar treats multiple ways to end up at the same meaning - how do principles of

economy and interpretation interact with the multiple compositional routes to nonintersec-

tivity? Other questions involve the particular syntactic implementation of the null argument

analysis developed here in light of the suppletion data. Still unresolved are the reasons why
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certain locality violations in intersective meanings result in ineffability, rather than other

options for phonological realization, and how exactly this null material should be placed in

the adjective phrase, a question that likely requires more morphological sophistication than

developed here. Furthermore, in the theory of kinds utilized here, a number of assumptions

are made in order to most effectively facilitate a parsimonious analysis of adjectival modifica-

tion specifically, but these decisions are inextricable from a much larger debate surrounding

how to derive the distribution and various properties of kind reference in natural language

independent from modification. And the relationship between nonintersective, direct modi-

fication of kinds, the modification of grammatically-structured conceptual features, and the

morphosyntax of root meanings and categorization proposed in the final chapter is still rad-

ically underspecified, at most a gesture of goodwill between some currently distinct areas of

research, identifying that synthesizing these systems which have been developed in large part

independently is likely to be necessary for an adequate theory of modificational ambiguity.

Despite all of these open questions and others, I want to conclude by highlighting what I

think is the central contributions that this dissertation has made to thinking about ambiguity.

And that is that an empirical focus on edge cases can allow us to build theories that, despite

the apparent complexity of the edge cases, are fundamentally simpler. The process of building

theories of ambiguous adjectives has for some time proceeded by beginning with the simplest,

most canonical cases of ambiguity - our beautiful dancers - and constructing an account of

them before optionally moving on to incorporate more and more ‘complicated’ cases via

the addition of distinct interpretive principles. Often this incremental process ends before

adjectives like fake are ever reached, either implicitly because they have not been recognized

as members of the ambiguity phenomenon of interest or explicitly because their logical

properties caused them to be footnoted. And of course, at least half of this dissertation has

been dealing entirely with non-privative adjectives, too. Practically no mention of them is

made in Chapters 3 and 4 combined. But neither of those chapters would exist without

having been able to notice the core distributional pattern in Chapter 2; the proposal that
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there is a strict domain of only modification via intersection that nonetheless can achieve

nonintersective readings for most adjectives would never have come into being absent the

observation of how privative adjectives broke that pattern. In this instance, what has been

seen as their unique and compositionally problematic logical property of nonsubsectivity

has, with careful attention to their interaction with syntactic factors, come into the light

as actually being a fully compositional and context-sensitive, emergent property that has

been critical in revealing the underlying behavior of certain syntactic positions. Subsective

adjectives, on this view, are too flexible and resilient - they can make do in a number of

semantic environments (that is, locations in the syntax where one particular compositional

operation is available) and, through adaptive behavior, still achieve a variety of surface

interpretations. Privatives are inflexible, like the sensitive canaries from our earlier metaphor,

and so directly reflect the compositional nature of their environment in a way that makes

them an ideal tool of the semanticist. However, because subsective adjectives are found

so much more frequently across a variety of environments, they have become the standard

starting place. These subsective birds survive well into the dangerous parts of the cave, and

so of course they will be seen as the default case and draw the attention of us miners. But

it is the canaries that really tell us what is happening where our eyes are not good enough

to see the underlying features of the cave. And so if we as semanticists are in the business

of undercovering covert structures and processes, perhaps we should be more often turning

our attention to the canaries in the mine.
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